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DAILY PROGRAMME 

TIME TUESDAY, 29 June 2010 

9.00am – 4.00pm 

Post-grad/early career researcher masterclass sessions 

Chair: Dr Helena Grehan 

Venue: Rehearsal Room 

5.00pm 

Conference Registration 

 

Venue: Foyer 

5.30pm 

Conference Official Opening 

 

Official Opening: Robin Archer 

Welcome to Country: Ngunnawal Elder, ‘Aunty’ Agnes Shea 

Special guest MC: Jay Sullivan 

Venue: Foyer 

6.30pm   

8.00pm 

Go By Night by Stephen House 

Director: Shane Pike 

Performer: James O’Connell 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 

$10 for conference delegates 

 Discussion with Stephen House 
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TIME WEDNESDAY, 30 June 2010 

8.30am 

Coffee and tea (available all day) 

 

Venue: Foyer 

9.00am 

Plenary Workshop 1 

Chair: Cate Clelland 

 

Workshop: Tjanara Goreng Goreng DAY 1 

Dadirri: Deep Inner Listening/Contemplation 

 

Venue: Rehearsal Room 

9.45am 

Plenary Session: ALTC Panel 

Chairs: Prof. Jonathan Holmes, Prof. Ian Maxwell, Jenny Wilson 

 

‘The Big Picture: Disciplinary Standards and Creative Outcomes’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 

10.30am 

Morning Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME WEDNESDAY, 30 June 2010 

11.00am 

Keynote Speaker: Prof. Sharon Carnicke 

Chair: Cate Clelland  

 

‘The Bare Bones of Stanislavsky’s Active Analysis’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 

1.00pm 

Lunch 

 

Venue: Teatro Vivaldi 

2.00pm 

Session A 

Active Analysis Demonstration: Egil Kipste 

 

Chair: Karen Vickery  

 

‘Directing Inspiration: Teaching a Directing Methodology Based on Stanislavsky’s Active 
Analysis’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 
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TIME WEDNESDAY, 30 June 2010 

2.00pm 

Session B 

 

  Chair: Cate Clelland 

 

Dr Rea Dennis 

‘Embodiment is never a private affair: 
autobiography, memory and improvised 
performance’ 

 

 

Georgia Snowball: 

‘The Body Imbued’ 

 

 

 

Justine Shih Pearson: 

‘Being and performing non-place: notes 
from the airport’ 

 

 

 

 

 

Session C 

 

Chair: Dr Maryrose Casey 

 

Tricia Hopton: 

‘An Ethnic Transvestite?’ and ‘Inexplicably, 
both liberals and Zionists at the same 
time!’ 

 

 

Anna Teresa Scheer: 

‘Challenging Theatre’s Hidden Hierarchies: 
Christoph Schlingensief’s Theatrical 
Inventions in Hamburg’ 

 

 

Dr Bud Coleman: 

‘Shrinking Orchestrations in 21st Century 
Musical Theatre: Do new orchestrations 
make it a “new” musical?’ 

 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

3.30pm 

Afternoon Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME WEDNESDAY, 30 June 2010 

Session A 

 

Chair: Margi Brown Ash 

 

Karen Vickery: 

‘Before Stanislavsky: The Theatrical 
Reforms of Aleksandr Ostrovsky’ 

 

Dr Jade Rosina McCutcheon: 

‘Tell the Truth Now: The Actor and Body 
Consciousness’ 

 

 

Michael Beh: 

‘The Heart of the Beat: The Actor, Truth 
and Theatricality’ 

 

Lee James (paper/demonstration): 

‘The Stage Beyond: Exploring Meditative 
Practices and the “Superconscious” in 
Actor Training and Performance’ 

 

 

 

Session B 

 

Chair: Louise Morris 

 

Dr Bree Hadley: 

‘Stripping Sight Bare: Alison Jones’s 
Portraits by Proxy’ 

 

Dr Caroline Heim: 

‘The Naked Audience: Audience 
performance at a recent staging of 
Gibson’s The Miracle Worker’ 

 

Ali Clinch 

‘Acting Crazy: Theatre for adults living with 
psychiatric illness’ 

 

Jeff Stewart: 

‘Stripping Bare: Is it possible to make a 
work from the simple place of 
thankfulness?’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.00pm – 6.00pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME WEDNESDAY, 30 June 2010 

 

 

 

 

4.00pm - 6.00pm 

 

 

Session C 

 

Chair: Dr Bud Coleman 

 

Jennifer de Leon: performance – 30  mins                    

‘The Dress’  

 

Dr Angela Campbell: 

‘The Drover’s Wives: Lace Passes into 
Nothingness’ 

 

 

Teresa Izzard: 

‘Marber’s After Miss Julie and The Flayed 
Angel:: A somatic/bodymind approach to 
the creation of character’ 

 

Dr Maryrose Casey: 

‘Interpreting Romeo and Juliet Dancer 
Style’ 

 

 

Session D 

 

Chair: Leah Mercer 

 

Dr Suzanne Little: 

‘The Traumatic Body in Performance’ 

 

Dr William Peterson: 

‘Giving the Audience What it Wants: 
Transgendered Performance and the 
Economies of Cultural Production in the 
Amazing Philippine Theatre’ 

 

Dr Margaret Mayhew (paper): 

‘Just Act Natural: Nudity, authenticity, 
posing and performance’ 

 

Sherryl Spencer: 

‘Art or Obscenity?: Spectatorship and 
Framing the Naked Female Body in Stacey 
Callaghan’s still raw’ 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

8.00pm 

Film Screening: Masked Corroborees of the Northwest 

 

Introduced by film-maker Dominique Sweeney 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

8.30am 

Coffee and tea (available all day) 

 

Venue: Foyer 

9.00am 

Plenary Workshop 2 

Chair: Cate Clelland 

 

Workshop: Tjanara Goreng Goreng  DAY 2 

Munyina: the Three Laws of Respect 

 

Venue: Rehearsal Room 

9.45am 

Plenary Session: AusStage 

 

Chair: Neal Harvey 

 

Speakers: Neal Harvey and Liz Milford 

‘AusStage and the Future: Maps, Networks, Audiences and Beyond’ 

 

Venue: Eng T; Engineering Building 

Meet in foyer of Arts Centre following workshop to walk to venue 

10.30am 

Morning Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

11.00am 

Keynote Speaker: Dr Jacqueline Lo 

 

Chair: Prof. Joanne Tompkins 

 

‘B(e)aring Memory: Invoking the Dead’’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 

Lunch 

 

Venue: Teatro Vivaldi 
1.00pm 

Lunchtime meeting: AusStage 

 

Venue: Seminar Room 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

Session A 

 

Chair: Andrew Holmes  

 

Prof. Adrian Kiernander: 

‘The Ghosts of Richard III and the Old 
Faith’ 

 

Anita Harris Satkunananthan: 

‘Identity and Narrative Loops in Helen 
Oyeyemi’s Juniper’s Whitening and White 
is for Witching’ 

 

Louise Morris: 

‘Unspeakable Terrain: Visualising 
Ontological Terror in Performance’ 

 

 

Session B 

 

Chair: Dr Bree Hadley 

 

Panel: Dr Bree Hadley, Meredith Rogers, 
Dr Janys Hayes, Teresa Izzard 

‘Paving for diverse pathways: Supporting 
Performing Arts Students in their transition 
to protean careers’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.00pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

 

 

2.00pm 

Session C 

 

Chair: Jennifer de Leon 

 

Dr Alison Richards: performance – 30 mins 

‘Instability Strip: theorising solo 
performance as research’ 

 

 

Dr Rachel Forgasz: 

‘Disrobed and Disarmed: The Myth of the 
Creative Process as Mystery Unmasked’ 

 

 

Dr Rea Dennis: 

‘Tearing Strips: Artist/Facilitator as Other’ 

 

 

 

Session D 

 

Chair: Justine Shih Pearson  

 

Miranda Heckenberg: 

‘Discourses of minimalism in the 
contemporary practice of Australian 
Scenographers’ 

 

Cate Clelland: 

‘Designing the “empty space”: eloquent 
minimalism in designing Godot.’ 

 

 

Sarah Thomasson: 

Empty Spaces?: Stripping Bare 
Performance in Found Space’ 

 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

3.30pm 

Afternoon Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

Session A 

 

Chair: Meredith Rogers 

 

Carol Langley: 

‘The Drag Queen Nude and Naked’ 

 

Dr Sarah French and Dr Georgie Boucher: 

‘The Pleasures and Politics of The 
Burlesque Hour’ 

 

Dr Pauline Manley: 

‘Questions of Class and Arse: Modern 
Burlesque in Australia’ 

 

Session B: Workshop 

 

Chair: Anthony Skuse  

 

Pedro Ilgenfritz: 

‘The Preparatory Work for Neutral Mask 
Training: Breathing, Sustaining and 
Transition’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.00pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

 

4.00pm 

Session C 

Chair: Prof. Ian Maxwell 

 

Dr Janys Hayes: 

‘Naked to All but Ourselves: Some notes 
on actor training and phenomenology’ 

 

Kath Bicknell: 

‘Pushing Past Pain: uncovering embodied 
strategy in physically demanding sports 
performance’ 

 

Linda Hassall: 

‘I Stand Before You Naked: Exposing the 
process of creating and writing Dawn’s 
Faded Rose, a new play for performance’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session D 

Chair: Dr Bree Hadley 

 

Nelson Chia: 

‘Responses and Responsibility: Performing 
the Nanjing Massacre’ 

 

Dr Helena Grehan: 

‘Vulnerability, Suffering and Children: 
Seven Jewish Children’ 

 

Dr Kris Plummer: 

‘Extreme Bouts: Playwright versus 
Director’ 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

5.30pm 

Coffee and tea 

(drinks may be purchased at bar) 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

Session A 

 

Chair: Dr Margaret Mayhew 

 

Dr David Williams: 

‘The gaze stripping bare: violence and 
vision in version 1.0’s THIS KIND OF 
RUCKUS’ 

 

Natalie Lazaroo: 

‘Performing Erotically: Redefining Notions 
of “Eroticism” in Zen Zen Zo’s Zeitgeist’ 

 

Dr Caroline Heim: 

‘Undressing the Actor: the Erotic 
Relationship with the Audience’ 

 

 

Session B 

 

Chair: Dr Alison Richards 

 

Panel: Prof. Ian Maxwell, Dr Maryrose 
Casey, Dr Christine Comans, Leah Mercer 

 

‘Threatened Species?: survival strategies 
for Drama, Theatre and Performance 
Studies in the Australian university system’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.00pm – 7.30pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME THURSDAY, 1 July 2010 

 

6.00pm-7.30pm 

Session C 

 

Chair: Cate Clelland  

 

Robin Dixon: 

‘Implicit Stage Direction in Plautine Drama 

 

Daniel Johnston: 

‘Corporate Performance Incorporated: 
Unleash the Power Within’ 

 

Bernadette Cochrane: 

‘Reflexively Speaking: Exposing the Text’s 
Relationship with Itself’ 

 

 

 

Session D 

 

Chair: Dr William Peterson  

 

Nita Mostafa Moghaddam: 

‘Stripping Bare and Sam Shepard’ 

 

Meredith Rogers: 

‘Minimalism and Modernity at The Mill 
Community Theatre 1976 – 1984’ 

 

Aine de Paor 

‘Stripping Bare a Body of Work: 
“O’Punksky 1991 – 2002”’ 

 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

8.00pm 

ADSA Committee Dinner 

 

Venue: to be advised 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

8.30am 

Coffee and tea (available all day) 

 

Venue: Foyer 

9.00am 

Plenary Workshop 3 

Chair: Cate Clelland 

 

Workshop: Tjanara Goreng Goreng  DAY 3 

Kanyini: the Law of Harmony with All Things 

 

Venue: Rehearsal Room 

9.45am 

ADSA Annual General Meeting 

 

Chair: Ian Maxwell  

 

Venue: Main Theatre 

10.45am 

Morning Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 

11.15am 

Keynote Speaker: Dr Julian Meyrick 

 

Chair: Meredith Rogers  

 

‘Flesh or Bones?: Qualitative and Quantitative Descriptions of Theatre Practice’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

1.15pm 

Lunch 

 

Venue: Teatro Vivaldi 

Session A 

 

Chair: Rebecca Clifford 

 

Andrew Holmes 

‘The Wind that Strips the Theatre Bare: an 
approach towards poetic drama using 
analysis of Garcia Lorca’s The House of 
Bernada Alba’ 

 

Janice Hinckfuss: 

‘‘Page Presence’: Academic Writing as 
Performance and the Teaching of English 
for Academic Purposes’ 

 

Jeanette Matthews: 

‘Prophets stripped bare: Vulnerability in the 
prophets of the Hebrew Bible’ 

 

 

 

Session B: Workshop 

 

Chair: Gretchen Riordan 

 

Dr Margaret Mayhew: 

‘Performing looks: exploring life drawing as 
methexis’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.15pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

 

 

2.15pm 

Session C 

 

Chair: Dr David Williams 

 

Anthony Skuse: 

‘Bodies Transformed: an approach to mask 
in actor training’ 

 

Jena Zelezny: 

‘Performance Minus the Acting: a 
discussion of continuity, subjection and 
staging’ 

 

Christopher Hay: 

‘”Edgy, rockin’ student-theatre”: Emerging 
Directors and the Avant-Garde’ 

 

Ashley Wain: 

‘Hermeneutics, the Neutral Mask and 
Aesthetic Events: an Approach to Practice-
Based Creative Arts Research’ 

 

 

Session D 

 

Chair: Natalie Lazaroo 

 

Dr Rand Hazou: 

'Hypermediacy and Credibility in 
Documentary Theatre: The Craft of Make-
Believe in Théâtre du Soleil’s Le Dernier 
Caravansérail (2005)'. 

 

Janet Gibson: 

‘Saying it Right: Ethics and Politics in 
Verbatim Theatre’ 

 

Michelle Staur: 

‘Uncovering the Politics of Betrayal: 
Resistance or Collaboration?’ 

 

 

 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

4.15pm 

Afternoon Tea 

 

Venue: Foyer 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

Session A 

 

Chair: Dr Bree Hadley 

 

Prof. Joanne Tompkins: 

‘Virtual Recreations of Historical Theatre: 
How VR can Meet (and Extend) Theatre 
History to Uncover the Hidden 

 

Robert Reid: 

‘Do blogs represent the democratisation of 
cultural comment or do they expose (strip 
bare) the ignorance and prejudices of a 
privileged few? 

 

Adrian Johnson: 

‘Avatar: A sign of our times’ 

 

 

Session B 

 

Chair: Dr Pauline Manley 

 

Dr Julie Robson: 

‘Revealing the Risk: The practice of 
Edgework in performance-led research’ 

 

Leah Mercer: 

‘Folie à deux: Remembering and forgetting 
process in practice-led research’ 

 

Margi Brown Ash: 

‘The Ensemble Stripped Bare with Margi 
Ash’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.45pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Venue: Main Theatre Venue: Rehearsal Room 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

 

4.45pm 

Session C 

 

Chair: Dr Janys Hayes  

 

Gretchen Riordan: 

‘Becomings Hemosexual: Bearing Witness 
to Blood Based Performance’ 

 

Dr Diana Looser: 

‘Stripping Cook Bare?: Historical Play and 
the Redeployment of Mythology in 
Contemporary New Caledonian Theatre’ 

 

Dr Glen McGillivray: 

‘The Persistent Essentialism of 
Theatricality’ 

 

Meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Venue: Drama Lab Venue: Seminar Room 

6.15pm – 6.45pm 

Plenary Session: Mystery Speakers 

       Chair: Rebecca Clifford 

‘Where have we been? Where are we going?’ 

 

Venue: Main Theatre 
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TIME FRIDAY, 2 July 2010 

7.30pm 

Conference Dinner 

 

Burlesque performers: Maude Davey and Paul Cordeiro  

 

Venue: Teatro Vivaldi 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – WEDNESDAY 

 

Professor Sharon M. Carnicke                                                                                              

Professor of Theatre and Slavic Languages; Associate Dean of Theatre, 
University of Southern California  

 

Title: “The Bare Bones of Stanislavsky’s Active Analysis” 

 

Abstract 

During the last four years of his life (1934-1938), Stanislavsky and a small band of actors 
developed an innovative rehearsal technique known as Active Analysis in Russia. They 
worked behind the closed doors of his home, where he was confined by Stalin who deemed 
the elderly director’s experimental work subversive of Socialist Realism. Drawing upon 
traditional archival research, I will trace the technique’s history of suppression and its re-
emergence. I will also examine its key theatrical assumptions: that plays are scores for 
performance, akin to operatic scores; and that the inherent music of acting emerges from the 
actor’ interactive dynamics.  

I will then describe my current experimental work with Active Analysis. For the last two 
years, I have been the theatre consultant for a team of scientists and engineers who are 
investigating the physical expression of emotion. In this capacity, I have organized a small 
company of eighteen student actors to rehearse scenes from Shakespeare and Chekhov 
using Active Analysis. Our rehearsals are recorded using motion capture photography. Like 
x-rays that expose bones under skin, motion capture exposes the bones of the actors’ 
interactions with each other as they embody texts. The resulting screen images, like dancing 
skeletons, make possible an intensely close analysis of what happens from moment to 
moment in the rehearsal hall. While the scientists and engineers concern themselves with 
measurable physical movements, I have been asking a different question. How does Active 
Analysis, developed for stage in the first half of the twentieth century, adapt to twenty-first 
century cinematic technologies, like motion capture, which now, more often than not, frame 
the actor’s art?   

In my talk, I hope to do more than dissect Active Analysis, however. By exploring how 
archival research and practice-based experimentation come together in my project, I also 
intend to raise a broader issue for the members of ASDSA: How can we, as a field, better 
research and understand the histories and practices of those arts, like acting, that depend 
upon ephemeral and embodied knowledge? 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – WEDNESDAY 

 

Professor Sharon M. Carnicke                                                                                              

Professor of Theatre and Slavic Languages; Associate Dean of Theatre, 
University of Southern California  

 

Biography 

 

 

Sharon Marie Carnicke is an internationally known expert on the 
Stanislavsky System for actor training and on film acting. Her 
works have been translated into five languages. Her books 
include Stanislavsky In Focus: An Acting Master for the Twenty-
First Century (Second Edition), The Theatrical Instinct: Nikolai 
Evreinov and the Russian Theatre of the Early Twentieth Century, 
and the co-authored Reframing Screen Performance. Her 
translations of Anton Chekhov’s plays have been produced 
nationally, with her Seagull winning an American College Theatre 
Festival Award at the Kennedy Center. These translations are 

published as Chekhov: 4 Plays and 3 Jokes.  

 

Because Dr. Carnicke began her career as an actor (first at the American Shakespeare 
Festival Theatre in Stratford Connecticut and then in New York) and because she has 
directed theatrical productions in New York, Los Angeles, and Moscow, she is dedicated to 
bringing theatrical practice and scholarship together in every area of her work. For example, 
with funding from the National Science Foundation, she has created a company of USC 
undergraduate actors who are investigating how actors create roles in the cinematic 
technology of motion capture. She also conducts a private laboratory in Los Angeles for 
professional actors on Stanislavsky’s last major technique--Active Analysis. She has given 
master classes at such notable institutions as the Moscow Art Theatre School, the Russian 
Academy for Theatre Art (formerly GITIS), at the Sorbonne in France, and Australia’s 
National Institute for Dramatic Art. 

 

At USC, Dr. Carnicke holds a joint appointment in Theatre and Slavic Languages and 
Literature. She is a founding member of the USC Center for Excellence in Teaching and 
received the USC Associates Award for Excellence in Teaching. She teaches both practice-
based and academic courses such as Greek and Roman drama, Shakespeare, the 
performing arts, and acting theory for both stage and screen. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – THURSDAY 

 

Dr Jacqueline Lo                                                                                              

Head of the School of Cultural Inquiry, The Australian National University;  

Chair, Asian Australian Studies Research Network 

 

Title: ‘B(e)aring Memory: Invoking the Dead’ 

 

Abstract 

There is a long history of cross-cultural relations between Asians and indigenous peoples 
that have resulted in polyethnic or mixed-race indigenous communities located in the 
northern parts of Australia. Despite some important scholarly work in this field, these stories 
remain largely absent from dominant accounts of the nation. The non-British histories of 
Australia have, according to Regina Gantner,  "never been unknown, but they have also 
never been privileged into the master narrative of domestic historie". The histories are "not 
remembered very hard" because they do not extend British history, and yet they continue to 
surface and trouble settler Australia. The making of memory has been controversial in this 
country, as evidenced by the so-called "history wars" centering on the representation of 
settler occupation of indigenous land. As Gay McCauley points out in Unsettled Ground, "At 
stake, it seems...are not only questions concerning the moral (and financial) responsibility of 
the present generation for the political and social consequences of wrongs committed in the 
past but also a profound anxiety about the moral legitimacy of the modern nation state". 
Within this context, memory-work, and especially the making of monuments to 
commemorate the past, cannot be disengaged from larger issues about the politics of 
reproach and culpability. This presentation will focus on In Repose, a site-specific 
collaborative multi-art form project developed by Mayu Kanamori, Wakako Asano, Vic 
McEwan and Satsuki Odamura. The artists describe the work which began in 2008 as a 
kuyo, an act of ceremonial prayer to respect and calm the spirits of the first-generation 
Japanese migrants who landed on our shores in the late 19th century, and whose remains 
are interred in marked and unmarked graves in the North. By approaching In Repose as a 
study in hauntology, I will explore the ethics of invoking the dead through performance. How 
do we dance for the dead to create a new future for the living? 

Jacquie will be assisted by performer, Mayu Kanamori. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – THURSDAY 

 

Dr Jacqueline Lo                                                                                              

Head of the School of Cultural Inquiry, The Australian National University;  

Chair, Asian Australian Studies Research Network 

 

Biography 

 

 

 

Associate Professor Jacqueline Lo is Head of the 
School of Cultural Inquiry at the Australian National 
University and Adjunct Research Fellow at the Centre for 
Interweaving Performance Cultures at Freie Universitat 
Berlin. Her research interests are strongly cross-cultural 
and interdisciplinary, drawing on performance, critical 
race, postcolonial and diaspora studies. She is the author 
of Staging Nation: Postcolonial English Language Theatre 
in Malaysia and Singapore (2004), Performance and 
Cosmopolitics (2007, 2009 with Helen Gilbert) and editor 
of 8 volumes of essays including a forthcoming special 
issue of Amerasia. Jacquie is Chair of the Asian 

Australian Studies Research Network and editor of the Diasporic Asia section of Asian 
Studies Review. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – FRIDAY 

Dr Julian Meyrick 

Research Fellow, Theatre and Drama Program, La Trobe University  

 

Title: ‘Flesh or Bones?  Qualitative and Quantitative Descriptions of Theatre Practice’ 

Abstract 

 

I’m looking at you with something in mind.  Can you stand it?  Some people can’t.  
Some people run for the hills.  When I say hills, I don’t think of whatever hills you 
think of.  We can try to overcome that.  The fact that we use the same words for 
things but don’t have the same things for words.  

Lady Grey by Will Eno (2005).   

If we try to grasp a concept as such, it is fatally transformed into an object, and the 
price we pay is no longer being able to distinguish it from the conceived thing. 

Giorgio Agamben, The Coming Community (1990 trans. 1991).  

This paper is a response to concerns at the ADSA 2009 Conference with the application of 
academic methods of description to performance-as-research projects.  What is the role of 
description in accounts of theatre works and practices?  How do ‘outside’ critical descriptions 
rank against ‘inside’ self-descriptions?  Can different types of account be compared in terms 
of their absolute value or are all such judgements necessarily partial and perspectival?  
There are functional, epistemological and ethical issues with how techniques of literary 
analysis, history and the social sciences frame and describe different aspects of theatre 
practice.  From creative development to financial management, technical production to 
strategic planning, theatre as an object is complex and multifaceted, yet also holistic.  I will 
argue it is unacceptable to cede to methodological relativism, not to subject descriptive 
techniques to fundamental questions about their nature, scope and domain assumptions.   

 

The paper will then compare two different descriptive approaches, that of Clifford Geertz’s in 
Notes on a Balinese Cockfight (1973), a famous example of qualitative description, and 
Ouellet, Savard and Colbert’s in The Personality of Performing Arts Venues (2008), a 
contemporary example of quantitative analysis.  The different traits and values of these 
methods will be examined, and comment made on their utility for describing theatre practice.  
Using the work of Giorgio Agamben and Alain Badiou, I will then further argue that the Real 
of theatre presents as a figure lying outside the means used to capture it (outside language), 
so potentially committing different descriptive methods to a common focus.  I will end with a 
reflection on Agamben’s notion of ‘example’ (drawn from The Coming Community) and 
Badiou’s conception of ‘event’ and ‘truth’ (drawn from Being and Event, 1988 trans. 2005.) 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – FRIDAY 

Dr Julian Meyrick 

Research Fellow, Theatre and Drama Program, La Trobe University  

 

Biography 

 

 

!

Julian Meyrick: A Research Fellow at La Trobe University, 
and until recently Associate Director and Literary Advisor at 
Melbourne Theatre Company, Julian has directed many 
award-winning theatre productions including for MTC: The 
Birthday Party, Thom Pain, Enlightenment, The Ghost Writer, 
A Single Act, Cruel and Tender, Dinner, The Memory of 
Water, Blue/Orange and Frozen; for STC: The Vertical Hour, 
Doubt and The Snow Queen; for the Griffin: October.  Other 
credits include many new Australian works such as Luke 
Devenish’s Grace Among the Christians, St. Rose of Lima and 
Fun and Games with the Oresteia.  He directed Fever and the 
inaugural production of Who’s Afraid of the Working Class? for 

the Melbourne Workers Theatre and won the 1998 Green Room Award for Best Director on 
the Fringe.  He was responsible for expanding the Affiliate Writers Scheme at MTC and for 
initiating the Hard Lines new play program.  He is Deputy Chair of Play Writing Australia and 
an Honorary Fellow at Deakin University.  As a theatre historian he has published an 
account of Nimrod Theatre, See How It Runs (2003), a history of MTC, The Drama 
Continues, a Currency House Platform Paper, Trapped By the Past, and academic articles 
on post-War Australian theatre, the theory-practice nexus, and contemporary dramaturgy.  
He is currently researching a series of case studies from Australian theatre in the post-
Whitlam era, focusing on the relationship between cultural policy and creative practice.  He 
is a member of the federal government’s Creative Australia Advisory Group.   

!
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KEYNOTE WORKSHOPS – WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY 

Tjanara Goreng Goreng 

MSA, PDM, Grad. Cert, Soc.Sc. (Couns.) PhD Candidate. Founder of FIRDA, 
Foundation for Indigenous Recovery and Development, Australia 

The Workshops 

BRIEF: To engage all conference participants in a CIRCLE process to give them all an 
experience of being ‘with and in’ an Indigenous community based performance experience.  
Creation of a ‘ceremonial performance Circle experience” for conference participants over 3 
days. 

The PROCESS: 

An experiential experience of sharing Indigenous cultural dance, song and story in a 
CIRCLE in which Tjanara will engage all the participants in song, dance and a CIRCLE 
sharing based in her cultural traditions – Wakka Wakka and Yankunjatjara.  Each day will 
have a new theme embodied with dance, music/songs, performance and a sharing CIRCLE 
of all participants. Everyone will be taught and will do the performance and process so they 
have a deep experience of BEING with us on country, in performance and ceremony.  This 
is intended to be ‘a ceremonial sharing of culture’ with all. 

DAY 1 Dadirri  

Day 1’s CIRCLE process will be based in Dadirri – Dadirri is the deep inner listening and 
contemplative tradition of Aboriginal culture where we teach our children from young to 
engage in understanding and listening to ‘the wind’, the ‘voices of the Ancestors’ on the 
wind, to each other, to self and to teachers and Elders so that they grow to be strong 
teachers and Elders themselves.  Through music song and dance and Dadirri will be 
embodied in this process.  All participants will be gathered together as we would in our 
community getting ready for ceremony or corroboree and people will be taught the song, the 
dance and sit in a ‘Sharing Talking CIRCLE’ through this process. Both men and women’s’ 
business and experience will be embodied and shared through this CIRCLE process. Men 
and women will be taught separate dances to embody this Dadirri experience. The story of 
“Dadirri “will be given to each participant for them to reflect on throughout that day and for all 
time so that a deeper understanding of this important Aboriginal cultural tradition will become 
part of their own embodied experience and assist them in their own individual reconciliation 
process with Indigenous Australians they meet in their lives from then on. 

DAY 2 – Munyina – the Three Laws of Respect 

On day 2 participants will continue the journey of experience and learning our traditions by 
sharing in the learning of the important foundational laws of all clans traditions – Munyina the 
Three Laws of Respect.  In this CIRCLE of learning and sharing participants will be shown 
and given the outline of the 3 Laws and will be taught an important Water Tjurrkjurrpa song 
and dance from Tjanara’s tradition to enable them to experience and embody what the 3 
laws of respect mean for them and for the world.  They will share in the commitment 
ceremony to the 3 Laws of Respect so that they can leave the conference knowing that they 
have embodied and created a sharing of meaning with Indigenous Australians in their own 
acknowledgement of the importance of this Law and for all of those who live on our Land to 
understand its meaning and it’s commitment as we embody this Law in our own lives as we 
grow from children to adults to teachers, leaders and Elders in our own clans. We share this 
with the group to enable them to understand and appreciate our Law and traditions through 
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song, dance and sharing in CIRCLE. 

Day 3  Kanyini – the Law of Harmony with all things 

 Day 3’s CIRCLE process will be based in Kanyini – the Law of Harmony with all, with self, 
with family, with land, with traditions, with each other and with the Earth -Ngungynateea - our 
Mother.   The CIRCLE will embody the dance, song and experience of Kanyini for all 
participants and ask them to deeply reflect on what Kanyini means in their own lives.  The 
songs and dances learned in Day 1 will again be shared and a CIRCLE creation process to 
embody Kanyini will be followed as it would be in a community setting, on land, on country, 
with all who are willing to share in Kanyini – Our Law of harmony. A new song and a new 
dance will be taught on this day.  Both men and women’s business will be co-jointly shared 
and embodied.  The story outline of Kanyini will be given to all participants so that they can 
continue in their lives to remember and share this experience for their own growth and 
reconciliation with our people.  As Kanyini captures all our Laws and relationships it is a 
fitting end to the 3-day experience for all participants to leave with. 
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KEYNOTE WORKSHOPS – WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY 

Tjanara Goreng Goreng 

MSA, PDM, Grad. Cert, Soc.Sc. (Couns.) PhD Candidate. Founder of FIRDA, 
Foundation for Indigenous Recovery and Development, Australia 

 
FIRDA is a nonprofit Indigenous Corporation founded by 
Tjanara Goreng Goreng with her Elders and her Indigenous 
women colleagues in Australia in 2000. FIRDA offers 
strategies that expand the ways businesses, communities, 
and individuals from around the world might work with 
Indigenous communities in Australia and overseas for 
reconciliation of our shared pasts, to support non-Indigenous 
peoples understanding of our Earths systems for 
sustainability and to understand how to be Sacred in our 
world and follow practices which enable physical, mental, 
emotional and spiritual health to emerge within all peoples.   

We work with professionals to transform their systems and communication practices to 
enable systemic change based in our Indigenous knowledge.  We work in government, 
academia, community based organisations, national and international corporate and 
professionals in a range of fields including psychology, psychiatry, therapeutic and health, 
educational services, community based agencies dealing with violence, abuse and 
addiction, housing, community development, tourism and environmental sustainability, native 
title negotiations and industrial disputes involving Indigenous peoples.  FIRDA aims to 
support systemic change in the way people are with our people to enable our world to 
sustain itself through human and environmental integration, aiming for community and 
human wellbeing rooted in connection with self, relationships and Earth. 
FIRDA does this through: 

• Conducting Workshops & Forums 
o Women’s Business – a experience workshop for women on Aboriginal 

women’s business, Law & Spirituality, Dance and Song – these can be held 
anywhere in Australia by negotiation with Tjanara directly 

o Men’s Business – an experience workshop for men on Aboriginal men’s 
business, Law & Spirituality, Dance and Song 

o Working with Us Mob – a bi-cultural education experience and 
understanding of (www. kanyini.com) engagement and community 
development 

o Recovery & Discovery – a workshop program on understanding and healing 
from generational dysfunctional family systems, acculturation, addiction, 
abuse and violence 

o Healing Shame – Understanding Healthy Shame and Toxic Shame – for 
professionals and Healing Us Mob – a program for those working with 
people who have suffered childhood sexual, physical, emotional or spiritual 
abuse, who grew up in Families of Origin where dependency to chemicals or 
processes such as gambling or work addiction occurred. 

o Aboriginal Laws & Spirituality – an experience of understanding the Laws, 
ceremonial ritual and commitment to practice 

o Sacred Ceremonials – tailored ceremony/rituals to support life’s passages 
and changes e.g marriage, separation or divorce, births & deaths, moving 
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homes, leaving jobs, traumatic events – ceremonies are tailored to 
individual/group needs 

o Ngungkari Medicine – learning about our medicine practice and how to use 
‘outside’ techniques for self and family – giving/sharing medicine with those 
who need it 

 
• Connection to “On Country” Experiences with our Elders and Communities 

! Women’s Business Weekends in Canberra, Sydney & Perth or anywhere 
else with Tjanara to share the experience of what it feels like to be women 
together; dance, song, story & history sharing, creating women’s headbands 
for dance and participating in ceremony 

! Introductions to Pitjanjatjara Elders for ‘on country’ cultural experiences 
! Men’s Business with Aboriginal Elders and groups in NSW, Victoria and the 

Northern Territory 
! Learning Medicine – with Tjanara; teaching medicine techniques to use with 

your family 
 

These ‘on country’ experiences can be tailored to a group’s needs offering the experience of 
being with Elders and Teachers on their land, learning how to understand the environment, 
gathering food and sharing songs, stories and staying on the land for a length of time.  The 
experiential learning emphasises one-on-one and group discussions with internationally 
recognized traditional custodians who have lived on their land for time immemorial.  
Expeditions can be tailored for ‘women’s business’ for women only, ‘men’s business’ for men 
only and a shared experience for both men and women as groups. The length of stay can be 
negotiated directly. 

• Advising Government Ministers, Australian Prime Ministers, Filmakers, 
Authors, corporate bodies, and community agencies and anyone else who 
wants to know  on inclusion and engagement with Indigenous peoples to increase 
understanding and reconciliation and to reduce racism and judgment of Indigenous 
peoples 

• Advocating and Lobbying for world systemic change – in relationships, 
government and corporate systems, environmental and political engagement 

• Advocating for good policy design for Indigenous communities in Australia –
through the production of research and evidence based programs which have been 
designed and implemented by FIRDA and other agencies in the area of generational 
recovery 

• Teaching Indigenous Laws and wisdom to support systemic change 
 

For 30 years Tjanara has been working with groups and organisations in Australia, the USA, 
Europe, Mexico and India with a focus on systems change in self, groups, families, 
government and corporate bureaucracies and in Universities.  Each year Tjanara spends 
time ‘on country’ at Uluru/Kata Juta  and in Central Queensland, learning and being with her 
Elders learning the knowledge which sustains the Earth and each other; to pass this 
knowledge onto the generations of young people and children to assist them sustain the 
Earth and their relationships and systems into the future. 

From 1979 to 1991 Tjanara worked in Australian Federal and State governments designing, 
developing and implementing programs for systemic bi-cultural change and understanding in 
education, youth affairs, health and mental health, Defence, Trade and Foreign Affairs, 
social security and social policy and Indigenous Affairs.  From 1991 – 2008 Tjanara was an 
academic or Director of Aboriginal Education Units at a number of Australian Universities, 
including as the Foundation Director at Charles Sturt University, NSW, the Koori Centre at 
the University of Sydney, the University of Tasmania, the University of Queensland, as 
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Director of the Centre for Aboriginal Education at the University of Melbourne and as a 
Senior Lecturer at Southern Cross University where she was also Executive Director of The 
Healing CIRCLE – Collaborative Indigenous Research Centre for Learning & Educare, 
working with remote, urban and rural Indigenous communities and professionals delivering 
community based trauma recovery programs.  

She then returned to the Federal Government in 2001 as a Policy Advisor in the Social 
Policy office of the Department of Prime Minister & Cabinet responsible for Indigenous 
Affairs policy nationally and later to the Office of Indigenous Policy Co-ordination in 2005 
(now based in FaHSCIA) as the Director of Community Recovery in the Community 
Engagement Branch of the National Policy Office, advising the Minister and the Prime 
Minister’s Department on issues relating to Indigenous community recovery including, child 
sexual abuse issues, family violence, trauma – emotional, social and mental health issues 
and their effects on education, employment and engagement.  Tjanara conducted 
workshops in the National Indigenous Leadership Program and in FaHCSIA relating to 
cultural heritage, engagement and understanding Indigenous people for local, regional and 
national staff offices. She was also responsible for negotiating bi-lateral agreements 
between the Commonwealth and the NSW, WA and Tasmania governments in Indigenous 
Affairs and had responsibility for International and UN instruments. 

Tjanara has also travelled and worked extensively overseas, delivering Keynote speeches at 
national and International conferences, delivering workshops at International Indigenous 
“Healing Our Spirits Worldwide” Conference and Indigenous International Education 
Conferences, hosted every four years by an Indigenous community in a different country. 
During the 1990’s Tjanara was a Ministerial Advisor to the Federal government on Housing, 
Indigenous Affairs and Disabilities. From 1998-99 Tjanara was the Australian- Oceania 
representative on the International Association of Community Development (ICAD) and she 
was the Keynote Facilitator for the entire 2 day Soul Conference at St Catherine’s University 
in St Paul, Minnesota where she also conducted workshops in subsequent years on 
Aboriginal Law & Spirituality.  In 2006 Tjanara was invited to speak to the Toronto City 
Council’s Police Service Board about the effects of generational acculturation and violence 
in minority communities after increasing community gun crime and deteriorating relationships 
between the police and minority communities.  In 2006 she was a Keynote Speaker at the 
Indigenous Counseling & Psychology Conference in Melbourne and delivered a keynote 
address to PACFA’s (Counseling & Psychotherapy Federation) annual conference.  In 2008 
Tjanara was a Keynote speaker at the Indigenous Peoples and Psychology Conference 
where she engaged the group in a Sharing Circle experience similar to what occurs in 
Indigenous communities dealing with important business introducing participants to Dadirri – 
an Aboriginal tradition of quiet contemplation. 

Tjanara is an inspiring co-creator of engagement between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
peoples through using her own stories, songs and dances passed to her from generations of 
knowledge and wisdom in her clans. 

Tjanara is a Wakka Wakka/GorengGoreng woman and carries the traditions of her clan 
through medicine practice, being a Songwoman and teaching law & spirituality business to 
people throughout the world.   Tjanara has family ties to Anangu Pitjanjatjara people of the 
Central Desert, Australia through her adoption by Uncle Bob Randall (www.kanyini.com) a 
Yankunytjatjara Elder and Traditional Custodian of Uluru in Central Australia. Tjanara has 
been a meditation practitioner for 28 years. 

Tjanara has worked in Australia, Denmark, France, Italy, the USA, Mexico, and Canada and 
is currently based in both Canberra and Sydney, Australia. Tjanara is a published poet, 
writer, a performer of traditional song and dance and contemporary artist.   

!
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SPECIAL PERFORMANCES, ARTISTS AND GUESTS 

PERFORMANCE – TUESDAY 29TH JUNE, 8 PM 

Main Theatre: Performance of Go By Night by Stephen House.  

Directed by Shane Pike, Performed by James O’Connell.  

Stephen House will be present at the performance and will lead a discussion after 
the show.  

$10 entry for conference delegates 

PLAYWRIGHT 

Stephen House – Writer / Director / Actor: 

Stephen has had 6 plays and 4 short films produced, and 4 Solo 
Exhibitions. He is commissioned often and directs / performs his 
work. He has won AWGIE awards from The Australian Writers 
Guild in 2002 & 2004, Adelaide Fringe Award in 2000, many press 
awards and was Shortlisted – 2002 Patrick White Award & 2006 
Queensland Premier Drama Award. He has received International 
literature residencies from The Australia Council to Canada, USA 
and Ireland, a 2007 Asia-link literature residency India and a 2008 
Island Of Residencies to Tasmania. His plays have been read, 

toured / produced and he has performed nationally and internationally. His plays 
have been profiled, published and are available from The Australian Script Centre 
and Currency Press.  

2005 – 2009: 8 new commissioned plays funded & produced: 

Miss Blossom Callahann (Commissioned by ABC Radio National & produced for 
stage at The Bakehouse Theatre SA – sold out / 2nd season / regional tour - Sunday 
Mail Award SA)  

A Thing Called Snake (The Adelaide Festival Centre’s In Space program – sold out) 

Vin (Commissioned / produced by Jigsaw Theatre Company Canberra 2005, 
Adelaide Come Out Youth Festival 2007 – sold out / 2004 AWGIE, USA production 
2009) 

Just Like That (Commissioned by Radio Adelaide 101.5fm / Produced for stage at 
The Bakehouse Theatre SA / Messenger Press Award SA) 

Meeting Reg (Commissioned by Hepatitis Australia / collaboration / forums)  

The Whyalla Monologues (d faces theatre of youth Whyalla / Country Arts SA) 

The Yum Yum Room (City Mount Gambier commission / production, Come Out 2009 
production, Whyalla d faces youth arts production) Published by Currency Press 
2009 / 2010 production scheduled – University Wisconsin USA   

Borrowed Time (Positive Ageing / Arts SA funded / Bakehouse – sold out)!!
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DIRECTOR 

Shane Pike 

 

Shane graduated from the Australian National 
University this year with a BA (Drama Honours) 
after completing a LLB (Graduate) in 2009, also 
at the ANU.  Before moving to Canberra in 2007, 
Shane was directing educational theatre in 
Seoul, South Korea, as part of a cultural 
investment programme coordinated by Austrade, 

where he was involved in adapting well-known Australian children’s stories to the 
Korean stage.  Shane began his tertiary study of theatre at the School of Visual and 
Performing Arts, UTas, where he graduated with a BCA (Theatre) in 2005.  Shane’s 
experience in theatre is varied and includes directing, stage-managing, LX designing 
and performing for various companies and groups in Tasmania, Victoria, the ACT 
and East Asia.  Shane is particularly interested in directing and in Australian theatre 
and hopes to continue building his skills and knowledge in these two areas.  Shane 
will be directing Go by Night for the second time as part of the ADSA Conference 
2010, Stripping Bare…! Previously, he directed the show in partial fulfilment for the 
requirements of his honours degree. 
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PERFORMER 

James O’Connell 

 

Originally from Melbourne, James moved to 
Canberra to study at the Australian National 
University in 2003 and has been consistently seen 
on Canberra stages in a range of different roles 
ever since. 
 
James’ notable theatre credits include Hoods for 
Street Theatre / NORPA (Kyle), Go by Night for 

ANU (Johnny), Deathtrap for Canberra Repertory (Clifford), Hot Audio Wallpaper for 
Centerpiece / Canberra Fringe (Fabric), Much Ado About Nothing for Papermoon 
(Benedick), East for Moonlight (Les), The Return for ANU (Trev) and Loot for ARTS 
(Dennis). Musical theatre credits include Les Miserables 
(Combeferre/Montparnasse) and Fiddler on the Roof (Motel) both for Canberra 
Philharmonic.  
 
James has appeared in the short films: A Holy Union, All in a Day’s Work and Mad 
Score for the Holgate Brothers and Simon Weaving’s locally produced feature film 
The Competition.  
 
James holds a Bachelor of Arts (Drama) and a Bachelor of Laws from the Australian 
National University and was admitted to practice in the Supreme Court of the 
Australian Capital Territory in 2008. In 2010 James returned to Melbourne where he 
is currently in his first year of a Bachelor of Dramatic Art at the Victorian College of 
the Arts and Music.   
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DEMONSTRATION –  WEDNESDAY 30TH JUNE, 2 PM 

Main Theatre: ‘Directing Inspiration: Teaching a Directing Methodology Based 
on Stanislavsky’s Active Analysis’  

A demonstration by Egil Kipste!(Head of Directing, NIDA) of the application of 
Stanislavsky’s  later-developed approach to the craft of directing (known here as 
Active Analysis). Egil will be assisted by students from NIDA’s Directing course. 

 

Abstract: 

Countless conversations, texts and workshops have been given to the craft of acting 
that supports a Stanislavskian approach but far fewer to the skill of directing using 
Stanislavskian principles. Books on directing, purporting to present a methodology, 
often suffer from an emphasis on the director’s preparation but are far less detailed 
on procedures in the actual rehearsal room.  

However, Stanislavski’s later-developed approach to the craft of directing (known 
here as Active Analysis) are little known outside Russia. This is mainly because he, 
himself, never fully articulated his views in writing. Other sources of information have 
come second-hand from Toporkov’s Stanislavsky in Rehearsal; where he describes 
the rehearsal process of Stanislavski’s last production Tartuffe. Other information we 
have comes mainly from the Russian-language papers of assistants and disciples 
such as Maria Knebel. Still more distant accounts are found in the teaching practice 
of third generation beneficiaries such as Tovstonogov and Efros, again in the former 
Soviet Union. And finally the experience and research of Bella Merlin outlined in The 
Complete Stanislavsky Toolkit. 

Key academic, Sharon M. Carnicke (in Stanislavsky in Focus) has written widely on 
Stanislavski with some reference to the theory and detail of Active Analysis.  

Why is Active Analysis so important and why is there an apparent resurgence of 
interest in Stanislavski’s later ideas? It could be argued that to date directing 
methodologies have acted to smother acting impulses by their over-reliance on 
discussion and background research. Stanislavski came to realise that an over-
reliance of ‘table talking’ was antithetical to the creative process and that the 
imposition of the director’s vision early on in the rehearsal process was not liberating.  

By the use of silent and verbal etudes (improvisations) and constant cyclical 
explorations, actor and director inspirations can be organically channelled into the 
text being staged. This approach coupled with a clear understanding of conflict and 
the ‘line of physical actions’ in a play are the distinctive driving forces behind Active 
Analysis. 

The ‘Directing Inspiration’ seminar/demonstration, illustrates how Active Analysis has 
been developed and taught in the director’s course at NIDA. Students from NIDA’s 
Directors’ Course will role-play a typical rehearsal to illustrate the process. 
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Egil Kipste 

 

 

Biography: 

 

After graduating from NIDA’s directing course 
Egil has worked with most theatre companies in 
Australia as director, assistant director, 
dramaturg or casting director. He was Associate 
Director at Nimrod and Artistic Director of the Q 
Theatre. He worked as casting Director at STC 
for over 6 years before joining Disney Theatrical 
in New York as Global Casting Director. Since his 
return to Australia Egil worked as Artistic 
Associate/Company Manager at STC and is 
currently Head of Directing and Post-graduate 
Studies at NIDA. He holds an MA in Theatre 
Studies from UNSW. 

 

Egil’s area of practice-led research interest is 
adapting Stanislavski’s Active Analysis to contemporary theatre practice. In 2009/10 
he visiting St Petersburg to survey director training and has been invited by the Ernst 
Busch theatre school in Berlin to teach Active Analysis to their acting and directing 
students at the end of 2010. Egil is also working on compiling a sourcebook of Maria 
Knebel’s director-training exercises. 
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FILM SCREENING – WEDNESDAY 30TH JUNE, 8 PM 

Presentation of film by Dominique Sweeney: “masked corroborees of the 
northwest”.  

Dominique Sweeney will introduce his film and research and will lead a discussion 
after the screening.  

 

 

Dominique Sweeney: 

Dominique trained and works as a performer.  His education 
included two years in Paris at L'ecole de Theatré,  Jacques 
Lecoq, while his work has seen him on stages, screen and 
 other locations throughout Australia. Dominique is a core 
member and chairman of the board of Theatre Kantanka, a 
company that specialises in site specific performance 
(www.kantanka.com.au). He has directed for and was a 
teacher in theatre studies at Griffith University and in masked 

performance at the Institute for Cinematography and Dramatic Art, St. Petersburg, Russia. 
Dominique was the artistic director of The Anvil Theatre, Melbourne, producing a number of 
masked productions performed nationally and internationally.  Most recently he works with 
the Fine Line, a Lecoq based Sydney theatre group. 
 
Working with masks, (directing, devising and performing) led to Dominique’s PhD research 
and the making of this film. He raises concern over whether the conceptual categories 
'performance' and 'mask' are sufficient to describe what is happening in Australian traditional 
performances? The relationships between the living and the dead, the creation, the people 
involved in the creation, the preparation for performance and the potential for trading 
corroborees are the subject of the film.!!

!

http://www.anu.edu.au/culture/students/sweeney_d.php 
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PANEL 1 - Australian Learning and Teaching Council 

Title: “The big picture”: Disciplinary Standards and Creative Outcomes.” 

  
This panel, chaired by Ian Maxwell, will involve presentations from Professor Jonathan 
Holmes, Australian Learning and Teaching Council Disciplinary Scholar for the Performing 
and Creative Arts, and Jenny Wilson (Strategic Development Manager Griffith Institute for 
Social and Behavioural Research) who is embarking upon a PhD project focusing upon 
artists in the university and how the university research portfolio has handled the inclusion of 
practice based research. 
 
Both speakers will direct our collective attention towards policy issues affecting our discipline 
areas, and will provide the opportunity for ADSA members to contribute to shaping policy 
directions through the current raft of reforms and realignments taking place through the 
rubrics of TEQSA, ERA, the HIED Performance Funding paper and the negotiation of 
Compacts. 
 
Professor Jonathan Holmes, University of Tasmania 
Professor Ian Maxwell, University of Sydney 
Jenny Wilson, Strategic Development Manager Griffith Institute for Social and Behavioural 
  Research, Griffith University 
 

PANEL 2: Threatened Species?: survival strategies for Drama, Theatre and 
Performance Studies in the Australian university system.  

 
Panel Presentation and Discussion: 
 
What does the future hold for Australian Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies? As 
AVCC member institutions gear up in the attempt to predict and influence policy decisions on 
the shape of the university system 2015-2025, what are likely to be the most effective 
methods of advocacy and the most promising avenues of support, to ensure the survival, 
sustainability and future development of ADSA’s constituent disciplines in Australian 
universities over the next two decades? 

What can ADSA members offer one another in that regard?  What are our strengths and 
how can they be capitalised? What’s working in our approach to teaching and research, 
what we should aim to preserve, what needs to change?  

Speakers will provide a brief overview of the current institutional position, together with 
examples of successful survival strategies within individual institutions and/or through cross-
institutional collaboration. This will be followed by questions from the floor and open 
discussion. 

Speakers: Alison Richards, Ian Maxwell, Maryrose Casey, Christine Comans, and Leah 
Mercer. 
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PANEL 3: Paving for diverse pathways: Supporting Performing Arts students 

in their transition to protean careers 
 
Statistics presented in Australia Council reports such as Don’t Give Up Your Day Job (2003), 
and Artswork: A Report On Australians Working in the Arts 1 and 2 (1997, 2005), and in 
other studies on destinations for Performing Arts graduates, demonstrate the diversity of 
post-graduation pathways for our students, the prevalence of protean careers, and the 
challenges in developing a sense of professional identity in a context where a portfolio of 
work across performance making, producing, administration and teaching can make it 
difficult for young artists to establish career status and capital in conventional terms (cf. 
Bennett 2009). In this panel, academics from around Australia will consider the way in which 
Drama, Theatre and Performance Studies as a discipline is deploying a variety of practical, 
professional and work-integrated teaching and learning activities – including performance-
making projects, industry projects, industry placements and independent projects – to 
connect students with the networks, industries and professional pathways that will support 
their progression into a professional career. The panelists will present insights into the 
activities they have found most successful, and address a range of questions, including: 
How do we introduce students to performance-making and / or producing models they will be 
able to employ in their future practice, particularly in light of the increasingly limited funds, 
time and resources available to support students’ participation in full-scale productions under 
the stewardship of professional artists?; How and when do we introduce students to industry 
networks?; How do we cater for graduates who will work as performers, writers, directors or 
administrators in the non-subsidised sector, the subsidised sector, community arts and 
education?; How do we category cater for graduates who will go on to pursue their work in a 
practice-as-research context in a Higher Degree?; How do we assist graduates in 
developing a professional identity? How do we assist graduates in developing physical, 
professional and personal resilience?; How do we retain our connections with graduates as 
part of their life-long learning?; Do practices and processes need to differ for city or 
regionally based / theoretically or practically based degree programs?; How do our teaching 
and learning activities align with emergent policy and industrial frameworks such as the shift 
to the “Producer Model” in Performing Arts funding, or the new mentorship, project, 
production and enterprise development opportunities under the Australia Council for the Arts’ 
new Opportunities for Young and Emerging Artists policy framework?  
 
Bennett, D. (2009) “Academy and the Real World: Developing Realistic Notions of Career in 
the Performing Arts”, Arts & Humanities in Higher Education, 8.3. 
 

Panel: Dr Bree Hadley, Meredith Rogers, Dr Janys Hayes, Teresa Izzard 
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Michael Beh 
 
St Josephs College 
 
Title: The Heart of the Beast – the Actor, Truth and Theatricality 
 
Abstract: 

It can be argued that the actor is a scenographic beast.  He/she works within a confined, 
defined and codified world to make the audience believe truth through play.  Through the 
action of making, the actor uncovers his/her own sense of self, being stripped bare through 
the actions and reactions in encoded performance practice.  Through this repeated 
manifestation of presence, the actor is able to create the uber-moment, a point that allows 
an intersection between the audience self and actor self, a point linked to the pre-
expressivity of the actor as beast, a beast of the heart.  

This statement claims a long line of ancestry from Diderot, Stanislavski, Vakhtangov, Artaud, 
Grotowski, Chaikin, Barba (to name but a few), the theories of whom provide a swathe of 
artistic, metaphysical and interpretative baggage for the contemporary actor.   

In March 2010, HeartBeast Ensemble began in Brisbane with the express aim of enabling 
emerging actors to work within a training ensemble to stage classical theatre within a 
contemporary context, while engaging in the theory and practice of acting excellence. This 
paper explains the goals and contexts of this project within the framework of the actor as a 
pre-expressive, paradoxical and scenographic truth maker and truth teller while referring to a 
theoretical history that provides this project’s very foundation.   

 

Biography:   

Since returning from his Fulbright Fellowship in Graduate Directing Studies within the MFA 
Program at Carnegie Mellon University (USA), where he also interned as director with the 
Moscow Art Theatre School, Michael has created a career as a director and theatre educator 
in drama programs at a tertiary and secondary level and private training sector.  He was the 
founding and principal editor of the Queensland Theatre Journal Ignite as well as having 
directed almost 50 productions within independent and mainstream professional theatre 
(QTC and La Boite Theatre) and theatre in education/youth theatre. Michael was founding 
artistic director of Gyre (later City) Theatre in Brisbane during the mid to late 1990s.  He has 
served on a number of arts management committees, advisory committees and boards for 
peak bodies in youth theatre and professional independent theatre at a state and national 
level.   

He holds a First Class Honours Degree in Drama Studies from University of Queensland, 
post graduate qualifications in Drama teaching (QUT) and is currently recommencing his 
PhD studies. He is a member of the Queensland Theatre Company Education Committee, 
the QSA State Panel for Drama Studies in Queensland Secondary Schools, and was co-
author to the new national textbook for drama in secondary schools Dramatexts (Jacaranda 
Wiley, 2010) as well as being Head of Faculty: Creative Arts at St Joseph’s College, Gregory 
Terrace, in Brisbane.  He is the artistic director of the newly formed HeartBeast Theatre 
Ensemble. 
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Kath Bicknell 
 
Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney  
 
Title: ‘Pushing Past Pain: uncovering embodied strategy in physically demanding sports 
performance’ 
 
Abstract: 
While some may cringe at the idea of sports that inflict a certain level of pain, others are 
attracted to the challenge of ‘pushing through it’ in order to achieve success.  This paper 
takes a phenomenological approach to investigating pain identification and management 
tactics used in the sport of cross-country mountain bike racing which is both a high-intensity 
and endurance sport – and one that carries with it a high potential for crashing, overuse 
injuries and adverse reactions to environmental surrounds. 
 
Expanding upon theoretical concepts by Drew Leder and Tim Noakes, which describe ways 
embodied capacities for human performance can be trained and developed, I will draw on 
my own experience as a regular participant in mountain bike events, alongside reflective 
accounts written by other riders, to discuss three primary ways of categorising pain in 
process and the differing management methods these necessitate pre, post and during live 
sporting events.  By stripping bare the experience of pain in a (somewhat) controlled context, 
this work will extend ideas of skill development and site specific performance to examine 
focused, reflective experiences that are possible in extreme states of embodied practice. 
 

Biography: 

Kath is working steadily on a PhD in Performance Studies at the University of Sydney. 
Drawing on a selection of case studies from cross-country mountain bike events her thesis, 
“Off the Saddle:  Sport as a live(d) event,” investigates the experiential relations between 
sport, performance and culture. 

Kath races mountain bikes throughout Australia, teaches cycling skills clinics for developing 
riders and is a contributor and columnist for Enduro (mountain bike) magazine. 
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Margi Brown Ash 
 
Queensland University of Technology 

Title: ‘The ensemble ‘stripped bare’ with Margi Brown Ash’ 

Abstract: 

My latest research, which could be called Stripping Bare in A Mouthful of Pins reports on the 
attempt to create a constructionist/collaborative theatre making process by incorporating 
post-modern constructs borrowed from the therapy room.  The study asserts that, when 
applied with awareness, therapeutic frameworks can help members of the creative team, 
including the director, performers, writer, designers and technicians ‘strip bare’ and fulfil their 
artistic capacity, thereby enriching their process, their performance as well as their 
collaborative relationship with each other.    

For this to occur, it is imperative that the director/facilitator ‘strip bare’ by staying curious and 
aware of how they lead their creative team, with particular care around their use of language, 
as well as an increased awareness of the multiple stories (including the sometimes invisible 
social, historical, political, theatrical and leadership discourses) that surround and impact the 
artist’s process. 

My research is designed to assist students of theatre as well as established professional 
practitioners with an alternative approach for collaboration that can result in longevity of their 
practice, while at the same time embracing best practice for their outgoing creativity.  

Biography: 

Margi Brown Ash’s professional ‘lives’ include being a theatre maker (‘Folie a deux’; the 
nest; 4change theatre), educator (QUT Lecturer Psychology and Counselling School and 
Creative Industries) and psychotherapist (creative arts therapy studio, 4change) where she 
works with artists and those wanting to live more creatively.  She is a PhD Candidate at 
Taos Institute, USA researching theatrical and psychotherapeutic frameworks. 

Margi has been a stage performer/devisor for over 35 years in Sydney, New York (training 
with Stella Adler and Stefan Niadziakowski), and Brisbane. Since 2004, Margi’s prime 
collaborator has been Leah Mercer devising and co-writing several shows, including the now 
published “The Knowing of Mary Poppins” with seasons in Brisbane (3 Matilda Awards), 
Adelaide Fringe (2008) and Darlinghurst Theatre Sydney (2009); “A Mouthful of Pins” (part 
of International Festival, Brisbane Powerhouse, 2008) and most recently “Joey The 
Mechanical Boy” (Creative Development at The Blue Room, Perth).  

When not working as ‘Folie a deux’, Margi is involved in smaller projects such as hybrid 
creative development with Metro Arts (with Nikki Heywood, Brian Lucas and three emerging 
artists); mini creative development with Kite Theatre Company and monthly sessions called 
Supervision for Artists, Metro Arts. 

Margi is a member (35 years)/delegate of M.E.A.A (Australia’s Actors Equity) and mentor for 
Equity’s mentor program.  She is a registered psychotherapist (PMACA) and a member of 
Australian Society for Performing Arts Health Care. Margi is mentor/trainer/supervisor for two 
independent theatre companies in Brisbane, The Good Room and Imaginary Theatre and 
facilitates a Health and Theatre Intensive in Bali each summer. www.4change.com.au 
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Dr Angela Campbell  

University of Ballarat 

Title: ‘The Drover’s Wives: Lace Passes into Nothingness’ 

Abstract: 

Lace passes into nothingness, 
With the ultimate Gamble in doubt, 
In blasphemy revealing just 
Eternal absence of any bed. 

    Stéphane Mallarmé.  

There is a paradoxical absence at the heart of Mallamé’s symbolist poem, “Lace Passes into 
Nothingness” that suggests a billowing emptiness and at the same time implies infinite 
potential. Director, Sally Richardson’s The Drover’s Wives, a dance-based, multimedia 
exploration of Henry Lawson’s Australian bush tale, plays with similar notions of absence 
and presence. The five dancers in this Steamworks Arts production each personify a 
different version of the iconic Drover’s Wife.  Each Wife occupies a landscape of her own 
imagining filled with light, sound and memorabilia of a time passed by. I suggest that behind 
these dancers’ multiple renderings of the ‘lone woman in the bush’ lies the strange gaps or 
disjunctions that occur between women’s bodily experience of place and the representations 
of that experience celebrated within Australian culture.  

As the dancers draw on their own responses to the land that they inhabit and to their 
memories of the real women who have inhabited it, the audience’s gaze is drawn towards 
what lies behind the veil of the myth.  Just as there is paradoxical absence at the heart of 
Mallamé’s symbolist poem, similarly, the performers in The Drover’s Wives conjure potential 
places that can only be intuited and imagined.  They move around what has not been 
spoken in Lawson’s story about domestic life in that most unhomely of places (to settler 
communities, at least), the Australian bush. 

Biography: 
 
Angela received her PhD from Murdoch University in February 2009.  She also has a Master 
of Arts (Creative Writing) from University of Queensland in 2003. Before (and during) these 
studies she has worked as a freelance actor in Victoria, Queensland and WA. Her play 
Vampires in the Bush was workshopped at the 2006 Australian National Playwright's 
Conference. Angela is Lecturer in Critical Studies teaching Acting and Music Theatre 
students at the Arts Academy, University of Ballarat. 
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Dr Maryrose Casey 

Monash University 

Title: Interpreting Romeo and Juliet Chooky Dancer Style 
 

Abstract: 

Over the last few years the Chooky Dancers, a group of young Yolgnu men from Elcho 
Island, have gone from open-air performances at the Galiwinku Saturday Night Disco to 
YouTube stardom with their take on Zorba the Greek videotaped at the Milingimbi Festival to 
national and international tours. Their work, drawing on traditional Yolgnu dances combined 
with other distinctive styles such as Bollywood, has provoked outrage and enthusiastic 
support. They are currently performing a show, Ngurrumilmarrmiriyu, Wrong Skin, that is 
loosely based on Romeo and Juliet. The show developed by the Chooky Dancers, Nigel 
Jamieson, a non-Indigenous theatre director, and the community and Elders of Elcho 
presents stripped bare images of life on the Island through live performance and film 
footage. The result is a very funny and often deeply moving performance text. The initial 
reviews from their performances within the Adelaide Festival raise interesting questions 
about the terms of cross-cultural popular critical reception post-Apology. There seems to be 
little relationship between the authorial intentions, the action on the stage and the terms of 
non-Indigenous popular critical reception. In this paper I will be examining the form and 
content of Ngurrumilmarrmiriyu, Wrong Skin and retracing the changes and transitions in 
past terms of reception and identifying some of the current terms. 

Biography: 

Maryrose Casey lectures at Monash University in the Centre for Theatre and Performance. 
Her research focuses primarily on racialised performances as a site of cross-cultural 
communication and negotiation between communities. . Her publications include Creating 
Frames: contemporary Indigenous theatre (UQP 2004) and Transnational Whiteness 
Matters (Rowman Littlefield 2008) co-edited with Aileen Moreton-Robinson and Fiona Nicoll. 
Her forthcoming book Telling Stories focuses on a series of case studies of contemporary 
Indigenous theatre practice within the context of historical Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander practices. 
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Nelson Chia 
 
National University of Singapore 

 
Title: ‘Responses and Responsibilities: Performing the Nanjing Massacre’ 
 

Abstract: 

In 2007, I presented a solo performance titled Nanjing: 1937 which was based on research 
materials on the Nanjing Massacre – the alleged genocide of the Chinese by the Japanese 
Imperial Army that took place in the city of Nanjing, China, during World War II. 
Subsequently, I created Nanjing: 1937 Phase II in 2008 as a response to the work in phase 
one. The motivation behind these two performances started as a query into the 
controversies surrounding the evidences and claims that aimed to prove or disprove the 
accounts of the massacre as authentic historical facts.  

In preparation for the third phase, I had written a self-critique in which the works of the first 
two phases were analyzed as processes of continuous re-textualization of materials. While it 
was necessary to repeatedly texualize and contextualize, and hence appropriate and adapt 
materials in my performances of this piece of history, the diminishing difference between 
historical accounts as Narrated Reality and history as Truth prompted me to reassess the 
responses and responsibilities of the Artist in his or her (re)presentation of historical 
materials. In other words, what did my performance of this historical event do to the 
participants of the massacre? The fact that this particular piece of history involved the 
traumatic experiences of victims compelled me to re-examine the fundamental intention of 
the works with an honesty that was previously inundated by the theatricality of the 
performances. 

Therefore, reflecting on my self-critique while still referencing the Nanjing Massacre, this 
paper aims to return to the basic questions in the performance of History such as: What is 
the role of the Artist in the (re)presentation of History? Is historicization an aggressive act 
and re-textualization a form of re-victimization? And ultimately, whether there is usefulness 
and, thus, hope for the Artist in the performance of History?  

Biography: 

Nelson lectures at the Theatre Studies Programme under the Department of English 
Language and Literature, National University of Singapore. He completed his BA (Hons) in 
Theatre Studies at the university where he now teaches and has an MA in Theatre Arts 
(Performance and Directing) from Goldsmiths College, University of London. His main 
research interest is in acting theories, acting methodologies and cultural issues surrounding 
performance. He is currently pursuing his doctorate degree at the University of Singapore. 
Before joining NUS, he has taught and headed the Department of Theatre at the Nanyang 
Academy of Fine Arts, Singapore. Besides his academic pursuit, Nelson is also an active 
player in the Singapore theatre scene. He has performed and directed extensively in English 
and Mandarin. He has worked as a Resident Artist with Singapore theatre company, The 
Theatre Practice, and is currently the Associate Artistic Director of Toy Factory Productions 
Ltd. Recently, he has been creating solo performances as an Associate Artist of The 
Substation, a local independent arts centre and has founded a collective ensemble named A 
GROUP OF PEOPLE in which actors train using the Suzuki Technique of Actor Training and 
Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints. 
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Dr Khairul Haque Chowdhury 

University of Wollongong 

Title: Resistance as theme 

Abstract: 

The very essence of Aboriginal drama is its inclusion of collective experiences of 
Aboriginal people about violence, both cultural and physical.  In this paper, I 
examine the emergence of this kind of dramatic texts within the cultural context of 
“the Anglo-Celtic mainstream” (Stratton 105). It is important to notice the 
contestation between the mainstream and Indigenous playwrights in the inclusion of 
this pervasive Aboriginal experience.  I would suggest that plays such as David 
Ireland’s Image in the Clay, Katharine Susannah Prichard’s Brumby Innes, George 
Landen Dann’s Fountains Beyond, Tony Strachan’s State of Shock, Box the Pony 
by Scott Rankin and Leah Purcell and Roger Bennett’s Funerals and Circuses 
utilise cruelty and violence as means to reveal the colonising conscious aggression 
to diminish Indigenes’ presence in the land.  Denigration provided the image of 
Indigenes constructed by the hegemonic white discourses – it is a remarkable tool 
for colonial settlers to disparage Indigenes and represent themselves as civilising 
and liberating agents.  Hence, all the works studied in this paper involve elements 
that either act as a counter to the ordering of denigration strategy or work for it and 
therefore, in turn, either empower or disempower Indigenous people.     

Reference: Stratton, Jon.  Race daze: Australia in Identity Crisis.       Sydney: Pluto Press, 
1998. 

Biography: 

Khairul Haque Chowdhury (khairul@uow.edu.au) is teaching at University of Wollongong. 
His teaching and research fields are: Postcolonial Australian Aboriginal drama; Postcolonial 
and Performance Critical theory; Postcolonial South Asian  Bengali Drama and Systemic 
Functional Linguistics. He is author of Empowering and Disempowering Indigenes: Staging 
Australian Aboriginal Experience Lambert Academic Publishing, 2010).  His online 
publication Three Bangladeshi Plays considered in Postcolonial Context is accessible at: 
(http://ro.uow.edu.au/theses/6). 
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Cate Clelland 

The Australian National University 

Title: ‘Designing the “empty space: eloquent minimalism in designing Waiting for Godot.’ 

Abstract:  

Christopher Baugh identifies the “rejection of technology” as a strong development in 
scenography from the mid twentieth century onward. Such a trend can be linked to the 
theatricalist ideas and practices of Brecht, Grotowski and Brook, etc. and to the styles 
associated with (post)symbolism and minimalism as well as to a pragmatic regard for 
economics. Baugh recalls that one of the key tasks for student scenographers at design 
school was to create a design for the “empty space.” In this paper I consider the 2008 set for 
the ‘papermoon’ production of Beckett’s Waiting For Godot as an exercise, albeit in 
retrospect, in designing for the “empty space”. 

At first glance, Waiting For Godot seems to fit perfectly a scenographic treatment based on 
Brook’s claim that all that is needed for theatre to exist is for an actor to move in space. A 
stage space, however, is never empty, never silent, never innocent: it will ‘speak’ something 
to the audience whether intentional or not. Just as actors and directors have had to think of 
the pause in dialogue as much more than the absence of speech, scenographers have 
explored ways of giving emptiness a voice. 

I suspect that the working premise for most minimalist designs is ‘less is more’, an idea  
which in practice gives a stronger eloquence to fewer selected plastic elements. For Waiting 
For Godot, however, the scenographer’s task is to avoid specificity and to avoid symbolism, 
in favour of visualising concepts. Waiting For Godot is set somewhere specifically non-
specific, a non-place which needs to be visually defined ambiguously by an absence of 
topographic, architectural and specific detail. Ironically, the design cannot ultimately be truly 
empty, but must be eloquent of the meaninglessness and nothingness at the centre of the 
play. 

Biography: 

Cathie Clelland teaches in the Drama Program of the Australian National University and has 
special interests in the theory and practice of directing and design and in Australian and 
American drama. As a theatre practitioner, she works as director and designer for many 
companies in Canberra and beyond.  She is currently a PhD candidate exploring Tennessee 
Williams’ idea of ‘plastic theatre’ and its implications for the practice of set design.  
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Ali Clinch  

Independent/Griffith University  

Title: “Acting Crazy:  Theatre for adults living with psychiatric illness” 

Abstract: 

The research paper investigates the effectiveness of theatre as a tool for social engagement 
for people who have experienced disadvantage due to psychiatric illness. The research 
examines theatre practice including: scriptwriting, character development, stagecraft and 
public performance in a mental health context.  

The motivation for this ethnographic case study arose out of an interest in the therapeutic 
and social benefits dramatic forms have on people with disadvantage in their lives. The 
Acting Crazy project provided an experience of theatre making for its participants 
encouraging them to strip away their social and medical restraints and provide meaningful 
creative practice for them to develop creatively, emotionally and professionally.  The Burnt 
Out Stage was a self devised performance created for public performance in October 2009 
and was the final product of skill based workshops and rehearsals facilitated and directed by 
myself. The play was written by two participants and explored, through dramatic metaphor, 
how to rebuild your life after a traumatic event.  

The Burnt Out Stage explored the life of an actor whose stage burns down and he has to 
rebuild the stage and his career.  He is visited by famous actors from the past, which appear 
to him as visions and voices. The participants had artistic control over the content and 
dramatic meaning in their work. Their work was validated through a public performance held 
in Mental Health Week 2009. 

My research questions what is a valid experience of performance art? Is theatre created only 
to impact the audience, or can performance and dramatic art also positively and explicitly aid 
the experience of the collective of actors or participants through mextaxis? 

My role as director, facilitator and later researcher provided an opportunity for an 
ethnographic research project. The themes that emerged from the ACTT study and the 
theory derived from them was an outcome not only of the whole project but also of the way 
the research was conducted. From ethnographic observations, surveys, and group and 
individual interviews conducted over a twelve month period, five key themes were identified. 
Each theme explored a significant link between drama and the participants’ mental health: 

Theme One: Social Engagement Through Theatre                                                                      
Theme Two: Collaborative playmaking impacting on individual growth                               
Theme Three: Adult learning affecting confidence                                                                 
Theme Four: Role play informing life skills                                                                                      
Theme Five: Drama operating as therapy.  

Supported by RecLink (The Choir of Hard knocks), LANDS, The Park Psychiatric Hospital 
and Griffith University, the Acting Crazy Theatre Troup meet once a week to devise, 
rehearse and perform new creative work. Participants are affected by a variety of mental 
health issues ranging from schizophrenia, bi- polar to depression and severe anxiety.  

Acting Crazy provides a platform for individuals to share stories and personal narratives, 
develop valid dramatic skills and experience artistic process in its pure form. Using theatre 
practice the group breaks free from their social and environmental limitations. The research 
examined the use of drama and theatre in a community cultural context and explored how 
performance art can solidify and inspire participants to engage with one another, improve 
skills and express themselves using theatre.   
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Biography: 

Ali Clinch is a facilitator, director, educator and consultant in Applied Theatre and 
Community Arts. A graduate from Griffith University’s Applied Theatre Degree Ali has 
delivered programs in a range of contexts using drama and theatre to effect positive 
transformation and social action.  

Ali has worked on a broad range of projects including young people with disabilities; Acting 
Out: homeless youth performing in public spaces; Theatre in Education Projects at the State 
Library of Queensland and Griffith University; Acting Against Bullying; Acting for Community 
with young people “at-risk” in the community; Women’s Drama Group; newly arrived 
migrants, refugees and asylum seekers and adult living with psychiatric illness.  

Aside from her current involvement in a range of projects throughout Brisbane, Ali is 
currently submitting her thesis for Bachelor of Arts in Applied Theatre Honours at Griffith 
University, and continues to act as a tutor, consultant and facilitator on the Applied Theatre 
degree program. 
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Bernadette Cochrane 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Queensland 

Title: ‘Reflexively Speaking: Exposing the Text’s Relationship with Itself’ 

Abstract: 

Although it is the nebulous stuff of reality that incites the playwright, it is the very artificiality 
of performance that, in general, demands a structured and formalized text.  A key agency in 
such formalization is metadrama.  Proposing a structural rhythm to production; exposing the 
theatrical counterfeit (and thereby gaining the complicity of the audience); the embedded 
metadramatic device both formalizes and invigorates.   

For all the scholarly interest in metadrama, the dramatic mise-en-abyme has gone almost 
unnoticed.  The common use in metadramatic parlance of such terms as embedded and 
reflexive suggests that such disregard is mistaken.  

This paper will argue that act 1, scene 1 of The Tempest - that most metadramatic of 
Shakespeare’s works - operates as a theatrical mise-en-abyme, an elaborate metadramatic 
striptease, toying mercilessly with the proprieties of dramatic ‘reality’ 

 

Biography: 

Having worked as dramaturg, director, and academic in the U.K. for many years, Bernadette 
Cochrane is currently undertaking her PhD at the University of Queensland.  Her dissertation 
investigates the contribution of the formal properties or structural mechanisms of a playtext 
to theatre-making.  It addresses the importance of Shakespeare’s compositional techniques 
with specific reference to those plays traditionally identified as the romances: Pericles, 
Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale, and The Tempest.   
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Dr Bud Coleman 

Title: Shrinking Orchestras in 21st c. Musical Theatre – Do new orchestrations make it a 
“new” musical? 

Abstract: 
 
Recent revivals of Stephen Sondheim’s Company, Sweeney Todd, and A Little Night Music 
on Broadway have provided audiences the opportunity to experience these works as 
interpreted by different directors, designers, and actors than the ones who created their 
world premieres.  In addition, all three revisals featured new orchestrations.  John Doyle’s 
Company and Sweeney are the most radical in that the actors on stage are also the 
orchestra, so the number of instruments keeps changing during the evening depending on 
what characters are available to play a musical instrument.  The British transfer of A Little 
Night Music, which Trevor Nunn staged in London’s intimate Menier Chocolate Factory with 
eight musicians, whereas Night Music opened on Broadway in 1973 with twenty-four 
performers in the pit. 
 
Sondheim has given his approval for these productions, noting “The good news from this 
chamber approach is that you get to concentrate on the piece of work rather than on the 
production.”  But what is the “bad news?”  Certainly one text that is missing from these 
stripped down revisals is the original orchestrations by Jonathan Tunick.    
Historically, the contributions of the orchestrator have been considered less important than 
the work of the rest of the creative team; the Tony Award for Best Orchestrations was first 
given in 1997, whereas composers, authors and designers have been receiving awards 
since 1947.  Yet the orchestrator (along with fellow musical contributors, the vocal arranger 
and dance music arranger) creates his own texts to the production, along with the librettist, 
lyricist, and choreographer. 
 
This paper will contextualize these three Sondheim revisals with transfers to Broadway of 
productions which started as staged concerts in the popular Encores! series (Chicago, 1996; 
Gypsy, 2007).  When revisals are produced live and/or create new CD / DVD recordings (but 
have the same name as the original source material) how are audiences to know what we 
are hearing? 
 
Biography: 

Bud Coleman is an Associate Professor at the University of Colorado at Boulder and Chair of the 
Department of Theatre & Dance.  A former dancer with Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, Fort 
Worth Ballet, Kinesis, and Ballet Austin, he has directed and choreographed Seussical, A Grand Night 
for Singing, Pippin, Wonderful Town, Songs in the Key of . . . Caffeine (also librettist), A Funny Thing 
Happened on the Way to the Forum, The Mikado, Into the Woods, Merrily We Roll 
Along, Lysistrata, Dames at Sea, Hair, Six Degrees of Separation, the opera Being of Sound Mind, 
and numerous other productions.  September 2008 he directed / 
choreographed Company in Vladivostok, Russia under the auspices of the U.S. State Department 
Cultural Envoy program and was selected to be a 2009-10 Fulbright Lecturer 
at Waseda University in Tokyo.   

Bud has a Ph.D. in Theatre History and Criticism from the University of Texas at Austin, and his 
publications have appeared in the St. James Press Gay & Lesbian Almanac, qlbtq.com, New York 
Native, Theatre History Studies, The Austin American-Statesman, Theatre InSight and Choreography 
and Dance.  With co-editor Judith Sebesta, he published Women in American Musical Theatre:  
Essays on Lyricists, Writers, Arrangers, Choreographers, Designers, Producers, and Performance 
Artists in 2008.  Coleman's writing includes analytical articles on the performance of gender, musical 
theatre, and American Theatre History. 
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Dr Rea Dennis  

University of Glamorgan 

1. 
Title: ‘Embodiment is never a private affair': autobiography, memory & improvised 
performance’ 
 
Abstract: 
 
Train Tracks & Rooftops (2008, 2009, 2010) is a contemporary performance piece produced 
by Lembrança (UK/Brazil) with the support of the ACW, UK. 
 
An Australia/Brazil collaboration, the piece emerged from working extensively within the 
body memory method for devising that is central to my practice-as-research. Through 
memory fragments of our own childhood places of refuge, Train Tracks and Rooftops set out 
to explore how the way in which a child claims self (selves) and place outside the familial 
creates meaning and builds identity and emplacement. 
 
Following a devising method based on the notion that memory is inscribed, locked in our 
muscles like sediment (Connerton in Levitas 2006), this paper presents finding from this 
practice as research project. It reports the way we employed physical and sensory platforms 
for improvisations during devising. Drawing on a range of examples it discusses the way in 
which improvisation enabled unselfconscious knowing/showing and disrupted and revealed 
self-censorship and other resistances in the process of finding pathways into the layers of 
sedimentation/memory in what was an investigation through physical and spatial 
vocabularies for performance. 
 
We interrogate the way in which notions of honesty and truth are contested when working 
with autobiography and how memory is revealed in and through the making process and in 
performance in a way that suggests autobiography, body memory and improvisation are 
equal in live performance and compellingly exposing of the performer. We attempt to frankly 
present our findings in relation to performer exposure including the consequences of 
intercultural conflict and confusion. Finally we explore the experience of intimacy in 
performance and make sense of this by considering idea that ‘the experience of being 
embodied is never a private affair, but is always already mediated by our continuing 
interactions with other human and non-human bodies’ (Gail Weiss, in Meskimmon 2003: 76). 
 
2. 
 
Title: ‘Tearing strips: Artist/Facilitator as Other’ 
 
The principal function of the artist facilitator in applied theatre and community-based 
performance is at the junction of the aesthetics of the art form and production facilitation. 
Many artists are engaged in participant-centred arts practice that is most often characterised 
by a concern for the well being of the participant within the risk-promoting arts environment. 
This paper proposes an ecological approach to considering applied arts work with particular 
attention to how the artist facilitator occupies a position that demands a high degree of 
vulnerability in order to support the expressive needs of others. This paper presents pilot 
findings from my research with artists working in a range of contexts who construct their 
facilitation and artistic production functions as improvisation. The paper reports on the 
perspective of the performer/practitioner through the consideration of the demands of 
improvised “art-making” within the specified context. It gives consideration to the nature of 
the work for the artist, the degree to which they are “participating” in the process, and the 
way in which they can be positioned as “other” by the communities in which they are 
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working. It poses questions about the pre-conditions necessary for creative responses in the 
moment and reports on a number of situations in which the artist has found themselves at 
the edge of their capacity due to circumstances they were unable to anticipate. Finally the 
paper reports on the need of artists to question the limitations of their accustomed aesthetic 
vocabulary and establish clear practice frameworks to safeguard their personal security and 
aesthetic integrity. 
 
 

Biography: 

Rea is an artist and scholar specialising in physical vocabularies for improvised performance 
and artist/facilitator "performance" in a range of contexts. She is co-director with Magda 
Miranda from Brazil of Lembrança, a bilingual ensemble that performs relic-montage of 
located memory and autobiography using physical and interactive forms. An international 
teacher of applied theatre, she completed a PhD on playback theatre at Griffith University in 
2004 and is currently senior lecturer (drama) at the University of Glamorgan, UK.
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Robin Dixon  

Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney 

Title: ‘Implicit stage direction in Plautine drama’ 

 

Abstract: 

As with much other ancient drama, the 2nd century B.C.E comedies of Plautus lack what 
modern readers or performers would recognise as explicit stage directions. The extant 
manuscripts include dialogue, speaker allocations, and occasionally didascalia or act/scene-
divisions, but no other extra-textual information about stage settings, actor movements, 
entrances and exits.  However, this should not be taken as evidence that the playwright’s 
dramaturgical paradigm was flawed or incomplete. On the contrary, Plautus was working 
within a set of practical stage conventions that involved stage directions being encoded in 
the dialogue of the plays. Careful reading/translation of the texts is required to interpret these 
“implicit stage directions”. This paper will consider the methods Plautus used to 
communicate with his actors: repeated textual formulae, a shared system of spatial 
references, and dialogic description of action.  More importantly, it will propose some 
possible reasons that these conventions arose in Republican Roman theatre practice.  

 

Biography: 

Robin Dixon is a PhD candidate at the University of Sydney. His thesis concerns concepts of 
space and place in the theatre of Plautus. 
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Dr Rachel Forgasz 

Monash University 

Title: ‘Disrobed and Disarmed: The Myth of the Creative Process as Mystery Unmasked.’  
 

Abstract:  

Artists’ forums, panels, and workshops prove hugely popular as part of arts festival 
programs. Whether it is to access deeper understanding of the interior processes of 
professional artists, or to invigorate their own creative awakenings, audiences relish the 
opportunity to hear artists speak about their work, their sources of inspiration, and their 
creative processes. But how much are theatre practitioners willing to divulge of the details of 
their creative processes? How do they understand, and with what language do they choose 
to speak about, the methodology behind their performance making?  
 
While conducting research into mainstream theatre practitioners’ perceptions of theatre 
studies scholarship, I was privileged to interview a number of Australia’s most prominent 
mainstream theatre directors and playwrights on the subject of their creative processes. 
Remarkably similar notions of mystery were repeatedly articulated by the interview 
participants whose finished works, backgrounds, and politics were often otherwise radically 
divergent.  
 
Drawing on Roland Barthes’ theorising of myth, together with Pierre Bourdieu’s notions of 
doxa and symbolic struggle, this paper examines practitioners’ insistent repetition of the 
rhetoric of mystery in relation to creativity. Stripping back the layers of rhetoric, the myth of 
the creative process as mysterious is read as a deliberate strategy employed protectively by 
theatre artists who view themselves as otherwise dominated agents within their professional 
field of practice. 

Biography 

Rachel Forgasz has a dual background in theatre making and theatre scholarship. Following 
the completion of a Bachelor of Performing Arts, she cofounded Pocket Money Theatre, a 
Melbourne-based performance group dedicated to the production of new works which 
foreground the experiences of marginalised groups. She also worked for a number of years 
as a teacher of secondary Drama and English.  Through these experiences, Rachel 
developed a strong personal and professional commitment to the powerful possibilities 
afforded by making meaningful connections between theatre theory and theatre practice. 
Driven by this key interest in questions of praxis, Rachel undertook to complete her doctoral 
studies in Drama and Theatre Studies, inquiring into the relationship that mainstream theatre 
practitioners have with the theatre studies academy. Having recently taken up a position in 
the Faculty of Education at Monash University, Rachel looks forward to further developing 
inquiry into questions of praxis, in relation to Drama pedagogy and the teaching profession 
more generally.
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Dr Sarah French (and Dr Georgie Boucher) 

University of Melbourne 

Title: ‘The Pleasures and Politics of The Burlesque Hour’ 

Abstract: 

This paper constructs a post-feminist reading of The Burlesque Hour, created by Moira 
Finucane and Jackie Smith and performed nationally and internationally from 2005 to 2009. 
The Burlesque Hour is located within a post-feminist and queer framework that seeks to use 
desire and pleasure as part of its political agenda. While the performance provides a 
multiplicity of viewing pleasures, it also subverts and reconfigures some of the conventions 
of traditional Burlesque performance by altering the power dynamic between the performers 
and spectators and by frequently presenting images of the feminine that are confronting, 
abject and subversive.  

 

Drawing on Judith Butler’s theories on gender performativity, this paper argues that The 
Burlesque Hour adopts a fluid and performative approach to gender that is both pleasurable 
and political. With an awareness of contemporary gender theory, the performers employ 
gender parody to disrupt and problematise conventional notions of gender. For Butler 
gender parody “constitutes a fluidity of identities that suggests an openness to resignification 
and recontextualisation.” In Butler’s view this is a political act that presents a challenge to 
patriarchal culture; she argues that “parodic proliferation deprives hegemonic culture and its 
critics of the claim to naturalized or essentialist gender identities” (Gender Trouble, 1990: 
176). The Burlesque Hour presents the audience with such a ‘parodic proliferation’ of 
gendered acts and identities and utilizes techniques such as exaggeration, artifice, camp 
and irony to reveal the artificial construction of femininity and open up subversive 
possibilities for women’s self-representation. 

 

Biographies: 

Sarah French holds a PhD from the University of Melbourne (2006). Her PhD is an 
interdisciplinary thesis that examines the representation of memory and female subjectivity 
in feminist film theatre and literature. She has recently published articles on Chris Marker’s 
film Sans Soleil, Alain Resnais and Marguerite Duras’ film Hiroshima mon amour, and 
Hélène Cixous’ play Portrait of Dora. She currently lectures at the University of Melbourne in 
the areas of Cinema Studies and Theatre Studies. 

 

Georgie Boucher holds a PhD in Theatre Studies from the University of Melbourne, entitled 
‘Subjects in-between: art beyond identity’, an interdisciplinary study which aligned 
postcolonial and feminist theory with postmodern visual art, performance and film. She has 
given lectures on Feminism, Popular culture, Popular Music and Performance at both the 
University of Melbourne and La Trobe University, and has tutored in Theatre Studies, 
Cultural Studies and an interdisciplinary Feminist Theory subject entitled ‘Nymphs, Sluts and 
Madonnas’. Her work has been published in The Feminist Review, Brolga, Traffic, The 
International Journal of the Arts in Society and Peril: Asian Australian Arts and Culture 
magazine. 
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Janet Gibson  

Post-graduate PhD: Macquarie University  

Title: ‘Saying It Right: Ethics and Politics in Verbatim Theatre’ 

Abstract: 

The aim of this paper is firstly, to examine the key critical issues and ethical dangers 
inherent in the creation of verbatim theatre, and secondly, to present a strategy for a more 
ethical way of making it.  

Early autobiographical performance pieces risked equating the self being presented with the 
authority of an unmediated subject telling an unquestionable “truth”. In many recent verbatim 
theatre pieces however, this risk has been subverted by the substitution of a plurality of “I’s” 
all telling their own, often conflicting, truths. In the resulting cross-pollination, a range of 
truths or points of view are then proffered which, in their diversity, may appear truly 
revelatory. American verbatim practitioners like Anna Deavere Smith in her On the Road 
series and Tectonic Theater Project in The Laramie Project have extensively interviewed 
people about an important event, usually of some kind of socio-political importance, and 
have then developed scripts from these interviews. Variously termed a theatre of public 
dialogue and of democracy, verbatim theatre has been seen to be giving a voice to the 
voiceless in society. 

But recent work by Deidre Heddon and others has problematised aspects of the creation of 
verbatim theatre and the political and ethical assumptions which underpin it: the term 
‘theatre of appropriation’ has been applied. Heddon argues, amongst other things, that, in 
the construction of verbatim theatre, the manipulations of the writers and the power 
relationships of the performers to their subjects are often purposely obfuscated. The “truth” 
revealed is in fact a highly constructed fiction which often hides matters like the political 
agenda of the piece and the writer’s influence with respect to representation.  

Yet in the re-telling of people’s lives, in the use of their experiences, understandings and 
words to make theatre lies tremendous political potential to affect change and along with 
this, ethical responsibilities, which may include some version of “saying it right”. How can this 
best be done? Indeed, is it possible? 

 

Biography:  

Janet Gibson is in the early stages of her PhD research at Macquarie University exploring 
the ethical landscape of verbatim theatre and its association with truth and memory, as well 
as its interrelationship with the development of new acting methodologies. She is also an 
actor who has worked in theatre and film in Australia and in New York, with Tectonic Theater 
Project. She is the Program Manager of the Diploma of Communication at UTS: Insearch. 
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Dr Helena Grehan 

Murdoch University 

Title: ‘Vulnerability, suffering and Children: Seven Jewish Children.’ 

 

Abstract: 

For some respondents, Seven Jewish Children can be read as a meditation on suffering, 
loss and pain. It reflects on the dilemmas faced by adults as they attempt to manage their 
lives and the lives of their children. It offers readers and spectators an opportunity to witness 
the anxieties and uncertainties experienced by parents and families in times of persecution, 
war and conflict. The play opens up questions about the limits of childhood, about 
compassion, suffering and how that suffering might be both atoned for and accommodated. 

 

This paper explores the play and the various responses to it in an attempt to think about 
what theatre that intervenes directly into a situation of conflict might do for both participants 
and respondents. In the process key questions about responsibility, proximity and suffering 
are raised as well as questions about whether or not ‘stripping bare’ might work, and to what 
effect, in this particular context. 

 

Biography: 

Helena Grehan teaches in the English and Creative Arts program at Murdoch University, 
Perth, Western Australia. She is co-editor of the journal Performance Paradigm and the 
author of Mapping Cultural Identity in Contemporary Australian Performance, and 
Performance, Ethics and Spectatorship in a Global Age. 
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Dr Bree Hadley 

Queensland University of Technology  

Title: ‘Stripping Sight Bare: Alison Jones’ ‘Portraits by Proxy’’ 

Abstract:  

In this paper I analyse UK artist Alison Jones’ sonic interventions Portrait of the Artist by 
Proxy (2008), Voyeurism by Proxy (2008) and Art, Lies and Audio Tapes (2009). In Portrait 
of the Artist by Proxy, Jones – who, due to deteriorating vision, has not seen her reflection in 
a mirror in years – asks and trusts participants to audio-describe her own image back to her. 
In Voyeurism by Proxy, Jones asks participants to audio-describe erotic drawings by Gustav 
Klimt. In Art, Lies and Audio Tapes, Jones asks participants to audio-describe other 
artworks, such as W.F. Yeames’ And When Did You Last see Your Father?. In these 
portraits by proxy, Jones opens her image, and other images, to interpretation. In doing so, 
Jones draws attention to the way sight is privileged as a mode of access to fixed, 
fundamental truths in Western culture – a mode assumed to be untainted by filters that skew 
perception of the object. “In a culture where vision is by far the dominant sense,” Jones says, 
“and as a visual artist with a visual impairment, I am reliant on audio-description …Inevitably, 
there are limitations imposed by language, time and the interpreter’s background knowledge 
of the subject viewed, as well as their personal bias of what is deemed important to impart in 
their description”1. In these works, Jones strips these background knowledges, biases and 
assumptions bare. She reveals different perceptions, as well as tendencies to censor, edit or 
exaggerate descriptions. In this paper, I investigate how, by revealing unconscious biases, 
Jones’ works renders herself and her participants vulnerable to a change of perception. I 
also examine how Jones’ later editing of the audio-descriptions allows her to show the 
instabilities of sight, and, in Portrait of the Artist by Proxy, to reclaim authorship of her own 
image. 

Biography:   

Bree Hadley is Lecturer in Performance Studies and Study Area Advisor for the Master of  
Creative Industries (Creative Production & Arts Management) at Queensland University of  
Technology, Australia. Her research investigates identity as a performative construct that 

can  
be challenged and deconstructed on a variety of conventional, contemporary, pop cultural  
and ‘cyber’ stages. Her writings on the body, identity, performativity and power have  
appeared in M/C Journal, Australasian Drama Studies, Brolga: An Australian Journal About  
Dance, and the collection International Faust Studies: Adaptation, Translation, Reception.  
Hadley works as theatre critic for The Australian, and is also currently Vice-President of the  
Australasian Association for Drama, Theatre and Performance studies. 
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Anita Harris-Satkunananthan 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Queensland 
 
Title: ‘Identity and Narrative Loops in Helen Oyeyemi’s Juniper’s Whitening and White is for 
Witching’ 

Abstract: 

The Nigerian author, Helen Oyeyemi, writes work that invokes the performativity of drama 
within her narrative fiction. The nakedness of trauma and ontological tropes rendered to the 
utmost minimal lie at the heart of Oyeyemi’s compelling narratives. In Juniper’s Whitening, 
the title character bears witness to the violence of the relationship between Aleph and Beth, 
a recursive ritual of everyday homeliness juxtaposed against the violence of murder. 
Oyeyemi’s narrative performativity utilises the elements and metaphors of the Yoruba ritual 
performances, the egungun. The “whitening of the bones” in Juniper’s Whitening connects 
the reader to the heartrending relationship between trauma and identity for culturally 
ambiguous personae; the fact that the bones do not remain white within Juniper’s Whitening 
is why the characters find themselves within an ambiguous and horrific loop of trauma and 
negation. This paper argues that the thematic loop within Juniper’s Whitening intersects with 
White is for Witching which is ostensibly a novel; the intersection between narration and the 
setup of the first chapter provides what is almost a segue from the conventional forms of the 
play into that of the novel form. The stripping down of identity and layers of experience is 
rendered by Oyeyemi into colour-related and spatial-related metaphors. This paper 
examines how these recurring metaphors strip bare the layers of assumed identity from the 
bones of both the inhabitants and the enclosures within Juniper’s Whitening as well as White 
Is for Witching, which is rich with performative narration in multiple voices. By digging deep 
within the rich, metaphoric soil of both the play and the novel, Oyeyemi’s narratives allow 
both the reader and the audience a glimpse into the performative potentiality of textual 
spaces. 

Biography: 

Anita Harris Satkunananthan is a confirmed, third year Ph.D. student at the University of 
Queensland’s School of English, Media Studies and Art History (EMSAH). Her current 
doctoral dissertation pertains to the postcolonial gothic within the drama and fiction of two 
young diasporic Nigerian writers, Helen Oyeyemi and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, with a 
focus on narrative and mythic tropes. Her M.A. dissertation looked at how mythic rituals were 
encoded within Angela Carter’s appropriation of fairytales. Under the pen-name Nin Harris, 
she has been published in Jabberwocky 3, The Harrow and is an occasional book reviewer 
for m/c reviews. She is also a member of the editorial team behind Cabinet des Fées, an 
online (and print) journal of fairytales 
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 Linda Hassall  

Griffith University 

Title: ‘I Stand Before You Naked: Exposing the process of creating and writing Dawns Faded 
Rose a new play for performance.’ 

Abstract. 

Ute got him, hey. Pinned him down. 
Blew a tire coming back from the Curry… 
Jack was fucked. Crushed him.  They reckon he lived for two days under that car 
‘fore that truckie spotted him. ‘Parently the ants and the flies had a good go at him 
too.  The land’d drained most of him, drunk her fill. Tryin’ to stave off the menopause.  
She’s a cruel bitch…Cunt of a way to go.  (Hassall, 2009: Dawn’s Faded Rose) 

 

This paper will explore the relationship between phenomenological memory, experience and 
creativity, within the context of a new play titled Dawn’s Faded Rose. Within this play, 
landscape is posed as the female protagonist. As a playwright I am driven by a strong sense 
of landscape believing that it has the ability to arrest time, absorb events and surpass 
historical representations. The importance of landscape in my work is underpinned by 
landscape studies which spatially frame memory, narrative, nationality, inheritance and 
biography with place and socio-cultural environment. 

 

The phenomenological inquiry aspect of the paper therefore explores the interaction 
between self, landscape and the world of the play as fictive document. Through this 
interaction an experiential relationship develops between autobiographical imaginings and 
remembrances of the Australian landscape with that of the created landscape.  These 
interactions will be presented here as both artistic work and research, for recent paradigm 
shifts have enabled a wider acceptance of artistic methodologies in practice-led disciplines 
such as playwrighting. 

 

This paper will propose the concept of Fusion, suggesting that dramaturgical cohesion is 
what is achieved when phenomenological experiences are interpreted as creative 
experiences.  

 

Biography:  

Linda Hassall has over 15 years experience as a director, playwright and dramaturge in 
professional and independent contexts. Focussing on the creation, development and 
production of new theatrical work for Australian performance she began writing as a 
response to roles being written for women from her experience of working with a 
predominantly male culture of playwrights. Her first play Post Office Rose (2006) won a 
Matilda Award for Best New Play and was published by Playlab Press in 2008. Linda is 
currently doing a PhD at Griffith University. Her research interests include gender inheritance 
of landscape from a white female perspective as explored through new dramatic and 
theatrical contexts. Linda is an Associate Lecturer at Griffith University (contracted) in the 
Applied Theatre Department. 
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Christopher Hay 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney 

Abstract: “Edgy, rockin’ student-theatre”: Emerging Directors and the Avant-Garde 

“Directors want their work to get them noticed. This is how careers happen, after all. And it is 
easier to get noticed by exploding a play than by interpreting it” (McCabe, 2001:109). 

Appropriating avant-garde metaphors of “rupture, change, negation, transgression” (Born, 
1995:33), risk-taking is a strategy often used by emerging directors in order to attach an 
authenticity and uniqueness to their practice. In this paper I will argue that, regardless of the 
character of their work, many emerging directors claim avant-garde discourse as a form of 
cultural capital. This capital is often generated as a result of an association with a perceived 
purer form of performance – theatre “stripped back” so to speak – as distinct from the over-
produced and conventional variation practised by established theatre-makers.   

I have chosen particularly to concentrate on emerging directors, those making the transition 
from their training (whether formal or not) into the profession, as they are often the most 
conscious of staking a claim for their work. The two case studies this paper will therefore 
consider are the Theatre Forward alliance (formed by the 2008 NIDA Directing graduates), 
and the recent major productions of the Sydney University Dramatic Society (SUDS). The 
paper will not consider the content of their works themselves, but rather the material 
produced to market and justify them, including press releases, marketing blurbs and 
programme notes.  

I am particularly interested in the paper in strategies of legitimation; exploring both why 
emerging directors are conscious of justifying their work, as well as how they do so. This 
paper will therefore reveal something of the anxieties of emerging artists forging their own 
identities against what is seen as the staid, closed arena of the professional world (despite 
the fact that many of them perhaps aspire to work there).  

References 

Born, Georgina. 1995. Rationalising Culture: IRCAM, Boulez and the Institutionalisation of the 
Musical Avant-Garde. Berkeley: University of California Press.  

McCabe, Terry. 2001. Mis-directing the Play. Chicago: Ivan R. Dee. 

Biography: 

Christopher Hay commenced his PhD in Performance Studies at the University of Sydney in 2010, 
where his research is examining emerging theatre directors in Australia. He is particularly interested 
in the transition from training to the profession, and the way that emerging directors legitimate their 
practice in this phase of their development. At this stage, his research is concentrated on the director 
training courses of the major Australian academies, and the different kinds of capital they accord their 
graduates as they move into the professional industry.  

He holds a BA (Hons) in Performance Studies from the University of Sydney, having graduated with 
First Class Honours and the University Medal. He also has extensive and ongoing involvement with 
the Sydney University Dramatic Society (SUDS), having served on its Executive for three years 
including as President in 2009. With SUDS, he has directed many shows in professional spaces, 
including The Laramie Project (2008) and King Lear (2010 Adelaide Fringe), as well as participating in 
the worldwide première of The Laramie Project: Ten Years Later - An Epilogue (2009). 
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Dr Janys Hayes  
University of Wollongong 
 
Title: ‘Naked to All but Ourselves: some notes on actor training and phenomenology’ 
 
Abstract: 

 
Just as an audience can critically view the synthesised structure of any performance, 
evaluating the component elements which create meaning, so too each performing body in 
itself reflects nuances of embodied cultural meanings. Merleau Ponty’s phenomenology 
(1962; 1965; 1968) argues that human consciousness is ‘caught up’ in the ambiguity of the 
corporeal body so that any human body is both materially of the world that at the same time 
it is consciously directed towards (Merleau-Ponty 1962, p. 146). The body that is in action is 
already immersed in a subjective reality of its own and others making. For the actor, the 
negotiations between intentionality and viewed action are a daily consideration. These 
interactions between any body/subject and her lifeworld are partly visible for others to see. 
Yet the immersion in a lifeworld and the commitment to it mask reflection most particularly 
from those enacting it. We are revealed to others through our bodily performances in ways 
for which we ourselves do not have access. 
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral research (Hayes 2008), where Merleau-Ponty’s 
phenomenology is used to explore the experiential processes of actor training in Yat 
Malmgren’s actor training technique. My aim in this paper is to outline several of Merleau-
Ponty’s concepts, in particular Merleau-Ponty’s concepts of ‘refusal’ (1962, p. 82) and his 
more recognised concept of the ‘chiasm’ (1968, p. 152),  in order to offer a rich means of 
researching the development of actors skills, Both concepts enable new means of 
challenging actors’ habitual performance modes, whilst at the same time supporting their 
embodied agency. 
 

Biography: 

Lecturer in Performance: Bachelor of Science (Honours), University of Melbourne; Diploma in Acting, 
Drama Centre, London; Master of Creative Arts, Directing, University of Wollongong,  Doctor of 
Philosophy, University of Western Sydney.  

Janys Hayes is a theatre director, actor and teacher of acting. She is a Lecturer in Performance in the 
Faculty of Creative Arts at the University of Wollongong. Her impact on the curriculum has been 
particularly directed at the development of devised and hybrid performance as well as teaching the 
systematic study of Yat Malmgren’s acting technique of Character Analysis. Her doctorate, 
undertaken at the University of Western Sydney is entitled, The Knowing Body: Meaning and Method 
in Yat Malmgren’s Actor Training Technique. 

In 2000 Janys along with Deborah Leiser-Moore founded Critical Mass Theatre, a multidisciplinary 
performance troupe working in the Illawarra. She has received funding from the Australia Council, the 
NSW Ministry for the Arts and the Wollongong City Council for the work of Critical Mass Theatre. 
Janys has acted for Melbourne Theatre Co., Theatre South, Hunter Valley Theatre Co., Freewheels 
and Salamanca Theatre and has taught Character Analysis at the National Institute of Dramatic Arts 
(NIDA), The Victorian College of the Arts and the Actors’ Centre, Sydney. 

Janys is the Chairperson of Performance Illawarra, an arts advisory body for the performing arts in the 
Wollongong region. She is on the board of the new Phoenix Theatre, Wollongong and is a member of 
the Wollongong City Council’s Cultural Reference Committee. 
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Dr. Rand T. Hazou 

Monash University 

Title: 'Hypermediacy and Credibility in Documentary Theatre: The Craft of Make-Believe in 
Théâtre du Soleil’s Le Dernier Caravansérail (2005)'. 

Abstract: 

There is a recurring and persistent tendency in the discourse surrounding documentary 
theatre which privileges the notion of ‘authenticity’ and in which notions of ‘presence’ are 
conflated with notions of the ‘real’. Using Le Dernier Caravansérail (2005) as a case study, 
this paper focuses on the ‘Intermediality’ of the production. It focuses on the various media 
and digital technologies that are used in performance to both mediate and mediatise the 
accounts of asylum seekers incorporated into the production. By situating Le Dernier 
Caravansérail as an ‘intermedial’ performance, I am hoping to open up an interdisciplinary 
framework which draws on concepts from media studies and communication theory in order 
to potentially provide a more nuanced discussion and analysis. Two concepts emerging from 
these fields that I focus on in this paper are the notions of ‘hypermediacy’ and ‘credibility’. 
While ‘credibility’ has been theorised in fields of media studies and communications for more 
than fifty years, it remains a particularly neglected concept in the field of performance and 
theatre studies. Can the notion of credibility be usefully applied in an analysis of 
contemporary documentary theatre? By theorising the notion of credibility as a useful 
concept in performance analysis, this paper examines how digital technology in 
documentary theatre can work to procure effects of propinquity and engagement in 
performance. I argue that by engendering hypermediacy and credibility in the production, 
Théâtre du Soleil enlist the craft of make-believe, persuading audiences to take a closer look 
at those excluded and silenced by the state. 

 

Biography: 

Rand Hazou completed a Bachelor of Arts in Geography, Media Studies and Drama at the 
University of Queensland in 1998. In 2003 he was awarded First Class Honours in theatre 
and Drama at La Trobe University. In 2004 Rand was commissioned by the UNDP to travel 
to the Occupied Territories in Palestine to work as a theatre consultant running workshops 
for Palestinian youths. In 2009 Rand was awarded a PhD in Theatre and Drama at La Trobe 
University. His thesis examined the latest wave of political theatre in Australia dealing with 
Asylum Seekers and Refugees. He is currently dividing his time between teaching at La 
Trobe University and at the Centre for Theatre and Performance Studies at Monash 
University.   

Dr. Rand T. Hazou 
Centre for Theatre Studies & Performance| Building 68 Monash University| Clayton 3800 
VIC.! 
Mobile: +61 0407 042 552| Email: rand.hazou@arts.monash.edu.au 
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Miranda Heckenberg 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney 

Title: Discourses of minimalism in the contemporary practice of Australian Scenographers 
 

Abstract: 
 

“It was a good example of what a good designer can do, which is to keep stuff out of the 
stage space.”  
(Interview with designer Ralph Myers) 
 
Drawing on an ethnographic study of Australian scenographic culture this paper will consider 
the theoretical and conceptual influences of minimalism(s) and the essentialist rhetoric(s) of 
‘stripping bare’ on contemporary practice. The focus will be how these notions have an 
ongoing impact on practitioners’ discourse and scenographic practice. These ideas impact 
not just on the aesthetics of stage designs as they appear in performance but also on the 
ways that designers understand their role and aims they have for the designs they contribute 
to performance events. Contrary to popular opinion scenographers aim to contribute 
something very different from a superfluous exterior or to make a superficial statement. 
 
Theoretical influences are deeply absorbed by practitioners and appear in more implicit than 
explicit forms and it takes this kind of methodological approach to explore the ‘habitus’ and 
conceptual world of scenographers. It is possible to bring an analytical eye to the ways they 
communicate visual and spatial concepts to a whole series of collaborators during the design 
process – from other designers to directors (who are often happier in the worlds of words 
than images) and then to actors, technicians, builders, costumiers etc. In many ways being 
able to communicate scenographic and theatrical concepts is at the core of most successful 
careers and ongoing collaborations but this has traditionally occurred ‘in private’ and in forms 
that we might not immediately recognise as being ‘theoretical’. Understanding of how 
scenographers make their specific conceptual contribution to the collaborative process of 
theatre making in Australia has been limited. Critical ethnography enables a focus on design 
process, the lived experience of the designer and actual ways that theory and practice 
interconnect in the making of a stage production.  
 
 

Biography 
 
Miranda Heckenberg is a graduate of the NIDA (National Institute of Dramatic Arts, 
Australia) stage design course (2000) and is currently completing a PhD in the Performance 
Studies Department at the University of Sydney titled "The practice and discourse of 
Australian theatre designers: an ethnographic approach."!
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Dr Caroline Heim  

Queensland University of Technology 

Paper 1Title: ‘The Naked Audience: audience performance at a recent staging of Gibson’s 
The Miracle Worker.’ 

Abstract: 

Contemporary mainstream theatre audiences observe etiquette strictures that regulate 
behaviour. As Baz Kershaw argues, “the idea of the passive audience for performance has 
been associated usually with mainstream theatre.” This paper explores a mainstream event 
where the extant contract of audience silence was replaced with a raw, emotional audience 
response that continued into the post-performance discussion. William Gibson’s The Miracle 
Worker was performed by Crossbow Productions at the Brisbane Powerhouse to an 
audience made up of mainstream theatre patrons and people living with hearing and visual 
impairment. Various elements such as shadow signing and tactile tours worked 
metatheatrically and self-referentially to heighten audience awareness. During the 
performances the verbal and non-verbal responses of the audience were so pervasive that 
the audience became not only co-creators of the performance text but performers of a rich 
audience text that had a dramatic impact on the theatrical experience for audience and 
actors alike. During the post-performance discussion the audience performers spilled onto 
the stage interacting with the actors, extending the pleasure of the experience. This paper 
discusses how in privileging the audience as co-creators and performers, the chasm 
between stage and audience was bridged. The audiences’ performance changed, enriched 
and created new meanings for each performance.  

Paper 2 Title: ‘Undressing the Actor: the Erotic Relationship with the Audience.’ 

Abstract: 

The intimacy and eroticism of the actor’s relationship with the audience is captured in the 
ecstatic revelation of the actor “being in the moment.” Drawing on the theories of Freud and 
Sartre and twenty years of performance praxis, this paper explores the exchange of erotic 
discourse between stage and spectator that not only heightens the experience of the 
liveness of theatre, but creates a symbiosis that is silently negotiated, agreed upon and 
sensuously performed during the suspended timeframe of the theatrical event. The actor 
draws the audience into the erotic transaction through various dramatic devices: the 
seduction of the soliloquy, the somatic and verbal discourses, the sensuality of light and 
costuming. The audience responds with its own paralingual and verbal foreplay: the 
playfulness of laughter, the slapping of hands and, most significantly, the gaze. While the 
gaze is often perceived as a form of voyeurism, this paper argues that the gaze of 
consensual agreement between audience and actor can work to unmask inhibitions enabling 
the actor to create the truth of the moment in complete abandon.  

Biography: 

Caroline Heim graduated from the American Academy of Dramatic Art in New York with a 
Drama League Award. She worked as a performer on the New York and major US capital 
city stages in lead roles for seven years before entering academia. Caroline is now an 
Associate Lecturer in Performance Studies at Queensland University of Technology.  Her 
research into theatre audiences focuses on audience contribution at the theatrical event. 
Caroline’s PhD  (UQ) explored and trialled a new model for post-performance discussions. 
Much of Caroline’s research is informed by her theatre company productions. Crossbow 
Productions produces contemporised biographical plays in New York, Sydney and Brisbane.  
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Janice Hinckfuss 

University of Sydney 

Title: ‘Page Presence’: Academic Writing as Performance and the Teaching of English for 
Academic Purposes 

Abstract: 

Is there anything more confronting for a writer than the nakedness of a blank page or word 
document?  How curious that so many of the metaphors we use for the challenge of filling 
that void evoke embodiment: putting flesh on the bones of an outline; shaping the body of a 
text; finding an authorial voice.  The idea that the act of writing, even supposedly ‘dry’ 
academic writing, is performative, has been around for some time.  Writing has been called 
“the shy person’s version of acting” (Carluccio, 2010, p.7); academic authors have been 
likened to “actors blinded by the footlights” (Chanock, 2003, p.54).  But what exactly is being 
asserted by scholars of ‘The New Rhetoric’ when they claim that “all writing is a 
performance” (Lunsford in Fishman, Lunsford et al., 2005, p.235).  And is it a performance to 
which any ‘body’—from ‘freshman’ student to tenured academic; from ‘native’ to ‘non-native’ 
speaker—can have equal access?  

This paper examines the way programs in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) attempt to 
initiate students from non-English-speaking backgrounds into an academic ‘discourse 
community’.  Drawing on fieldwork in Australian, UK and US universities, I use the 
conceptual lens of performance theory to critique some of the dominant assumptions in EAP 
pedagogy, beginning with an account of how Enlightenment values and the privileging of the 
written word have obscured, if not excluded, the body’s presence in writing.  In particular, I 
engage with the notions of performance/performativity as developed by Austin, Butler and 
others to examine how authorial identity and voice are realized in an academic text, leading 
to what I call a certain kind of ‘page presence’. 

The paper concludes with a brief outline of why and how a performative EAP pedagogy—
one that fully embraces the embodied and performed nature of writing—may better serve the 
needs of the students currently filling EAP classrooms in record numbers.  The students 
whose fees, in a very real sense, provide a lifeline to a distressed university sector.  Simply 
put, if these, often our most vulnerable students are denied ‘page presence’, fear of a blank 
page will be the least of our concerns. 

Biography: 

As a teacher of English for Academic Purposes (EAP) to international students, I am often 
asked the relevance of my background in human movement, dance and performance 
studies. While the relevance may not be immediately apparent, there are a number of  ways 
in which dance and movement have informed my teaching. Initially, my focus was on oral 
communication and I was particularly interested in the research conducted at The University 
of Zagreb which examined the role of the body and movement in speech perception and 
speech production. I based a short course Pronunciation Through Drama on ideas from this 
research.  I have been teaching this course for the past five years as part of a summer  pre-
sessional at the University of Essex. As I observed the students work from a scripted text 
through to the staging of a performance, I became increasingly interested in the possible 
overlap between this process and teaching academic writing. Having worked in France, 
England, Canada and Australia, I was also interested in the different research traditions of 
those countries and the impact of broader socio-cultural and political systems on classroom 
practice. This led me back to The Department of Performance Studies at The University of 
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Sydney where I had completed my masters. Drawing on both my teaching and my 
background in dance and movement, I am currently working on a PhD which examines EAP 
pedagogy from a Performance Studies perspective, with a particular focus on academic 
writing based on an understanding of  ‘writing as performative.’ 
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Andrew Holmes 

Post-graduate PhD: The Australian National University 

Title: “The Wind that Strips the Theatre Bare: an approach towards poetic drama using 
analysis of Lorca’s The House of Bernarda Alba.”  

 

Abstract: 

A.P. Hinchcliffe describes ‘theatre’ as “an institution in which a number of talents come 
together either in harmony or striving for primacy.”1 These ‘talents’ include words, action, 
gesture, setting, set-design, costuming and lighting, all of which are equally essential and 
important elements to the production of any play. However, in approaching poetic drama, a 
shift in attitude for theatre practitioners is required. It is the words, the language and speech 
that must strive for primacy. As T.S Eliot stated, the words of poetic theatre are not “merely 
decoration of a dialogue…[They] make the drama itself different – and more dramatic.”2 
Likewise, T.C. Worsley stated that in the “poetic approach” to drama, “nothing but words will 
in the last analysis bring success.”3 Too often in productions of poetic drama, the words 
written in the text are lost amongst dazzling costumes and captivating set design, or glossed 
over by directors and actors unaware of the gravity that poets’ words possess. Using 
Federico Garcia Lorca’s The House of Bernarda Alba as a case study, the paper will show 
how a textual approach to poetic drama that initially strips the play of its theatrical elements 
to focus on in-depth language analysis and understanding, can then inform director, actors, 
set designers and the like to create a more powerful, potent and informed production of 
poetic drama. As Denis Donoghue correctly questioned, how can poetic theatre be “fully 
articulate unless it utilises all the exploratory potentialities of words?”4 

 

Biography: 

Andrew is currently in his first year of a PhD in Drama at the Australian National University. 
Last year, he completed his Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Drama at the ANU, and was 
awarded a University Medal in Drama and the Friends of the ANU Library Blackburn Medal 
for Drama. In his time at the ANU, he has directed The Love of Don Perlimplin and Belisa in 
the Garden by Federico Garcia Lorca; co-directed Canberra’s premiere performance of BED 
by award winning Australian playwright Brendan Cowell; and has just directed After The Fact 
for the National University Theatre Society, an evening of three short comedies written and 
developed by David Travers and himself. In his time at the ANU, Andrew has also performed 
in Night and Day, Property of the Clan, Troy’s House and What the Butler Saw, as well as 
composing and performing music for Don Perlimplin.   
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Tricia Hopton 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Queensland 

Title: Performing Self: “An Ethnic Transvestite?” And “Inexplicably, both liberals and Zionists 
at the same time”! 

Abstract: 

Can personal identity be stripped down to a ‘core’ in the effort to truly understand oneself? 
Catriona McKenzie claims that self understanding is largely shaped through our interactions 
with others, while Paul Ricoeur posits a theory of narrative identity—the suggestion that our 
lives are given shape through the stories we tell about ourselves. In other words, personal 
identity can be determined through examining the stories we tell about ourselves and how 
we tell them. Together, these theories show identity to be a constructive process, as 
opposed to something clear and concise which can be easily articulated or assigned. Using 
theatre as the lens through which to investigate McKenzie and Riceour’s theories in practice, 
this paper explores the process of identity construction. Significantly, it considers the broader 
implications of doing so within the context of multicultural nations.  
 
Applying these theories to two contemporary plays in a comparative analysis, I interrogate 
Canadian and Australian theatre as they contend with identity construction in a multicultural 
framework. I argue that these two nations falsely advertise themselves as liberal spaces, 
where people may ‘choose’ their cultural identity; in reality, both nations appear to subscribe 
to a set of prescriptive identity definitions. In Territories (2005), Canadian playwright Niki 
Landau addresses issues of the Middle East and the protagonist’s problematic identity as a 
Jewish-Israeli-Canadian facing a Palestinian audience member. Mrs. Petrov’s Shoe (2006), 
an Australian play by Noëlle Janaczewska, explores how an Anglo-Australian fabricates an 
‘ethnic’ identity for herself in an effort to exoticise her own life, while capitalising on the 
multicultural dream. Both texts, in performance, show theatre stretching the boundaries of 
expectations: multicultural ideology is exploded—it is ‘stripped bare’ to expose its implicit 
faults and fallacies. But the playwrights then choose to show the characters at work re-
layering themselves, thus providing nuanced representations of multiculturalism in practice. 
Moreover, in peeling back the constitutive layers of each protagonist, we can see how these 
plays productively show the theory of identity as a narrative process in an observable, 
practicable mode.  

Biography: 

Tricia Hopton is a PhD candidate at the University of Queensland. Her dissertation 
investigates attitudes towards multiculturalism in contemporary Canadian and Australian 
theatre. She also tutors in Drama at the University of Queensland. 
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Pedro Ilgenfritz  

UNITEC, Auckland, New Zealand 

Workshop Title: ‘The Preparatory Work for Neutral Mask Training: Sustaining and Transition’ 

The Neutral Mask training requires a series of preliminary exercises around the concept of 
neutrality and body re-education. This workshop is a practical demonstration of two 
principles developed during the training process with three actors for four months as part of 
the research project called LAB: Research Theatre Company developed at UNITEC in 
Auckland (NZ) in 2009. The aim of the project was the formation of a permanent theatre 
ensemble engaged in the investigation of the basic elements of actors’ training with 
emphasis on mask training.  

This workshop will be a practical demonstration of exercises where sustaining of gesture and 
the mechanics of transition are central to the development of stage presence, control of 
gesture/movement and the understanding of the dynamics of physical action. These 
exercises were used as a complement to mask training and improvisation.  

Biography: 

Pedro Ilgenfritz, Lecturer at UNITEC (Auckland-NZ), Director and Producer 

BA Performing Arts/UDESC Brazil 1996 
MTA Directing Victoria University of Wellington and Toi Whakaari New Zealand Drama 
School 2005.  
 

Pedro Ilgenfritz is a theatre director and lecturer from Brazil interested in actor training and 
dramaturgy. Pedro has been in New Zealand for ten years and currently teaches at the 
Department of Performing and Screen Arts - Unitec (Auckland). Pedro wrote and co-directed 
the acclaimed show The Remedy Syndrome (2005) for the SEEyD Co (Chapman Tripp 
Award Nominee, Best New New Zealand Play of the year) and Harmonious Oddity (2008) 
collaborating with Touch Compass Dance Trust Artistic Director Catherine Chappell. 
Harmonious Oddity won Tempo Festival 2008 People's Choice Award for "Best in Show" 
and it was performed at the Art of Difference Festival in Melbourne, Australia. His latest work 
Alfonsina (2009) will be performing at Vertice Brazil 2010 - International Women in Theatre 
Festival in Florianopolis/Brazil in July 2010. 
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Teresa Izzard  

Curtin University 

Title: Marber’s After Miss Julie and The Flayed Angel: A somatic / bodymind approach to the 
creation of character. 

Abstract: 

C18th anatomical artist Jacques Fabien Gautier 
D’Agoty’s image The Flayed Angel showing a woman’s 
back ‘stripped bare’ brings to mind corsets, cages, a 
sense of internal constriction and a frustrated desire to 
fly. This image was the ‘visual key’ to my directorial 
approach and dramaturgical reading of Patrick Marber’s 
1990 version of August Strindberg’s Miss Julie. 
Contemporary, crass and verbally economical, Marber’s 
After Miss Julie challenges us to examine the characters 
not only in their original setting of 1888 but also in 
England of the 1945 Labour by-election. Yet the 
original’s deterministic, naturalistic heart and story 
remains. 

This paper discusses how student actors were challenged to approach these characters as 
anatomical subjects where, as part of the rehearsal process, they were to ‘peel back the 
layers’ of history, society, personal expectations, gender, class, thought patterns, physical 
patterns, clothes and even flesh. Using somatic warm ups, Body Mind Centring techniques 
and a process framed within the Laban Movement Analysis system the student actors were 
encouraged to dissect their specimen/character and examine how their external traps and 
patterns are mirrored in the traps and patterns in their ‘bodymind’. As they discovered 
complex relationships between inner and outer, they were invited to allow this visceral 
connection to their character to inform dramaturgical choices and to support their 
performances.  

 

Biography: 

Teresa Izzard is a candidate for a Doctorate of Creative Arts at Curtin University in Perth. 
She is a theatre artist/educator as well as a Certified Movement Analyst (CMA). Her 
doctorate seeks to discover ways that these roles can be combined in rehearsal through the 
directorial role; integrating embodied experience in the creation of dynamic post-physical 
theatre/performance. She teaches Performance Studies at Curtin University and 
Contemporary Performance at Edith Cowan University. Her first paper was at the Beyond 
Body Language Symposium in New York in 2008. An article from this presentation is due to 
be published in the Journal of Laban Movement Studies in early 2010. She is a committee 
member of Magdalena Perth, a group of women theatre practitioners who organised the 
Magdalena Perth Workshop Festival in 2010. 
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Lee James 
 
Post-graduate PhD; University of Queensland 
 

Title: ‘The Stage Beyond: Exploring Meditative Practices and the ‘Superconscious’1 in Actor 
Training and Performance.’ 

Abstract: 

The principle behind documented yogic experiments by Konstantin Stanislavsky a century 
ago – that the fusion of eastern and western pedagogy and training techniques offer the 
actor a balanced stripping away of the ego that quietens the mind and elucidates audience 
interaction – has continued to influence theatre practitioners. Jacqui Carroll and Antoinette 
Blaxland, to name just two, have used this principle in different ways, opening up their 
Greco-western gaze to ‘other’ forms.  

Carroll’s OzFrank Theatre productions (like Doll Seventeen 2002) require rigorous physical 
Tadashi Suzuki-style training that releases the performer from the constraints of 
naturalistic/realistic sound and movement, allowing expression to be stripped to the barest 
symbolics. Blaxland’s meditative Peace Angels (since 1999) adopts Boal’s image theatre, 
positioning ‘angels’ in potentially violent settings like football matches. It demands of the 
artist a constantly internalised stage of detachment (even whilst interacting with the public), 
that Stanislavsky referred to as the ‘superconscious’. Carroll and Blaxland insist that this 
precondition to their respective works heightens actor/audience receptivity.  

Drawing together psycho-dramatic theories, studies on healing and human restoration by 
David Eng and John H Stanfield, interviews with Carroll and Blaxland (and their respective 
artists) and critical review, I will provide an overview of the perceptions, uses and the effects 
of meditative silence and practice in actor training and performance. I will discuss the 
concern, exemplified by Lee Strasberg’s demotion of the spiritual dimension of 
Stanislavsky’s mind/body/spirit approach, that such pursuits are anathema to generating 
dramatic tension. My presentation includes demonstrations of a meditative technique similar 
to that employed by Stanislavsky (Raja Yoga) and an exercise developed to prepare Peace 
Angels for their 2006 Commonwealth Games performance. I will provide artists’ case studies 
describing the effects of ‘superconscious’ detachment on mental clarity and creative problem 
solving, hinting at a broader application of holistic theatre practices in personal rehabilitation 
and empowerment. 

Biography: 
                                     
Lee James was born on April 1st 1960 in Cairns, Australia. After graduation from the National 
Institute of Dramatic Art in 1982 (upgraded 2003), he enjoyed success at the forefront of 
Australian theatre and TV drama for several years. In September 1984, he began a lifelong 
personal research into human consciousness and ‘inside-out’ social transformation.   

Through the 1980’s, Lee continued coaching, performing and speaking on empowerment 
and holistic healing through the arts. In April 1990, he moved to Japan to coordinate 
meditation centers in Tokyo, worked as a mind-management advisor to various NGOs in the 
field of social trauma and disaster relief while creating an international theatre troupe The 
Light Company which group-devised esoteric drama for European festivals. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

*!The realm of the unconscious that transcends the individual’s experience and unites the one with the many.!
Carnicke, Sharon M., Stanislavsky in Focus, Amsterdam: Harwood Academic, 1998. (180-81)!
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Lee toured globally for over 20 years, facilitating programs in hospitals, universities, theatre 
companies, government institutions and private corporations. At the time of his return to 
Australia in April 2003, he was conducting more than 500 lectures and workshops in up to 15 
countries per year. Lee returned to study at the University of Queensland achieving first-
class honours in the field of Drama in 2008 exploring Theatre’s post-9/11 response and is 
presently preparing his proposal for PhD candidacy on “the role of performance before, 
during and after natural disasters”.  

He continues his association with crisis management and consciousness training for care 
professionals and still writes, directs and performs. 

“It’s easy. At every moment the consciousness is trying to find its way back home… to 
peace”. 
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Adrian Johnson 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney 

Title: Avatar: A sign of our times. 

Abstract: 

The performance that I wish to attempt to ‘strip bare’ is the acting of Sam Worthington in the 
film ‘Avatar’. I have chosen this as the subject of theoretical analysis because my area of 
study is within the field of semiotics and I find this performance, even though it is filmed and 
not live, a particularly rich area of study for discussions in semiotics. It also struck me that an 
avatar is a sign with a particularly modern usage; as an identity created to enter into a virtual 
world while representing in some manner, the sign user. 

The semiotic model I base my analysis on comes from Charles Sanders Peirce. I have been 
wrestling with his theories as tools of analyses for performance so I thought that the film 
Avatar would be a good subject matter as I would assume nearly everyone has seen it and 
thus I am able to enter into semiotic discussions while referring to some ‘common ground’. 
This would be easier in a twenty- minute paper rather than spending time describing an 
obscure theatrical performance that not many have seen or heard of. 

My use of Peircean semeiotics will involve his ten classes of signs, but rather than just 
identifying, classifying and naming signs, I will attempt to explain how they operate in the 
process of semeiosis; that is, how signs are made meaningful through creativity, 
performance, communication and interpretation. Lastly this will also involve some of Peirce’s 
pragmaticist approach: a study of signs through the effects and potential effects of signs 
upon their interpreters. 

So the acting of Sam Worthington presents a challenge for semiotics, especially with the 
advent and increased use of motion-capture technology and the way it adds another layer 
for us to strip through. It is a challenge that I think a Peircean semiotic can rise to, and one 
that I am willing to take on myself in my paper ‘Avatar: A Sign of our Times’.    

!

!

Biography: 

I played in bands before I started uni where I did a BA with a double major in anthropology 
and performance studies, then honours in performance studies. I acted and directed in lots 
of SUDS plays, then did a bachelor of teaching. I qualified as a drama teacher and have now 
been teaching for nine years during which time I undertook a PhD in performance studies at 
Sydney University.    
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Dr Daniel Johnston 

Macquarie University 

Title: ‘Corporate Performance Incorporated: Unleash the Power Within’ 
 

Abstract: 

This paper seeks to investigate a fertile ground for performance research applied to ‘the 
corporate world’. Specifically, it will take the case study of motivational seminars of Anthony 
Robbins as an example of corporate training. Robbins calls upon a specific notion of 
selfhood and aims to strip seminar participants bare back to a truthful core so that they can 
‘unleash the power within’. On the one hand, there seem to be many parallels between this 
kind of corporate training and actor training. A radical change in the ‘habitus’ of participants’ 
bodies and utilisation of the biological basis of emotions are key to action in both fields. 
Furthermore, the seminars themselves call upon all manner of theatrical means to the point 
of being an entertainment and spectacle themselves. On the other hand, these techniques 
are intended to be invoked in ‘everyday life’ outside of a theatrical context, and at the mercy 
of desires, structures and responses endemic in modern corporate life. An uncritical 
unleashing of will, desire and action may well be powerful, but what are the ethical 
implications of such unshackling? In many ways, the Robbins ‘phenomenon’ is symptomatic 
of the corporate world itself. Perhaps by describing the processes and operations of such 
training provides an ethical response in itself. 

 

Biography: 

Daniel Johnston is a Lecturer at Macquarie University in the Department of Media, Music 
and Cultural Studies. He has a PhD in Performance Studies from the University of Sydney 
and an MA in Philosophy from the University of Cambridge. 
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Professor Adrian Kiernander 

Professor of Theatre Studies, UNE  
 
Title: ‘The Ghosts of Richard III and the Old Faith.’ 
 

Abstract:  

At last year’s ADSA conference, as part of my work for an edition of Richard III for the ISE: 
(Internet Shakespeare Editions—http//internetshakespeare.uvic.ca/index.html), I gave a 
paper on the play’s use of London as an urban architectural and geographical background, a 
feature that Richard of Gloucester used in his rise to power. This would have been familiar to 
Elizabethan audiences because of the similarities between London at the end of the C15 
and the end of the C16 when Shakespeare’s play was first published (1597)—a similarity 
which was to be obscured by the Great Fire of 1666 and then almost completely obliterated 
by bombing in the Second World War.  

This paper will argue that, on the other hand, the cultural world of the play’s action was 
significantly different from that of Shakespeare’s audience because of another set of 
historical events: the reformation of the English church and the dissolution of the 
monasteries by Elizabeth’s father in the late 1530s. 

The paper will argue that the text of Richard III shows many traces of the “old faith” in its 
depiction of Richard’s England, and that these may have encouraged the Elizabethan 
audience to make comparisons between their own (established but still unstable) religious 
beliefs and those of the earlier Roman Catholic system of faith. 

The paper will not discuss the current debates about whether Shakespeare himself was 
secretly a Catholic. Rather it will focus on how the glancing references to Catholicism in the 
play, including the relationship between the living and the dead, help the play to create a 
more vivid sense of late Yorkist England as an old-world place of superstition and magic.  

It will then explore the implications of the references to Catholicism for an edition of the text. 

Biography: 

Adrian Kiernander is Professor of Theatre Studies at the University of New England in 
Armidale. He has published in the areas of Australian and New Zealand theatre and dance, 
and is a co-author, with Jonathan Bollen and Bruce Parr, of two books on representations of 
masculinity in theatre, mainly in Australia. His book on Ariane Mnouchkine and the Théâtre 
du Soleil was recently reissued by Cambridge University Press. He has just completed a 
draft of a book-length study of John Bell's career.  
 
He is also an experienced director of theatre and opera, and was for two years resident 
producer for the National Opera of New Zealand. In 2009 he directed an adaptation of 
Richard III, titled Richard III, without the central character. 
 
The paper he is presenting for this conference comes out of the research for his forthcoming 
edition of Shakespeare's play for the Internet Shakespeare Editions.  
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Egil Kipste 

Title: ‘Directing Inspiration: Teaching a Directing Methodology Based on Stanislavski’s Active 
Analysis.’ 

Abstract: 

Countless conversations, texts and workshops have been given to the craft of acting that 
supports a Stanislavskian approach but far fewer to the skill of directing using Stanislavskian 
principles. Books on directing, purporting to present a methodology, often suffer from an 
emphasis on the director’s preparation but are far less detailed on procedures in the actual 
rehearsal room.  

However, Stanislavski’s later-developed approach to the craft of directing (known here as 
Active Analysis) are little known outside Russia. This is mainly because he, himself, never 
fully articulated his views in writing. Other sources of information have come second-hand 
from Toporkov’s Stanislavsky in Rehearsal; where he describes the rehearsal process of 
Stanislavski’s last production Tartuffe. Other information we hae comes mainly from the 
Russian-language papers of assistants and disciples such as Maria Knebel. Still more 
distant accounts are found in the teaching practice of third generation beneficiaries such as 
Tovstonogov and Efros, again in the former Soviet Union. And finally the experience and 
research of Bella Merlin outlined in The Complete Stanislavsky Toolkit. 

Key academic, namely Sharon M. Carnicke (in Stanislavsky in Focus) has written widely on 
Stanislavski with some reference to the theory and detail of Active Analysis.  

Why is Active Analysis so important and why is there an apparent resurgence of interest in 
Stanislavski’s later ideas? It could be argued that to date directing methodologies have acted 
to smother acting impulses by their over-reliance on discussion and background research. 
Stanislavski came to realise that an over-reliance of ‘table talking’ was antithetical to the 
creative process and that the imposition of the director’s vision early on in the rehearsal 
process was not liberating.  

By the use of silent and verbal etudes (improvisations) and constant cyclical explorations, 
actor and director inspirations can be organically channelled into the text being staged. This 
approach coupled with a clear understanding of conflict and the ‘line of physical actions’ in a 
play are the distinctive driving forces behind Active Analysis. 

The ‘Directing Inspiration’ seminar/demonstration, illustrates how Active Analysis has been 
developed and taught in the director’s course at NIDA. Directing students from NIDA’s 
Director’s Course will role-play a typical rehearsal to illustrate the process. 

Biography: 

After graduating from NIDA’s directing course Egil has worked with most theatre companies in 
Australia as director, assistant director, dramaturg or casting director. He was Associate Director at 
Nimrod and Artistic Director of the Q Theatre. He worked as casting Director at STC for over 6 years 
before joining Disney Theatrical in New York as Global Casting Director. Since his return to Australia 
Egil worked as Artistic Associate/Company Manager at STC and is currently Head of Directing and 
Post-graduate Studies at NIDA. He holds an MA in Theatre Studies from UNSW. 

Egil’s area of practice-led research interest is adapting Stanislavski’s Active Analysis to contemporary 
theatre practice. In 2009/10 he visiting St Petersburg to survey director training and has been invited 
by the Ernst Busch theatre school in Berlin to teach Active Analysis to their acting and directing 
students at the end of 2010. Egil is also working on compiling a sourcebook of Maria Knebel’s 
director-training exercises. 
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Carol Langley 

Post-graduate PhD:The University of NSW 
 
Title: ‘The Drag Queen Nude and Naked’ 
 
 
Abstract:  
 
Drag is often analysed in terms of items of concealment such as wig, costume and makeup. 
Historically, the removal of such items – the reveal – has served as a conclusion to the 
performance, providing a return to reality. This paper, however, explores the effect of 
exposing tracts of bare body – marked masculine or feminine – during the drag act. Rather 
than restoring order, this reveal causes disruption, making us question what we see and 
what we believe to be the truths of sex and gender. 
 
This paper presents nudity and nakedness in the work of two leading Australian drag queens 
– Dallas Dellaforce and Vanessa Wagner. It examines onstage and offstage performance, 
and related video footage. It then goes on to discuss the effect of these performances on 
sex and gender creation, and associated theoretical implications. 
  
Biography: 

Carol Langley is currently researching drag performance for her PhD in Theatre. She is the 
author of Beneath the Sequined Surface: An Insight into Sydney Drag, a book published by 
Currency Press, and ‘Borrowed Voice: The Art of Lip-synching in Sydney Drag’, an article 
published in Australasian Drama Studies. Carol is the recipient of the 2005 Veronica Kelly 
Prize for best postgraduate paper at an ADSA conference. 
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Natalie Lazaroo 
 
Post-graduate M Phil: University of Queensland  
 

Title: Performing Erotically: Redefining Notions of “Eroticism” in Zen Zen Zo’s Zeitgeist 

Abstract:  

When the term “erotic” is used, it is often understood as something that arouses or satisfies 
a sexual desire. A performance that is deemed “erotic” commonly draws up expectations of 
exposed genitalia, naked torsos and sexually explicit content on stage. However, American 
theatre director Anne Bogart redefines the notion of “eroticism” in art and theatre as seven 
inextricably linked qualities that a performance possesses to engage its audience in what 
could, in the simplest of terms, be described as a passionate relationship.  

This paper explores Bogart’s idea of “eroticism” with reference to Brisbane-based physical 
theatre company Zen Zen Zo’s 2009 performance of Zeitgeist at the Adelaide Fringe 
Festival. Through performance analysis, examination of actor-training methods, and 
conversations with director Lynne Bradley about the performance-making process, I 
investigate how the elements of performance, particularly the idea of the actor’s presence, 
inform a new understanding of what it means to be “erotic” in the theatre.  

Zeitgeist draws largely on the aesthetic principles of the Japanese avant-garde dance-
theatre form butoh that emerged in the 1960s as a reaction against the effects of a post-war 
Japan. Although naked bodies feature heavily in most butoh performances, as they do in 
Zeitgeist, it is important to see the use of nudity not simply as a ploy to excite and titillate, but 
as a stripping bare of the actor’s social self to reveal her essence. What becomes more 
apparent on stage then, is the transformative power of the actor’s body, and the visual and 
aesthetic qualities of the performance that capture its audience in moments of “aesthetic 
arrest”, thereby re-establishing the connection between spectator and performer. Assessing 
performances in this light gives theatregoers a vocabulary to articulate their responses to 
performances, and for theatre makers, knowing what makes a performance “erotic” helps 
them better understand how their work is received. 

Biography: 

Natalie Lazaroo is currently pursuing her Master of Philosophy at the University of 
Queensland. She attained her Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Drama and Performance at the 
Nanyang Technological University (Singapore). As part of her candidature, she submitted a 
short performance piece, along with her thesis entitled “From the Depths of the Repressed”, 
investigating Antonin Artaud’s ‘Theatre of Cruelty’ as a means to find a release from 
repression. Her current research concerns actor training methods in contemporary 
Australian physical theatre, and performance analysis. Natalie’s other research interests 
include Asian theatre, feminist theories and postmodern theatre. 
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Jennifer de Leon 
 
Title: ‘The Dress’ 
 
Abstract: 
 
My presentation is a dance performance. It is accompanied by a short paper.  
It responds to the themes:  
• revelation; unveiling 
• vulnerability 
• uncovering the hidden 
• what is truth? 
 
My dance performance and paper are based upon and are an expression of the following: 
 
I perceive that the dance environment is full of tacit actions performed according to a 
prescribed order, as in a ritual or ceremony. In my performance I shall create a situation 
which does not derive from, or support any known myth or religious belief, but that comes 
from the ordinary repetitions I (we) do in the daily praxis of dance.  
The possibility exists that the more we repeat it the more we cannot remember the reason 
why we do it that way without criticizing it, even if there is a logical reason for that. 
I notice too how it seems rituals are kept without great modifications through time. 
In this presentation I will choose which action to do, and where, how and for how long… then 
show (symbolically) a passing of time so the ‘prescription’ could be seen in the ritual in 
progress, and then, perform the action/ritual. 
I will begin with a premise: I will say the inner space (of the studio or the stage) is pure. The 
outer is not. The inner must be kept pure so we must not permit the outer impurity mixes with 
the inner purity. 
After a while we could leave what we are wearing outside: shoes and clothes, and change 
for clean and proper ones that allows as touch the inner space. 
Ethics philosopher Emmanuel Levinas Otherwise than Being, or Beyond Essence (1981) 
performatively responds to the “methodological problem” (p.7) suggesting that the subject’s 
pre-original ethical relation to the other person cannot be said, prescribed or constated 
(p.10). 
I propose that there exists rather a communion: of I: performer, thou: observer and an 
“autonomous unity operating through a logic of coherence” (Varela, 1998, p. 50) through and 
in which we can understand (stand under), know, speak, dance. 
 
Postscript... 
For a time the actual studio or theatre is the inner space and what goes on in this inner 
space is in a context of purity. Will this therefore render it a quality event occurring in quality 
time – and does this in turn makes it a time and vehicle for a higher emotional experience?  
 
Levinas, Emmanuel. (1981). Otherwise than being or Beyond essence. The Hague/Boston    
      Massachusetts/London: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers.  
Varela, F. 1998 (1987) (with Humberto Maturana). The Tree of Knowledge: The Biological 
Roots of Human Understanding. Boston: Shambhala Press.  
 
Wanderer, your footsteps are 
the road, and nothing more; 
wanderer, there is no road, 
the road is made by walking. 
By walking one makes the road, 
and upon glancing behind 
one sees the path 
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that never will be trod again. 
Wanderer, there is no road-- 
Only wakes upon the sea.  
 
Proverbios y cantares XXIX" [Proverbs and Songs 29], Campos de Castilla (1912); trans. 
Betty Jean Craige in Selected Poems of Antonio Machado (Louisiana State University 
Press, 1979)  
 
Biography: 
 
Jennifer de Leon is a choreographer, performer, registered dance teacher (NZADT), 
Founder- Director of POYEMA Dance Company, a registered Psychotherapist, a Dance 
Movement Therapist - and mother of 2 dynamic teenagers. 
She trained in NZ, the UK and USA, initially in classical ballet and gaining her RAD Solo 
Seal. Subsequently she trained and worked with the Bill Evans Dance Company in Seattle 
where her unique combination of classical / neo-classical / Limon-based modern / Laban 
fundamentals / acrobatics and partner work began to evolve. Years of continually evolving 
practice and a huge input of movement disciplines have fed Jennifer’s work since then. She 
is a Bikram yoga practitioner. 
She is a member of NZAP (NZ Association of Psychotherapists) and holds a Masters 
Degree with First Class Hons. in Health Science, which she won through producing NZ’s 
first-ever combined performed-and-written degree.  Her Masters’ dancework ‘Stillpoint’ is 
available on DVD and her book Dance and Stillness through Amazon.com. 
She is commencing her Doctorate. 
Jennifer is the survivor of multiple injuries from car and motorbike accidents and dance as 
her discipline and her prayer is what has given her life again. 
Her work in Dance Psychotherapy is called THE HEALING DANCE – which specializes in 
discovering and working with the potential and resources of the 'dancer within.' Jennifer 
works from her studio in Grey Lynn, seeing clients, teaching classes, choreographing for 
POYEMA and herself. She performs regularly. 
Further information may be found on her website, http://www.danz.org.nz/jennydeleon. 
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Dr Suzanne Little 

University of Otago 

Title: "The Traumatic Body in Performance" 
 
Abstract: 
 

Trauma is increasingly a defining part of modern existence with some arguing that we live 
perpetually in a pre or posttraumatic state, whether as victims, survivors or witnesses. 
Indeed Roger Luckhurst in his book The Trauma Question declares that our propensity to tell 
‘traumatic stories’ comes from our need to ‘articulate some of the psychic cost of capitalist 
modernity’ (2008: 214). While much has been written about trauma from medical, legal, 
cultural theory and aesthetic perspectives, relatively little time has been devoted to 
unpacking the role and ramifications of representing trauma in theatre and performance. 
Where the visual arts and literature arguably have a certain ability to control traumatic 
representations, in theatre, the combined temporal and spatial aspects of the form seem to 
further complicate the already apparently impossible task of representing trauma. In the case 
of representations of ‘real’ trauma the difficulty extends to the ethical domain. Part of the 
problem may be that theatre and trauma share similar characteristics involving repetition, 
temporal restagings and shifting readings. Trauma has a performative aspect that may well 
exceed the frame of a performance. It is a phenomenon/condition that pierces borders, 
creates new pathways for communication and is transmissible beyond the initial victim and 
instance (Luckhurst). This paper examines a number of recent British and Australasian 
productions that deal with the ‘traumatic real’ where the inherent sublime, repetitive and/or 
active qualities of trauma often evade containment.  Alternately, as Vivian Patraka contends 
in regards to Holocaust theatre, where trauma is rendered ‘somehow comprehensible, 
manageable…’ (1999: 101-102). In examining the complexity of traumatic representation it 
may be possible to gain new insights into the theatre form itself and wider notions of 
representation. 

 

Biography: 

Dr Suzanne Little lectures in Theatre Studies and Performing Arts Studies at the University 
of Otago, where she also coordinates the Performing Arts Studies program. Suzanne's 
research interests include framing and critical theory and the politics and ethics of 
representation. Her dissertation was entitled "Framing Dialogues: Towards An 
Understanding of the Parergon in Theatre" (Queensland University of Technology), looking 
at issues of perception and reception in performance. In addition to working and teaching on 
theatrical direction, voice, Shakespearean performance, actor training, research 
methodology and inter-disciplinary performance, Suzanne has studied visual arts, and film 
and media. Her work has been published in theatre and visual arts journals. She has a 
pending chapter on political performance in New Zealand in the upcoming book Dance and 
Politics, and regularly contributes to national and international conferences. 
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Dr Diana Looser  

University of Queensland 

Title: Stripping Cook Bare?: Historical Play and the Redeployment of Mythology in 
Contemporary New Caledonian Theatre 

Abstract:  

A significant amount of recent Pacific Island theatre is characterized by a retracing of the 
past, a preoccupation with historical revision that strips bare colonial mythologies, reveals 
submerged perspectives, and challenges accepted knowledge. In several sites throughout 
the Pacific, a number of indigenous playwrights have shown a renewed interest in the figure 
of Captain Cook as a central, contested figure in founding ideologies of European presence. 
Diana Taylor’s concept of the “scenario of discovery” provides a useful tool to explain in 
performance studies terms how the story of Cook’s encounters has been reproduced 
repeatedly in multiple forms of colonial discourse, generating performative accretions that 
accumulate over time, and entrenching dominant assumptions about colonial exploration, 
national histories, and the Pacific region. My interest is in how these playwrights have sought 
both to dismantle such myths and to reassess the ongoing impact of Cook’s exploratory 
journeys for Pacific peoples, as a means to advance indigenous self-determination. 

In this paper, I focus on one particular theatrical response, the francophone New Caledonian 
play, Les Dieux sont Borgnes (The Gods are Blind, 2002) by Pierre Gope and Nicolas 
Kurtovitch, which provides intriguing complements to anglophone Pacific drama. Here, 
Cook’s “discovery” of New Caledonia is merged with his final visit to Hawai‘i, involving his 
investiture as the fertility god Lono and his subsequent killing, to create a syncretic metaphor 
through which to examine and critique the country’s current political “gods” and their role in 
New Caledonia’s future direction. As much as the play presents an innovative deconstruction 
of the dominant scenario of discovery, it inevitably generates its own mythologies, pointing to 
the complicated ways in which Cook’s polyvalent legacies are imagined and embedded, and 
– significantly – suggesting the impossibility of stripping Cook bare. Through a reading of 
Les Dieux, this paper raises important questions about the way we use theatre to address 
our colonial histories and their complex deployment in social life.  

 

Biography: 

Diana Looser holds PhDs in English (Canterbury, NZ) and in Theatre Arts (Cornell, USA). 
Her research interests include postcolonial and transnational theatre with a particular focus 
on the Pacific Islands. She is currently Lecturer in Drama at the University of Queensland. 
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Dr. Jade Rosina McCutcheon, 
 
Department of Theatre and Dance, 
University of California, Davis 
 
Title: Tell the Truth Now: The Actor and Body Consciousness 
 
Abstract:  
 
To consider the physical body as though it were an energy grid the idea of ‘attention’ 
becomes reliant upon the amount of focused ‘energy’ the body is releasing. The quality of 
attention we might assume is then qualified by the section of the body energy grid the 
attention is coming from. The sections of the body energy grid have particular qualities of 
energy. Not qualities that scientists would necessarily define, rather qualities that humanists 
and artists might necessarily define. This paper takes the position of reading the physical 
body as an energy grid, a grid that conducts energies, assimilates energies, creates and 
destroys energies. The body energy grid is also a part of a larger grid, the one we are all 
connected to, one that the film ‘The Matrix’ alluded to – although via a conspiracy 
framework. As energy masses we are connected to everything else that is energy, we are 
breathing the same air right now, how can I not be connected to you.  
 
Many scientific theories, shamanism, spiritual philosophies and, believe it or not performer 
training processes, revolve around the notion that we are all connected, that each thing we 
do has an effect on another. This is a lot of traffic to keep an eye on. What kind of 
consciousness is at work in this energy world and how do we tap into it, embrace it, control it 
or even be aware of it? To my mind, we must start with the body, the one thing that is 
knowable, it is us, your body contains you, my body contains me. But even with this 
supposedly simple starting point we are faced with a myriad of levels and dimensions. What 
is the body? We know it is more than just biological matter, it is mental, emotional, spiritual 
and it is also an energy grid.  
 
Biography: 

A director and scholar, Jade’s directing credits include over 50 productions at venues such 
as: the NIDA Theatre, Sydney; Bay Street Theatre; Wharf Theatre; Sydney Theatre 
Company; Colorado College Theatre; and Mondavi Center for the Performing Arts, UC 
Davis. Her research revolves around actor training, shamanism and consciousness, the 
relationship between the actor and the audience and theatre as a tool of communication.  
As co PI Jade received a grant from the Office of Research Integrity, ORI, (Department of 
Health and Human Services). $161,000 for the development of laboratory management 
training materials that will make online and face to face instruction widely available to 
graduate students, postdocs and faculty. see http://learning.ucdavis.edu/LabAct/ 
Publications include a play, The Elephant’s Graveyard, produced by the Mondavi Centre for 
Performing Arts, Davis CA, article, Laboratory Management Institute: A Model for the 
Professional Development of Scientists* McCutcheon, Galland, Chronister (2008) Journal of 
Research Administration (Volume 39, Number 2) Book, Awakening the Performing Body. 
Rodopi Press, Amsterdam. Book chapter (2006) ‘Intuition as the Receptive Other’ chapter 
for ‘Technologies and Intuition’, edited by Jennifer Fisher, Montreal. Article 
(2006)McCutcheon and Galland. Article in PostDocket, vol.4 issue2 ‘New Institute Provides 
Research Leadership and Management Training For Postdoctoral scholars’. 
*This article received the Rod Rose Award 2009. The SRA's Rod Rose Award is given to an 
author or authors whose scholarly and professional publishing in the Journal truly enriches 
the worldwide community of research executives. 
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Glen McGillivray 
 
University of Sydney/University of Western Sydney 

Title: ‘The Persistent Essentialism of Theatricality’ 

Abstract: 

In 1909 Georg Fuchs wrote “drama must be understood in terms of the materials in which it 
is made manifest. The term theatre consists of the totality of these materials”. This 
statement, echoed nearly fifty years later when Barthes defined theatricality as “theatre 
minus text”, expressed the great ‘Truth’ for aesthetic modernists, that the essence of theatre 
lay in its artifice, its “false reality” (as Artaud declared). To the artists of the avant-garde, the 
greater ontological truth of reality, suggested by the theatre, was that life itself was theatrical. 
Although an interest in, and search for, origins is the antithesis to postmodern thinking, this 
legacy persists, and contemporary scholars are still seduced by similar truth claims. Thus 
Peggy Phelan (1998) looks to performance as “a universal expression of human 
signification, akin to language” (3) and Richard Schechner, whilst seeming to reject 
essentialism, embraces it: “Performance is an illusion of an illusion and, as such, might be 
considered more “truthful”, more “real” than ordinary experience (1988 [1977], xiv). While 
contemporary scholars generally do not accept ideas such as Evreinov’s “pre-aesthetic 
instinct”, nonetheless, the philosophy of aesthetic modernism persists and emerges, 
unacknowledged, through the theoretical lenses used by performance theorists: sociology, 
anthropology and performativity. This paper will argue that the modernist yearning to strip 
theatre back to its “bare” essentials persists despite postmodernism’s putative rejection of 
the foundational ideas of modernism. 

 

Biography: 
 

Glen McGillivray lectures in the Department of Performance Studies, Sydney University, and 
in the School of Communication Arts, University of Western Sydney. He was the Artistic 
Director of Theatre of Desire, the Artistic Director of ATYP, an Associate Director for the 
State Theatre Company of South Australia and has worked extensively as a freelance 
director. Other professional work includes dramaturgy for the Australian National 
Playwrights’ Centre and at the Banff PlayRites colony in Alberta, Canada (2002). Recent 
articles include “Still. Not Moving: Hidden Archive of Performance” in About Performance  
(2008), “The Picturesque World Stage in Performance Research (2008) and “The Discursive 
Formation of Theatricality as A Critical Concept” in Metaphorik.de (2009). Glen is currently 
editing the collection Scrapbooks, Snapshots and Memorabilia: Hidden Archives of 
Performance 
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Dr Pauline Manley 

Title: ‘Questions of Class and Arse: Modern Burlesque in Australia’ 

Abstract: 

Burlesque is in revival. Straddling many performance modes, it has infected popular 
culture from pole dancing classes, to bum smacking music videos to commercial film.  

But what about what lies underneath? What about those discrete Burlesques 
communities that exist across a landscape such as Sydney? These communities  distinguish 
themselves from one another, often rejecting the overarching moniker “Burlesque” and 
defining themselves in rhetorics of ‘class’ 

Working closely with Sydney Burlesque artist Scarlett Bruckmann, this paper will 
investigate the varied landscape that is modern Burlesque. From the displayed fitness of 
competition pole dancers to underground performance artists to agency strippers to 
international cabaret artists to circus performers to lap dancers in Kings Cross. All these 
performers display allegiance to Burlesque traditions yet express variant and often opposing 
artistic intentions. 

In a world brimming with almost-nudity Burlesque performs not just exposure of the 
body, but the journey to exposure, the actions of revelation and the delimited expectations of 
witness. 

This paper will discuss issues of transgression and context: just which body part is it 
acceptable to reveal, when and where? What do the parameters of revelation mean for the 
performer, for the audience, for the scholarly writer and for cultural taxonomy? What about 
the historical importance of apparatus: the fan, the bubble, the veil, the pole and the silk? 
And these issues of ‘class’ and ‘sleaze’, used as means of distinction and validation, how do 
the various levels of exposure perform themselves?  

This is part of an ongoing research project with Dance at Macquarie University, looking 
not only to the theoretical and historical poetics of Burlesque but reticulating the research 
through the bodies of performers in artist development projects.  

Biography: 

I am Dr Pauline Manley, currently head of Dance Studies at Macquarie University.  

I have a background in post modern contemporary dance, with a love of performed 
improvisation. Currently I am working with jazz musician Waldo Garrido in a series of 
performances that constitute research into the interactive loop of interdisciplinary creativity.  

But I also love to research the dance of others. For 20 years I have been watching 
Burlesque and Striptease. Some of the most delicate dancing I have ever seen has been lap 
dancing. Some of the most warm and direct audience engagement has come from striptease 
artists like the legendary Sydney dancer Elizabeth Burton. How lucky was I to discover that 
Burton’s god-daughter was now my dance student at Macquarie University.  

All my research, both on my own aging dancer’s body, and on the bodies of others, flows 
from the phenomenological question ‘what is going on here”. This is my starting point. This 
description, born of phenomenological reduction, then moves towards a hermeneutic, a 
poetic and maybe even a meaning. 
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Jeanette Mathews 

Post-graduate PhD: Charles Sturt University 

Title: Prophets stripped bare: Vulnerability in the prophets of the Hebrew Bible 

Abstract: 

“Biblical Performance Criticism” is a newly emerging discipline amongst Biblical scholars. As 
a method it analyses the ancient Biblical texts for inherently performative themes and 
features. It is especially applicable to the prophetic books of the Hebrew Bible where the 
prophets are “actors” who live out the drama of their message in their own bodies and 
experiences. 

This paper will introduce two Biblical prophets: Habakkuk and Isaiah, both of whom could be 
described as “prophets stripped bare.”  

Habakkuk is emotionally vulnerable: offering complaints, sarcasm and challenges to his god. 
He claims the right to speak on equal terms with his god, but describes his response to a 
thundering revelatory experience as trembling, tingling lips and melting bones.  

Isaiah, on the surface more “faithful,” is nonetheless required to perform a symbolic act that 
renders him vulnerable to mocking and scorn by those to whom the messages are directed. 
He is commanded to strip off his clothes and sandals and prophesy naked for three years 
“as a sign and portent” against nations that are oppressing Israel. 

This paper will ask whether such naked vulnerability displayed by these prophets reinforces 
or detracts from their message, and whether such a model is still appropriate today. 

 

 

Biography: 

Jeanette Mathews is a post-graduate student at Charles Sturt University, currently 
completing a PhD thesis in Biblical Studies entitled “Performing Habakkuk: Faithful re-
enactment in the midst of crisis”. Her thesis engages an interdisciplinary conversation 
between Performance Studies and ancient Hebrew texts. Her previous academic work has 
focussed on Hebrew Bible studies, feminist theology, homiletics and spirituality. Jeanette is a 
sessional lecturer in Biblical Studies at CSU and a member of CSU’s Public and Contextual 
Theology (PACT) Strategic Research Centre. Jeanette is an ordained Baptist minister and 
lives in Canberra with her husband and three sons. 
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Dr. Margaret Mayhew 

Australian Community Centre for Diabetes, Victoria University, Melbourne. 

Title: “Just Act Natural”: Nudity, authenticity, posing and performance. 

Abstract:  

As noted by Ruth Barcan in her study, “Nudity: A Cultural Anatomy,” nudity and nakedness 
are associated with a myriad of complex and often contradictory values. 

In the course of working as an artist’s model and undertaking a doctorate on life drawing 
classes, popular culture and contemporary art education, I had multiple opportunities to 
consider how the multiple meanings of nakedness and nudity are played out in 
contemporary popular culture. 

In this paper, I will share some of the findings of my thesis concerning how the social 
relations of nudity are mediated between artists’ models and spectating drawers, in order to 
address some issues around the use of nudity in my current performance practice.  

Since 2005 I have been exploring a range of female/female drag characters, usually within 
the context of visual art exhibitions and events. I use drag to explore alternate genders that 
occur within ‘female’, that are structured by age, class and cultural capital. Since 2007 I have 
used striptease and photographic pornography with these drag characters, and in 2010 I 
collaborated on a holographic porn project, with two characters in drag. 

I wish to use this paper as a space where I can interrogate the interface between the cultural 
associations of nudity as authenticity, with the artifice of drag, and the tension surrounding 
the cache sexe and genital disclosure associated with the striptease drag. Deploying 
striptease within female/female drag, spreads the point of revelation across a myriad of 
surfaces, which become recoded and reordered according to a series of fleshy affiliations to 
class, age, bodily capital and social aspiration.  

Workshop Title: ‘Performing looks: exploring life drawing as methexis’ 

Participants are directed through a series of programmatic exercises in observation and 
responsive mark-making of a naked posing model. The session allows a group of 
performance artists and researchers to engage physically in the practices of observation and 
mark-making provides a particularly fecund source of information and experience that allows 
for a richer critical engagement with some of the issues surrounding the practices embedded 
in life-drawing.  

Biography: 

Margaret Mayhew holds undergraduate degrees in Art History, Visual Arts and Science, and 
is an exhibiting visual and performance artist. She completed a PhD in Gender and Cultural 
Studies from Sydney University, using feminist ethnography to research life-drawing 
practices, and is concerned with interdisciplinary applications of visual arts research. 
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Leah Mercer 

 
Curtin University, Perth 
 
Title: “Folie à deux: Remembering and forgetting process in practice-led research” 
 
In her recent book The Director’s Craft, British director Katie Mitchell describes how her 
research into Stanislavsky led her to William James’ essay “What is an Emotion?” Written in 
1884, James’ observation that in life-threatening situations we “react physically first and then 
become conscious of the meaning of that physical reaction” impacted Stanislavsky’s later 
work on physical actions and provided Mitchell with “a way of working on emotions through 
recreating their physical shape” (231). 
 
Over the last six years, in collaboration with Brisbane-based actor/director/writer Margi 
Brown Ash, we have created a unique approach to devising new work, our very own folie à 
deux, that marries and adapts Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints, Deborah Hay’s Perceptual 
Practice, Gabrielle Roth’s 5 Rhythms with Michael Chekhov amongst others. Using 
examples from the processes of two of our recent performance projects, A Mouthful of Pins, 
produced at the Brisbane Powerhouse in 2008 and Joey: the Mechanical Boy, a work-in-
progress presented at the Blue Room in Perth, February 2010, this paper uncovers the 
hidden methods at work in our practice-led research. It considers the artificial hierarchy and 
false division accorded to thinking and making in the realm of practice-led research and asks 
what James, via Stanislavski, via Mitchell can offer the practice-led researcher and what the 
folie à deux of creative process (what I call the constant process of remembering and 
forgetting) offers the research.  
 
Ref: Mitchell, K. The Director’s Craft: A Handbook for the Theatre. London: Routledge, 2009. 
 
 
Biography: 
 
Leah Mercer is a Senior Lecturer and Coordinator of Performance Studies at Curtin 
University and a director/writer with the nest ensemble which develops/produces new 
performance works including, Joey: the Mechanical Boy (work-in-progress, Blue Room 
2010), A Mouthful of Pins (Brisbane Powerhouse, 2008) and The Knowing of Mary Poppins 
(Darlinghurst Theatre, 2009 & Brisbane Powerhouse 2006 & 2005) for which she won a 
2006 Silver Matilda Award (Directing). It was published in an anthology entitled Independent 
Brisbane: Four Plays (2008). Other directing includes: The Physics Project (QUT), Stace 
Callaghan’s between heaven & earth (one hand clapping, Brisbane Powerhouse, 2006); Ted 
Hughes’ Metamorphoses (Metro Arts, 2006); Michael Gurr’s Something to Declare (Actors 
for Refugees/Qld Arts Council, 2005); Puppy Love (Qld Arts Council, 2005); Joy Gregory’s 
Dear Charlotte (Metro Arts’ Independents, 2004). As a Fulbright scholar she completed an 
MFA in (Directing for Theatre) at CalArts in LA (1999) and she has an MA and BA (Hons 1) 
from UQ. She trained in Suzuki and Composition with Anne Bogart’s S.I.T.I. Company in LA, 
Suzuki with Frank: Austral-Asian Performance Ensemble in Brisbane and Per Brahe’s Mask 
work at the Purnati Centre for the Arts in Bali. 
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Louise Morris 
 
Deakin University 
 
Title: ‘Unspeakable Terrain: Visualising Ontological Terror in Performance’ 
 
Abstract: 
 
Ontological terror is the fault-line of our culture. The specific ‘terror’ highlighted as the focus 
of my practice-based research is intrinsically linked to philosophical inquiries into the nature 
of Being and more specifically ‘not-Being’, non-existence, oblivion. If we are to contemplate 
‘stripping bare’…the aforementioned fissure is central to any investigation into the terrain of 
metaphorical ‘nakedness’. My research into the representation of ontological terror in 
performance has caused an immense quandary for me (as it has generations of artists 
previously) essentially because the terror I am striving to represent is un-representable in 
any artistic medium. To do so is to destroy it. Once given form, it metamorphoses into 
something else entirely. When we attempt to grasp it, even the most meticulous realisation is 
decoded by an audience in relationship to shock, rage, grief, horror, political propaganda, 
disgust, pornographic violence, anguish, sickness, madness, hysteria and a million other 
things but never terror. Terror has no face. This is its power.  
In representing this terror we only have veils. That we need these veils is signified by the fact 
that the horror of removing them is embedded in the etymological origin of the word 
apocalypse.  
 

Extracts from my visual performance Aviary (an 80 minute piece in four acts during which 
only one word was spoken) which premiered at the Living Museum of the West in 2006 will 
be used as an exemplar of my practice revealing how ontological terror can only be 
artistically represented through carefully chosen veils, two of which can be made explicit 
through an analysis of the aesthetic conventions of the liminal uncanny and the traumatic 
sublime. My research has revealed that during visual performance, language or more 
specifically the ‘actor speaking with the intention of revelation or explanation’ disrupts and 
disturbs the visual landscape because is it is not part of ‘The Real’ or inarticulate and should 
be carefully approached with this in mind. As Wittgenstein infamously stated: ‘Concerning 
that about which one cannot speak, one must remain silent’. I concur, but it is not that 
language has no place in visual performance; to the contrary, language when approached 
as what it is, part of the symbolic order, is a powerful tool in this context. 

Biography: 

Louise Morris is an Associate Lecturer in Drama in the School of Communications and 
Creative Arts, Deakin University, Burwood, Melbourne and specialises in the production of 
site-specific visual performance. The recipient of an APA scholarship- she completed her 
Masters of Animateuring (H1) - Cross-Modal Performance at the Victorian College of the 
Arts- Melbourne University in 2007. She began her career with performance company 
Splinters Theatre of Spectacle (ACT 1991-1998), Co-founded Culturally Innovative Arts 
(ACT 1998-2001) and is a founding member of the Red Cabbage Collective (VIC 2002-
2010). Major works include June…the place does not matter (CIA: La Mama: 2002), The Alp 
(Dante’s Gallery: 2002) Half Full of Happiness (Red Cabbage: The Street 
Theatre/Gasworks: 2002-2003), Sacrifice (Red Cabbage: Federation Square: 2005), Hedge-
mony (Red Cabbage: Next Wave/Commonwealth Games Cultural Festival & Regional Tour: 
2006-2007), Aviary (Victorian College of the Arts- Melbourne University: Living Museum of 
the West: 2006), Collapse (Red Cabbage: The Old Port of Melbourne: 2008). She also 
works as a freelance designer for installation based productions, most recently, Comfort 
(Canberra Youth Theatre: Gorman House: 2007). 
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Nita Mostafa Moghaddam 

Post-graduate PhD: Monash University 

Title: ‘Stripping Bare and Sam Shepard ‘ 

Abstract: 

Clarity of approach is a characteristic which appears to generate satisfactory communication 
between a play and its receivers. Sam Shepard is a major voice who has been a leader of 
the avant-garde in contemporary American theatre; he can be considered as a playwright 
whose works communicate easily to various receivers from different backgrounds due to the 
apparent transparency of his writing style, the stripping bare of both dramatic text and its 
performance.   

In Shepard’s dramatic works, however, a touch of mystery overshadows all the elements 
and even the theme. His plays provide the opportunity for the receivers to participate in the 
process of discovery of truths and be involved in mysterious chains of events. In his plays, 
the over-familiarity of the stage, subject, characters and their relationships on the stage, are 
formed imaginatively as a context against which unexpected events or subjects require 
audiences/readers to think about the meaning of what they are witnessing. In other words, 
staging and characters seem quite familiar and easily recognizable and yet evoke a sense of 
strangeness in the audiences. Thus clarity leads the audiences to communicate with an 
unexpected stage world.  

Furthermore, Shepard retraces the past in order to reach truths in the life of his characters 
who he believes have lost their original connection with myths and the land, so they need a 
resurrection to return back to the origins and find the truth. He is a mythmaker who applies a 
new version of myth in his work in order to create an atmosphere which presents a new 
vision of the world and the truths.  

In this paper, Shepard’s Pulitzer Prize winning play, Buried Child (1978) is analysed in terms 
of the clarity of Shepard’s dramatic approach which results in uncovering hidden truths 
through retracing the past. 

 
 
Biography: 
 
Nita Mostafa Moghaddam is a PhD candidate in the School of English, Communications and 
Performance Studies at Monash University in Melbourne whose research area is semiotics 
and semiotic oriented analysis of Post-modern American dramatic text. She has a BA in 
English Literature and an MA degree in English Literature as well. She has been active in 
writing and also translating articles on subjects including English Literature, contemporary 
dramatists and semiotics as an analytical tool.     
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Aine de Paor  

Honours Masters by Research: University of Sydney 

Title: ‘Stripping Bare a body of work: “O’Punksky 1991 – 2002”’ 

Abstract: 

This paper will draw upon my research into the body of work of a small independent theatre 
company, “O’Punksky” which made a strong contribution to the Sydney theatre scene in the 
1990s.  A substantial proportion of the work produced by this company was from the canon 
of contemporary Irish playwriting and many of their productions represented the first time 
these plays were staged in Australia.  

In this paper, I will first consider O’Punksky in the context of the history of linkages between 
the Irish and Australian theatrical traditions. I will then turn to two early “O’Punksky” 
productions – Frank McGuinness’s Observe the Sons of Ulster Marching Towards the 
Somme produced in January 2001 and David Halliwell’s, Little Malcolm and his struggle 
against the Eunechs, looking in particular at how these productions were realised in a 
ramshackle theatre on a shoestring budget and yet garnered the kind of critical acclaim 
which often eludes the bigger companies. I will also examine the “can do” machismo energy 
of the actors who drove these productions. These hallmark aspects of their work were both a 
strength of this group as well as a driving factor which ultimately contributed to the demise of 
the company. 

This demise will also be discussed in the context of the company’s failure to secure funding 
from government sources such as the Australia Council because it did not succeed, despite 
one brave attempt, to produce original Australian work.   

Biography: 

Aine de Paor was born and raised in Ireland and has an Honours Bachelor of Education 
Degree from Trinity College, Dublin. She also possesses an MA (Course work) in Theatre 
Studies from the University of New South Wales. Aine is currently enrolled as a part time MA 
(Honours) post graduate student at the Department of Performance Studies, Sydney 
University. The thesis she is working on comprises a theatre historiographical study of the 
independent theatre company “O’Punksky” which specialised in presenting contemporary 
Irish theatre to Sydney audiences in the 1990’s. This thesis is being supervised by Dr Ian 
Maxwell. Aine combines her study with her employment as Head of Drama at St Catherine’s 
School, Waverley in Sydney. 
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Dr William Peterson 

Director, Centre for Theatre and Performance, Monash University 

Title: “Giving the Audience What It Wants: Transgendered Performance and the Economies 
of Cultural Production in The Amazing Philippine Theatre” 

Abstract: 

The Amazing Philippine Theatre is currently the longest-running show in the Philippines, 
while domestically it is virtually unknown.  Though possibly as many as 250,000 tourists a 
year see this pan-Asian spectacle featuring a cast of transvestites and pre and post-op 
transsexuals, most locals either do not know about the show or seem slightly embarrassed 
when asked the reasons for its spectacular success.  Bankrolled and managed by a Korean 
producer and presented in the Film Centre of the Cultural Center of the Philippines in Manila, 
the audience consists largely of Koreans, who together with a much small number of 
Japanese and Chinese tourists constitute as much as ninety percent of the audience.  For 
many of the Asian tourists who see this trangendered instant-Asia show, one clearly 
modelled on the successful shows found in Thailand, notably in Bangkok and Phuket, the 
spectacular staging of musical and dance traditions drawn from throughout Asia and 
presented by this bevy of beautiful trans women constitute their sole or most significant 
encounter with a singular culture of the Philippines.  For the hundreds of men who videotape 
the entire show from their seats, or who buy the DVD and take it home to Seoul, Yokohama, 
or Shanghai, this “amazing” show represents one of the most significant cultural artefacts 
they take home with them, one that may well serve to reinforce their existing stereotypes of 
Filipinos as capable only of brilliant imitation.  In this paper, I seek to identify the 
communities of individuals with vastly different motives and needs who both participate in 
this event, and who see it, arguing that in many ways the cultural economies behind this 
performance event replicate the dynamics present globally in the Filipino diaspora, where 
Filipino cultural and service workers provide those from richer countries with what they want 
and increasingly cannot provide for themselves. 

 

Biography: 

William Peterson is Senior Lecturer and Head of the Centre for Theatre and Performance at 
Monash University. He has published widely on theatre and performance in Singapore, 
Aotearoa/New Zealand, and the Philippines.  His current field work in the Philippines focuses 
largely on community-based performance in the context of religious festivals and 
competitions. He has recently completed six months of fieldwork while based at the 
University of the Philippines as a Research Fellow. Later in 2010 he will be Visiting 
Professor at the University of Amsterdam in the MA in International Performance Research 
Erasmus Mundus programme. 
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Dr Kris Plummer  

Queensland University of Technology 

Title: ‘Extreme Bouts: Playwright versus Director‘ 

Abstract:  

The paper will focus on the practice of multi-award winning playwright/director Kristo !agor, 
one of the most prominent figures in the contemporary German genre of Jungestheater. I will 
examine two key texts in scripted form and then in production - with !agor writing, then re-
interrogating his text theatrically assisted by installed multimedia technologies.  

This paper relates to the conference theme of  EXTREME STATES through its discussion of: 

" authorial intention and performance interpretation  
" revelation; unveiling  
" the character stripped bare  
" vulnerability  
" exposure  
" uncovering the hidden  
" risk-taking  
" technologies 

!agor’s playwriting demonstrates an extreme dramatic impulse to build emphatic scaffolded 
structures and characters inscribed through repetitive devices. However, in directing his own 
texts, !agor takes the opportunity to undermine the artifice he has created; to displace the 
frames and intricate artifice, to subvert the characters’ integrity and to re-project them into 
spaces in which they are exposed, raw and vulnerable.  

!agor’s actions on the page and on the stage project the ‘wrighting’of text outwards towards 
the audience who must engage with the dramaturgy as subject. Turner and Behrndt (2008) 
describe this as ‘Performance as Text’ when “the authorial struggle to make sense of the 
world” is demonstrably “taking place in the present, rather than something that precedes the 
performance” (2008:192). 

The discussion will focus around key examples in production for both the German TYA 
sector and those on the adult mainstage. It will not only position !agor’s dramaturgy within 
Postdramatic Theatre’s ‘arsenal of expressive gestures’ (Lehmann 2006) but also within 
Jungestheater, an emergent genre that manifests the vigorous dynamics of contemporary 
Young Europe.  

Biography: 

Kris Plummer   B.A. (Hons) UNSW, Dip.Ed (Sec) USYD, M.Ed.CA UNSW, PhD QUT 

Kris has just completed her PhD in Creative Industries at QUT and practices as a freelance 
dramaturg, director, choreographer and specialist educator in drama/dance. She trained in 
dramaturgy at UNSW and at NIDA and has worked on Australian premiere productions, with 
young playwrights at Interplay and as director of devised performance in both Sydney and 
Brisbane.  She has co-authored two secondary drama texts, is an experienced HSC Drama 
marker and was Vice President of the NSW Drama Teachers Association from 2000-2004. 
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 Kris’s PhD thesis ‘Contemporary Dramaturgy in Theatre for Young People: the conceptual 
shape of displacement and installation’ is a practice based inquiry which contributes valuable 
research on production dramaturgy in both devised process and in page to stage production. 
The inquiry takes an intercultural perspective which evidences Postdramatic Theatre 
emergence  internationally across contemporary TYP. 
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Robert Reid 

La Trobe University  

Title: Everyone’s a Critic: Do blogs represent the democratisation of cultural comment or do 
they expose (strip bare) the ignorance and prejudices of a privileged few? 

 Abstrct: 

In late 2009 The Age printed an article by Peter Houghton addressing what he perceives as 
the poor quality of professional reviewing in Australia.  In it he wrote; “With the advent of 
blogging, there is a notion that criticism can become a two way conversation, but we, as 
professional artists, don’t have time or emotional energy for constant dissection.”   

There is an important challenge presented by blogging that Houghton identifies and 
dismisses.  Blogs potentially offer an open forum for discourse about the arts but their 
validity as an emerging form is frequently folded into debate over the role of the critic.    

The traditional boundary between informed, balanced criticism and unregulated personal 
opinion is becoming increasingly blurred by the immediacy of online media.   The distinction 
is further complicated by professional, highly regarded critics maintaining dual identities in 
print and online. 

Though they offer a forum for potentially positive, informed and constructive discussion 
between artists and audience blogs are often compromised by undisclosed personal bias 
and wilful antagonism. There are serious questions which remain to be asked about blogs as 
an emerging form of critical feedback. 

The informality and relative anonymity of the form must be addressed if blogs are to be 
taken seriously in the long term. As it stands blogs occupy an ill-defined and largely 
unmediated territory.   This paper suggests that there are some important lessons to be 
learned about Open Source methodology and that they may be found in the example of 
other online participatory communities.   

Biography: 

Robert Reid is freelance playwright from Melbourne.  He was Artistic Director of the 
independent theatre company Theatre in Decay and has written for Melbourne Theatre 
Company and Black Swan Theatre Company.  He was awarded the R. E. Ross Trust 
Development price in 2005 and his plays have been short listed for numerous awards 
including the Kit Denton in 2009 and the Griffin in 2007.  He is currently conducting a PhD in 
Australian Theatre at La Trobe University. 
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Dr Alison Richards  

Monash University 

Performance Paper  

Title: ‘Instability Strip: theorising solo performance as research’ 

Abstract: 

Those conducting research through the development and performance of a solo creative 
work must negotiate a thicket of expectations and assumptions, not least their own. 
Problems encountered by the artist/researcher may be exacerbated by lack of awareness of 
one’s own corporeally embedded desires, convictions, predispositions and habitual 
behaviours, or be revealed unexpectedly through the impulses, actions and reactions of 
others in contact with the work at different stages of its development, over which one may 
have little or no control. 

Is solo performance simply too dense a phenomenological arena for effective practice-based 
research, by the practitioner at any rate? In this paper I argue that, while such an exercise is 
undeniably exposing, difficult and risky for the artist as researcher, fundamental problems in 
performance may be more immediately available to analysis here than in modes involving 
larger forces and more complex and sustained patterns of interpersonal exchange. 

Live performance examples are drawn from Instability Strip, one in a series of solo pieces I 
have developed since the late 1980s, in collaboration with other artists or as a lone 
artist/researcher. Pieces in the series, loosely grouped under the title no/body home, vary in 
length, style, theme and means, but each attempts to bring the performer’s body – my body - 
into a particular relation with text and physical movement, in the presence of onlookers. The 
quest to give voice to flesh is paradoxical by definition; in one sense it is a functional 
impossibility, in another it lies at the heart of any performance enterprise. Significant effort is 
required for the complex and essentially arbitrary assemblage of signs available in 
performance to be transmitted and received as syntagmatic. What Goffman calls ‘strips’ of 
behaviour may not be reciprocally coded, at least without extensive preparation by all 
concerned. The performing body is simultaneously revealed and obscured. Signs are given 
and given off; meanings are transmitted, received, exchanged and imposed. Do you know 
what’s going on? Ladies and gentlemen – the Instability Strip. 

Biography: 

Dr Alison Richards is a leading Australian theatre maker, performer, teacher, consultant and 
theorist, with an international reputation in the field of Performance as Research. Moving 
between industry and the academy since the 1970s, she has worked as a writer, director 
and performer with companies like the APG (Pram Factory), Claremont Theatre, Melbourne 
Women’s Theatre, La Boite Brisbane, St Martin’s and Drama Project Trust (The Mushroom 
Troupe) and as a Lecturer in Theatre at Deakin, Melbourne and Monash Universities. Alison 
has a strong record of research, performance and publication on performance theory, 
contemporary and community-based arts and cultural practice and Performance as 
Research. She advises arts organisations, mentors younger artists and develops works for 
performance, alone and in collaboration with artists from a variety of disciplines and cultural 
backgrounds. She is currently Adjunct Senior Research Fellow in the Centre for Theatre and 
Performance at Monash, and outgoing Chair of Theatre Works, St Kilda. 
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Gretchen Riordan 

Post-graduate PhD: Sydney College of the Arts, Sydney University. 

Title: ‘Becomings Hemosexual: Bearing Witness to Blood Based Performance’ 

Abstract: 

Blood based performance (indeed any performance) will hopefully touch a raw nerve. 
Bleeding bodies on stage incite a multitude of responses from the audience, from revulsion 
to empathy to pure, sadistic glee. These affective responses have incited a range of 
theoretical frameworks that seek to explain the act of witnessing such performances. Most 
theoretical frameworks attempt to contain the intensities that traverse and transform the flesh 
whenever an audience bears witness to blood based performance within some symbolic 
structure. For example, explanations that utilise Kristeva’s concept of abjection contain the 
audience’s raw nerves within Oedipal law, albeit negatively, as that which the law 
repudiates. Any disruptive intensities that erupt during a performance are thereby captured 
by the law and deployed towards the repetition of integrated subjectivity. From a feminist 
and/or queer perspective, such a framework is dissatisfying.  

The joy of witnessing performance is its power to affect us directly and immanently, to strip 
bare our pretentions of intellectual understanding and ‘hit us in the guts’. Without denying 
the importance of intellectual critique (or denying the politics of it!) I shall take a different 
approach and explore how blood-based performances inspire subjectivity to become pure 
process, which I call becomings hemosexual. Becomings hemosexual are lines of flight from 
(the law of) integrated subjectivity, which is potentially liberating for feminised bodies. 

Biography: 

PhD candidate, Sydney College of the Arts; Sydney University. 

Gretchen is a PhD candidate at Sydney College of the Arts, Sydney University. Her 
background is in critical and cultural studies focusing on queer theory. Gretchen is also an 
apprentice body piercer. She combines her love of queer theory and body piercing to create 
blood based performances, alone and in collaboration with other Sydney-based artists. 
Gretchen's experiences as a piercer, a pincushion and an audience member all inspire her 
PhD thesis, which is about the transformative affects of blood based performance. Primarily 
utilising the work of Luce Irigaray, Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Gretchen's thesis 
describes these transformations as 'becomings hemosexual'.  
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Dr Julie Robson 

Abstract: 

Title: ‘Revealing the risk: the practice of Edgework in performance-led research’ 

Abstract: 
 
Edgework is a field of scholarship emerging out of sociology that focuses on the experience 
and psychology of volitional risk. It has developed through sustained investigations into the 
training and preparation of those with dangerous professions, such as emergency rescue 
work, and people who undertake high-risk activities ranging from recreational sports, for 
example skydiving or base jumping, to human survival endeavours like Intimate Partner 
Violence. Through careful preparation and the use of context-specific expertise, 
edgeworkers can “transform a clear line between safety and danger into a risk-filled but 
survivable border-zone”, negotiating order and chaos and avoiding injury (Rajah, 2007:201).  
 
Transposing principles and practices from the ‘edgework’ paradigm, this paper explores the 
idea of the practice-led researcher as edgeworker in academia, one who must skilfully 
navigate normative and non-normative institutional and industry practices. To exemplify, it 
draws on a post-PhD researcher’s experience of embarking on a new performance project 
and her accompanying desire for knowledge making. Offering both pragmatic and poetic 
reflections, this presentation marks the tangible risks of falling, flying and failing in the 
highwire act of creating collaborative contemporary theatre and theory. 
 
 
Biography: 

Julie Robson is a postdoctoral research fellow at Edith Cowan University with CREATEC 
(Centre for Research in Entertainment, Arts, Technology, Education & Communications), 
where she has also been the course coordinator of Contemporary Performance. A singer, 
performer and devisor, Julie is an award winning artist and academic in music and theatre, 
and a pioneer of the practice-led research field. Her creative work is inspired by the sound of 
divas, lamenters, lullaby-makers and monsters. She is co-founder of Magdalena Australia, 
the regional chapter of the international network of women in theatre known as the 
Magdalena Project, and the creative partnership Ladyfinger. Julie currently serves on the 
board of the Perth Institute of Contemporary Art. 
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Meredith Rogers 

La Trobe University  

Title: ‘Minimalism and Modernity at The Mill Community Theatre Company 1976 – 1984’ 

Abstract: 

In Australia the 1970s could be characterised as a decade of civic generosity and cultural 
expansiveness. In terms of theatre and performance that expansiveness was reflected in the 
emergence of the community theatre movement and a determination to re-imagine the 
audience/performer relationship as one of inclusion and shared agency.  

For James McCaughey and the Mill Community Theatre Project he founded in the regional 
city of Geelong, the late modern movement vocabulary of contact improvisation, and other 
choreographic approaches centred on “ordinary” movement were key techniques. Through 
them emerged a style of performance and a way of working with and in community that lead 
to a group of pieces in which a formalist visual and movement aesthetic was brought into 
dialogue with local and particular interests and histories. 

The Mill’s location in a regional city replicated the liberating conditions sought by early 
modernist innovators such as Copeau. By being situated some distance from the perceived 
centre of the culture (Melbourne or Paris or New York) the company was free to report its 
triumphs while concealing its failures.  

A brief performance history of the company will serve as the starting point for reflections on 
the ways in which aesthetic modernism could be re-fashioned to serve particular social 
purposes in order to renovate the theatre and its audiences rather than to reinvent them. 

 
Biography: 
 
Meredith Rogers, director, designer, teacher, winner of the 2002 Ewa Czajor award, is currently 
working with composer/musicians Madeleine Flynn and Tim Humphrey on Palindrome for a Dead 
Poet based on writings by and about Federico Garcia Lorca. Her most recent performance work, 
Cordelia, Mein Kind made with Deborah Leiser-More  has so far been shown at TheatreJ Washington 
(2008), Fortyfive downstairs, Melbourne (2008/2010) and Under The Radar Festival, Brisbane 2009. 
In the 1980s Meredith was a co-founder of the feminist theatre company Home Cooking Theatre Co. 
for which she performed in, Running Up A Dress. She has designed and/or directed for various 
Melbourne companies.  In the 1970's she was an actor with The Greek Theatre Project and Theatre 
Projects, in shows at the Pram Factory and La Mama, before becoming a founding member of the 
Mill Theatre Company in Geelong - working as both an actor/community theatre worker and company 
manager.  
Meredith teaches theatre production and performance-making at La Trobe University. She co-edited 
with Elizabeth Schafer the Australasian Drama Studies 53 special issue, Lineages, Techniques, 
Training and Tradition. Melbourne: October 2008  
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Anna Teresa Scheer  

Post-graduate PhD: University of Melbourne 

Title: ‘Challenging Theatre’s Hidden Hierarchies: Christoph Schlingensief’s Theatrical 
Interventions in Hamburg’  
 
Abstract: 

In October 1997, German artist, film and theatre director Christoph Schlingensief made his 
first major foray outside of the theatre in Hamburg, Germany with a project titled, Passion 
Impossible: 7 Day Emergency Call for Germany. This work took place in diverse public 
spaces in Hamburg over seven days and actively involved people from social groups usually 
excluded from cultural participation and in the making of performances, such as homeless 
people and drug addicts. Schlingensief identified the Schauspielhaus theatre – to which he 
had been invited – as a site of social exclusion and rejected it as a venue in which to 
rehearse and premiere a new work. Instead he sought to encourage the participation of 
socially marginalised groups in the form of activist-style events in the public arena. This 
paper will examine Baz Kershaw’s ideas of the hidden hierarchies of theatre which have 
underpinned its status as a form of cultural engagement which privileges social status and 
wealth. Schlingensief’s direct intervention into what constitutes conventionally mainstream 
theatre practice underscores his confrontational relationship with this particular ‘social 
institution’. His intervention into the everyday experiences of a destitute sub-strata of 
Hamburg’s population, whose situation he viewed as a ‘staging’ or production, recalls the 
theories of Erving Goffman, in particular his influential work The Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life. Drawing on the theories of Goffman, this paper will firstly outline the events in 
Hamburg and their consequences. Secondly, following Goffman, I will consider the idea of 
everyday life as a staged reality in which roles are allocated to us by social circumstance 
and political policy. I will argue that by rejecting a theatre venue in favour of a series of 
performative events staged in public places, Schlingensief was – in line with Goffman’s ideas 
– attempting to re-stage reality for socially critical purposes. 

Biography: 
 
Anna Teresa Scheer studied theatre in London and worked as a performer and 
director in the U.K and Germany where she lived until 2006. In Berlin, she co-founded the 
award-winning homeless theatre group Ratten 07 with the support of the Volksbühne theatre 
where artist Christoph Schlingensief was engaged as an in-house director. Anna returned to 
Australia in 2007 to take up postgraduate studies at the University of Melbourne where she 
is currently writing her PhD thesis on Schlingensief’s theatre practice. She is co-editor (with 
Tara Forrest) of the recently published book: ‘Christoph Schlingensief: Art without Borders’ 
(Bristol: Intellect, 2010) and teaches Performance Theory at Monash University. She has 
recently published an article for the University of Melbourne’s antiTHESIS journal, on the 
theme of ‘FEAR’, titled ‘Don’t expect too much from the end of the world! Schlingensief’s 
“Church of Fear”’. Her research interests include post-dramatic German theatre, social 
dramaturgy, politics and radical performance. 
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Justine Shih Pearson 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Sydney 

Title: Being and performing non-place: notes from the airport 

Abstract:  
 
At the crossroads of contemporary globalisation’s frantic mobility, sits the airport. A transit 
space on the global stage. It is an exemplary space in which the nowhere/anywhere modes 
of cosmopolitanism are performed, but also (paradoxically) where the boundaries of 
nationhood are most strictly asserted in the form of immigration control. However, behind its 
spectacle of potentially illicit border crossings or importations, and stripped bare of its shiny 
display of global consumerism, just what kind of non-place is the airport? 
 
As we wait endlessly in cramped aircraft seats for the drama of take-off and landing to mark 
having gone anywhere at all… or stand before an immigration officer, a weary version of our 
passport selves…we become aware in our boredom and anxiety of the very performance of 
self – of nationality, most acutely, also race, gender, perhaps habituated culture. The out-of-
body-ness or displacement of international air travel is both macro-corporeal (we’ve traveled 
inconceivable distances at great speeds) and micro-corporeal (jetlag, dehydration and sleep 
deprivation discomposing body chemistry and proprioceptive perception to name a few). 
 
Addressing the interstice between transnational public sphere and private spaces of the 
body, mass transits and individual transitions, I engage with Marc Augé’s invocation of the 
airport as non-place and Gillian Fuller’s assessment of it as a flow machine, Drew Leder’s 
notion of the absent body, Henri Lefebvre’s rhythmanalysis, and Homi Bhabha and Edward 
Soja’s related thirdspace(s). Using ethnographic research gathered in several major 
international airports, this paper probes the airport’s small, fleshy acts of spatio-corporeal 
displacement within its framework of official international borders, and focuses on embodied 
practices of banality, discomfort, and awkwardness to examine how self meets other (and an 
‘othered-self’) in the airport’s turbulent transit/transition zones. 

Biography: 

Justine is a theatre designer and performance maker, and is a PhD candidate in the 
Department of Performance Studies at the University of Sydney. Her doctoral thesis re-
examines intercultural processes from the point of view of embodied practice, focussing on 
performances in which being in-between functions through corporeal and kinaesthetic 
experience. 
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Anthony Skuse 

NIDA 

Title: ‘Bodies transformed: an approach to mask in actor training’ 

Abstract: 

At its core mask work is about transformation, it is about finding new ways to move, of being 
in your skin. Thus stripped back, engaged and energised, the performers’ body has the 
potential to give expression to a variety of form, structures, conjectures and desires. This 
presentation outlines an approach to mask that has developed over time, working with actors 
in their formative year of training. Working from observation the student is asked to embody 
one of the four elements, working through a series of improvisations to discover its essence. 

The work is focused on a somatic rather than intellectual response to the world. It is about 
exploring the creative and expressive possibilities inherent in an individual’s ‘living 
measurement’: height, width, shape of the individual. The immediate aim of the exercise is to 
help identify a performer’s habitual way of moving through the space. In that sense it’s a 
gradual stripping away to reveal the essence of the element. The mask has also been 
stripped back to its simplest form – a piece of muslin stretched across the face throwing 
focus onto the body. Skuse’s approach to mask has been informed by his own training and 
subsequent work with Suprapto Suryodarmo. The exercise is an attempt to uncover the 
‘nature of things using the body as the means of expression. The work is about stimulating 
and developing the performer’s intuitive understanding of their physical being, as well as 
developing the ability to engage expressively with the space. While attempting to discover 
the range inherent in the element, the performer is also exploring their physical and 
emotional range as creative artists. The paper also looks at the challenge of reincorporating 
the work into the rest of the training and goes on to asks ‘what role does mask play in actor 
training for the twenty-first century?’  

Biography: 

Anthony is a theatre director and his recent credits include: Tracy Letts’ Bug (Picture This 
and Griffin Independent) Jose Rivera’s References to Salvador Dali Make Me Hot (Artsradar 
and Griffin Independent); Robert Faquar’s Bad Jazz (square the circle and Darlinghurst 
Theatre); Mark Ravenhill’s pool (no water) (square the circle and Darlinghurst Theatre); Tony 
Kushner’s Bright Room Called Day (NIDA 2007); The Presnyakov Brothers’ Terrorism 
(square the circle and Darlinghurst Theatre); Marius Von Mayenburg's The Cold Child  (2006 
Griffin Stablemates); Medea: an adaptation (New Theatre); Michael Gow's Live Acts On 
Stage (square the circle and 2005 Griffin Stablemates); Roland Schimmelpfennig's Push Up 
1-3 (Ciphor Productions, Parade Studio); Vassily Sigarev's Plasticine and Franz Xaver 
Kroetz's Stallerhof  (NIDA); The Greek project: Aischylos, Euripides and Sophocles: a 
special project at ATYP, for twenty women, aged nine to sixty-nine.  

He is also on staff at both the Actors Centre Surry Hills (since 1994 - teaching Mask, Animal 
Improvisation and Performance History) and NIDA as Associate Lecture in Performance 
Practices. 
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Georgia Snowball 

Post-graduate M.A: Victoria University Of Technology, Melbourne. 

Title: ‘The Body Imbued’ 

Abstract: 

My work explores notions of memory and movement, the body and objects of memory. 
Sensation and story is at the core of remembering; its vibration sending out a ripple effect 
through the body and beyond, the aim of my studies has been to create performance-
making material via a process of locating different types of memory (semantic, procedural, 
episodic) in the body and in objects. The material generated has culminated in studio 
practice, documentation and writing.  
I propose to present a paper that discusses through my performative inquiry and research so 
far, how memory permeates the body and how we imbue objects with memory. How does 
the body react and interact with its memory-enmeshed environment?  
'Memory, then, seems to be uncertainly suspended between that which we wish to retain, 
making a conscious effort to do so, and that which impresses itself upon us so that it is more 
passively experienced or undergone (Whitehead, 2008).  
The body 'Stripped Bare' is full of inscriptions and markers of time, its inner and outer layers 
contains all that it needs to survive and every memory it has ever experienced is 
encapsulated within its tissues. What if the flesh and bones where gone (or begin to fade 
over time) and we were left with a mould of the body, a statue, what memory of life's 
gestures would remain?  
I aim to raise questions and provoke thoughts and discussion. I have taken some recent 
photo documentation of  rehearsal material in the studio, so I will be able to talk about my 
recent work, plus show some visual material.  
Whitehead, A. (2008). Memory. Hoboken: Routledge. Retrieved September 2008, from 
Ebrary database. 
  
Biography: 

Georgia has been pursuing Performance Studies through academia and movement practice, 
her recent passion is her enquiry into Memory. She completed her BA (Hons) in 
Performance and Multimedia in 2006 and is going to complete her MA at the end of 2010. 
She has been training in Butoh and more recently Suzuki and has travelled extensively in 
Australia and overseas.
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Sherryl Spencer 

Curtin University of Technology  

Title: ‘Art or Obscenity? Spectatorship and Framing the Naked Female Body in Stace 
Callaghan’s still raw’ 

Abstract:  

Art or obscenity? Should the naked female body be hidden from indiscriminate view or is it a 
work of art that should be available for general regard? In a Perth restaurant in 2009 a staff 
member, concerned that other diners might be offended, asks a mother to remove herself to 
a discrete area of the foyer to breastfeed her baby. On the other side of the city, in a public 
thoroughfare in what is recognised as Perth’s premiere art precinct, workers erect 
scaffolding for a photographic exhibition. In one of these large - roughly three metres by two 
- colour photographs, a topless woman turns toward the camera, her right breast clearly 
visible, the nipple prominent against the background. The question of what is art and what is 
obscenity continues to be hotly debated. According to influential art critic Sir Kenneth Clark, 
art is form contained: obscenity deals with excess, that which is beyond representation, 
outside the frame. Through the medium of writer and performer Stace Callaghan’s semi-
improvised live solo performance, still raw, I examine the complex interplay of content, 
framing and spectatorship. still raw opens with Callaghan blindfolded, stripped bare and 
handcuffed to a bed. Utilising theatrical techniques adapted from the practices of Berthold 
Brecht and Augusto Boal, Callaghan frames, breaks through frames, and reframes her 
naked body throughout the performance, influenced by and influencing audience response, 
variously inviting and obstructing the voyeuristic gaze, interrogating the boundaries between 
art and obscenity. Callaghan staged four separate productions of this work, reworking or 
reframing the piece for diverse performance spaces and differing audiences. still raw thus 
allows me the opportunity to closely analyse how different frames might clothe the bare 
female form, influencing spectatorship, and demonstrating in practice the shifting line 
between art and obscenity. 

Biography: 

Sherryl Spencer has just completed an honours degree in Performance Studies at Curtin 
University of Technology in Perth, Western Australia after returning to study from a break of 
almost two decades. Sherryl initially graduated in 1987 with a BA in English, majoring in film 
and television with a minor in creative writing. She spent the intervening time between 
graduating and gaining full-time employment in news editing by taking art and acting 
classes, and working as an artist’s model. Since then, she has been an editor for Channel 9, 
Perth, working mostly on news and the occasional documentary, with a stint on A Current 
Affair, travelling to Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia for the 1998 Commonwealth Games, fitting in 
whatever acting she could when a project arose that sparked her interest. She gained a 
Graduate Diploma in Performance Studies at Curtin, continuing on to do Honours research 
which brought together her varied interests from visual art to performance. She still free-
lances as an editor for Channel 9 news and maintains her involvement in theatre. Some of 
her notable stage roles have included the title character in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata, 
Stephanie in Michael Gow’s On Top of the World, and Dora Maar in Brian McAvera’s 
Picasso’s Women. 
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Michelle Staur 

Post-graduate PhD: Monash University 

Title: ‘Uncovering the politics of betrayal: resistance or collaboration?’ 

Abstract: 

In the process of writing Silk, which explores past and present mechanisms of fascism in 
relation to the question of collaboration and resistance, the historical research concerned 
with the resistance in occupied Denmark during WWII proved to be the most challenging and 
contentious element. For decades the politics of silence and compliance was enforced by 
denying the Danish public access to their collective memory banks, the National Archives, 
except for a few selected historians, who were under strict government brief to defend and 
legitimise the collaboration policy. The attempts since the occupation to rearrange personal 
and collective war experiences, have been followed up by a relentless rhetoric by authorities 
and media to marginalise and devalue the very idea of resistance. Through interviews with 
resistance veterans and a forensic search into details of omissions and misplaced 
circumstances, a complex trail of the processes of betrayal and deceit is uncovered. These 
include infiltration attempts, assassinations and derailing tactics by government, military and 
business, who saw the resistance as an ‘enemy’ to their established positions of power and 
profitable ‘business arrangements’ with the German occupying power.  The most contentious 
findings reveal the self-proclaimed leaders of the Danish resistance being party to these 
developments.  

I will touch briefly on how past and present take equal presence in the structure of the play 
and the mise en scene. It can be mentioned here that Silk works with the notion that both 
evidence/circumstances and imagination are required to engage with/and relate to the past. 
‘Past sequences’ are therefore not staged re-constructions or documentations, but potential 
spaces of reverie for audiences to engage with mechanisms of fascism past and present and 
experiences exiled by official historiography.   

 

Biography: 

After studies in Scandinavian literature and drama (Cand. Phil. in Philology), Michelle Staur 
pursued her interest in theatre as a writer and performer with companies in Denmark, Britain 
and Australia. She was a writer and researcher for BBC and ITV on current affairs and 
cultural programs such as Journey into Tribal Land based on her 6 months living with the 
Guyula Clan in North East Arnhem Land (1985). She has toured as a guest lecturer in 
Scandinavia, Europe and Australia.  After migrating to Australia she worked for TV and film 
production companies such as the South Australian Film Corporation and EVP Productions 
where she created a range of works such as Sacrifices, a drama series for ABC in 1989, The 
Redbacked Spiders, The Lake and others (1990s). She continued creating works for stage 
both individually and on a collaborative basis while teaching performance and scene studies. 
Michelle Staur has also written and presented a range of programs of cultural and social 
interests for Radio Denmark and SBS in Australia. She is at present working on a PhD at 
Monash University creating a stage play which explores the contentious relationship 
between resistance and collaboration from WWII until the present. 
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Jeff Stewart  

Post-graduate PhD: Monash University 

Title: ‘Stripping bare: Is it possible to make a work from the simple place of thankfulness?’ 

Abstract: 
 
On This Perfect Day: a landscape of thankfulness 
 

On this perfect day, when everything is ripening, and … the grapes are 
growing brown, a ray of sunshine has fallen on my life: I looked behind me, 
looked before me, and never have I seen so many good things all at once 
… How could I not help being thankful for the whole of my life? 
Friedrich Nietzsche Ecce Homo1 
 
The fullness experienced in the garden permits the perception of the other 
as other, and the sense of that presence as a completion still happier. The 
other’s flesh is enjoyed as the discovery of an intimacy more intimate to 
one than oneself, as a mystery that invites each one to dwell, without 
dissolving, in order to keep both the other and oneself. 
Luce Irigaray Everyday Prayers 
 

What makes for such a day that so leisurely offers itself? Spring has become summer after 
the thawing of winter’s frosts; there is space to reflect in this gentle light that imparts its 
fructifying lustre to every object all at once. This fleeting untimely ray opens onto an intimate 
world with others where the grass is green before it too browns, the garden abundant, and 
this breeze of light caresses the flesh of my body like the waters of a bath from which I have 
just emerged, sensitive, warm and receptive, but above all else, grateful. There is in this 
humble gratitude a sense of privilege. What this day proffers in its perfection is the 
opportunity to greet, not debt as Nietzsche would have it in a different writing,2 but the 
opening gift, for this day begins with love rather than any double entry accounting; this day 
of rest opens out here now onto the past and future as a shimmering moment of 
thankfulness. Sitting by the fire at night in the heart of winter the same goodly thankfulness 
emerges; it lies just below the surface, like tears.  
What work (art), if any, can be made from this place of thankfulness? Stripped to here what is 
possible? 
 

Biography: 

Jeff is currently a PhD Candidate at Monash University, Performance Studies Department, 
and has worked in Community Cultural Development for many years as well as lecturing in 
drawing, illustration, life drawing, and a theoretical subject, Art and Research. Currently his 
own art making, which has been significantly influenced by working in CCD, is concerned 
with the importance of everyday objects and sentiment in our daily lives. He has written, 
directed and created small scale puppet performances and installations, which as with his 
exhibitions have been developed from and performed within domestic and local community 
contexts. He has been published in academic journals both online and in print, and by theory 
and fiction based independent press publications. Most recently he co-curated the exhibition 
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Not Left Behind in the Hepburn Shire (Victoria) of objects people took with them when they 
evacuated their homes in the recent bush fire period, and has been accepted as a 
participant in the seminar series run by Luce Irigaray for PhD Students who are using her 
work in their theses. 
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Professor Joanne Tompkins 

University of Queensland  
 
Title: Virtual Recreations of Historical Theatres: How VR Can Meet (and Extend) Theatre 
History to Uncover the Hidden 
 
Abstract: 
 
Debates about exactly what London’s Globe Theatre (in which Shakespeare’s plays were 
performed) looked like in early modern times or how the neighbouring Rose Theatre differed 
from the Globe have raged through theatre and architectural circles for a good deal of the 
twentieth century. The discovery of the foundations of the Rose Theatre in 1989 suggested 
that many of the questions about this venue would be answered shortly thereafter: exactly 
how big it was, how many seating galleries there were, what the shape of the stage was, 
exactly where it was positioned, and what the sightlines were for both actors and audience. 
Useful though the excavations were, they did not produce the requisite answers for all these 
questions, particularly since the funding to excavate the entire site never eventuated. 
Stripping such venues back to the bare foundations is helpful, but the foundations are 
themselves only part of the story. Advances in technologies such as virtual reality, however, 
provide a means of assembling a greater degree of knowledge about such venues than has 
been amassed thus far. This paper demonstrates virtual reality models of two historical 
theatrical venues in London—the Rose Theatre and the Boar’s Head Theatre, built in 
Whitechapel in 1599. The models, built by Ortelia, assist in recovering, interpreting and 
better understanding the spatiality, theatre history, and theatre architecture of such early 
modern venues. It is possible, then, to uncover what has been hidden for centuries, material 
which may provide greater insight into how early modern theatre is performed in the twenty-
first century.  
 
Biography: 
 
Professor Joanne Tompkins has taught Drama in the School of English, Media Studies and 
Art History at UQ since 1996. She is currently Head of the School. She researches spatial 
theory and theatre, as well as intercultural, multicultural, and post-colonial theatre, 
particularly in the contexts of Australia and Canada. She is the author of Post Colonial 
Drama (with Helen Gilbert), Women’s Intercultural Performance (with Julie Holledge), and 
Unsettling Space: Contestations in Contemporary Australian Theatre. She co-edited Modern 
Drama for five years, which also involved co-editing the collection, Modern Drama: Defining 
the Field (with Ric Knowles and W.B. Worthen). In addition to conventional research, she 
has produced Ortelia, an innovative research tool to enable the analysis of theatre and 
gallery spaces through virtual reality. This interdisciplinary and collaborative project is now 
analysing, enhancing, and archiving contemporary and historical theatre, art gallery and 
museum spaces and exhibitions. She is Treasurer of the International Federation for Theatre 
Research. 
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Sarah Thomasson 

Post-graduate M Phil: University of Queensland 

Title: ‘Empty Spaces?: Stripping Bare Performance in Found Space’ 

Abstract:  

According to the opening lines of Peter Brook’s famous book The Empty Space, all that is 
needed for the act of theatre to be engaged is for a performer to walk across a bare stage in 
the presence of a spectator (11). This is theatre stripped bare to its constitutive parts: 
performer, spectator, and space. If we follow Antonin Artaud’s suggestion in his manifesto 
for the “Theatre of Cruelty,” and abandon traditional theatre architecture in favour of found 
spaces (96), can a performance be stripped of its theatrical codes and conventions? To 
explore this question, I provide a spatial analysis of three case studies – Cocoloco’s The 
Alice and Alice Bus Tour, Still the Monster’s Up All Night and Rotozaza’s Wondermart – to 
reveal how theatrical conventions are surprisingly upheld in performance locations as 
diverse as a bus, a suburban house and a shopping market. 

I interrogate whether theatre in a supposedly “empty space” can subvert traditional 
performance conventions in its effort to revert “back to basics.” Applying Fiona Wilkie’s “rules 
of spatial behaviour,” I analyse each performance in terms of how the existing rules of the 
site interact with theatrical codes to guide audience behaviour. How do artists manoeuvre 
spectators around the site when presentational spaces are fluid and changing? By 
privileging space as a constitutive element of performance, I demonstrate that even when 
stripped of its architectural trappings, theatrical performance still relies on established 
conventions to guide spectators in the rules of play. In doing so, I also consider the broader 
implications of choosing to work in non-traditional performance spaces: in stripping away the 
confines of the formal theatrical building, are theatre artists achieving their goals to re-
position, and ideally, re-invigorate, the spectator’s perspective? If not, what aims are being 
fulfilled, or at least, attempted, in using found spaces? 

 

Biography: 

Sarah Thomasson is an MPhil candidate at the University of Queensland. Her thesis 
explores performance in found space and its relationship to urban space. Other research 
interests include the role of international arts festivals and the work of Robert Lepage and 
Peter Brook. 
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Karen Vickery 

NIDA 

Title: Before Stanislavsky:  the Theatrical Reforms of Aleksandr Ostrovsky 

Abstract:  

In 1923 Lenin’s appointed Commissar of Enlightenment, Anatoly Lunacharsky, declared 
“Back to Ostrovsky!”  With this rallying cry, Lunacharsky proposed the ‘party line’ on the 
theatre arts which was adopted and enforced by the Soviets.  Ostrovsky’s forty-seven 
original plays were thereby promoted as exemplifying the Soviet tenet of Social Realism, 
prescribed as the appropriate style of the performing arts under Communism. 

By the 1930s, Stanislavsky’s System of acting and Realist aesthetic was also co-opted by 
the Soviets and in 1934 Social Realism became the only legal artistic style to be permitted 
by the state.  Stanislavsky’s books were censored and edited accordingly to bring them into 
line with Marxist materialism. (Carnicke) 

Both artists were thus absorbed by the state and their work distorted to Soviet prescription.  
The result of this was a period of over half a century of Soviet scholarship adhering to this 
particular ideological construct, promoting the late Ostrovsky as the ideal Russian dramatist 
and Stanislavsky as the ideal exemplar of acting and production technique. 

In the process much of Stanislavsky’s interest in form, the avant-garde, and Eastern 
theatrical techniques was suppressed and Ostrovsky’s legacy in the field of theatrical reform, 
actor training, directing and methods of rehearsal remained largely unexplored as scholars 
pursued the Soviet reading of his extensive repertoire.  This, in turn, influenced Western 
scholarship, rendering these aspects of Ostrovsky’s work unknown. 

This work proposes to examine the theatrical reforms of Ostrovsky in the fields of 
performance including the development of acting technique from the early reforms of Mikhail 
Shchepkin (the acknowledged pioneer of realistic acting in Russia), the professionalising of 
the theatre in general in which Ostrovsky was actively engaged, and his work towards re-
establishing theatre schools devoted to acting training for which he even created syllabi.  In 
all his reforms, Ostrovsky laid the groundwork upon which Stanislavsky built the System 
which has had unprecedented impact on Western performance. 

Soviet and subsequent Western scholarship often state that Stanislavsky’s work was 
predicated upon Ostrovsky’s reforms but this remains unexamined.  This work proposes to 
analyse the connections between Ostrovsky’s work from the 1840s-1870s and the later 
achievements of Stanislavsky accounting for the gap in scholarship due to Soviet cultural 
revisionism. 

Biography: 

Karen Vickery trained as an actor at the National Institute of Dramatic Art in the early 1980s, 
having completed a BAHons at University of Melbourne.   Since then she has worked 
extensively in theatre, television and radio. After completing an MA in Theatre Studies at 
UNSW, Karen began teaching at NIDA as a tutor and lecturer in History of Theatre, Film and 
General Studies and is now the Theatre Studies Manager.  Karen has translated several 
Russian classics for the theatre, including Gorky’s Summerfolk (which is preparing for 
performance by 2nd Year actors at NIDA currently) and worked as a dramaturg specialising 
in interpreting Russian texts and culture for Australian actors and audiences at the STC and 
ABC Radio and for independent companies.  She is currently writing a thesis on the life and 
work of Aleksandr Ostrovsky, the great precursor to Chekhov and Stanislavsky. 
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Ashley Wain 

Title: Hermeneutics, the Neutral Mask and Aesthetic Events: an approach to practice-based 
Creative Arts Research.  
 
Abstract: 
 
This paper will describe and discuss an approach to practice-based arts research, which 
uses the neutral mask (the mask of unmasking) and the practice of influential practitioner 
researchers (Stanislavsky, Grotowski) as fundamental reference points, and draws upon 
transpersonal and hermeneutic-phenomenological research methods (Valle & Halling 1989, 
Anderson 1998, Anderson & Braud 1998, Valle 1998, Valle & Mohs 1998, Von Eckartsberg 
1998b, Anderson 2000). I draw particularly on Anderson (1998), who incorporates elements 
of hermeneutic and heuristic research into an approach she calls “Intuitive Inquiry.” This 
method involves refining one’s interpretation of a certain ‘lifeworld text’ or phenomena by 
stepping into the ‘hermeneutic circle’, and repeatedly confronting one’s developing 
interpretation with other interpretations and texts. This process passes through stages of 
heuristic research described by Moustakas (1990): immersion, incubation, illumination, 
explication and creative synthesis, resulting, ideally, in a text that is not only theoretical but 
resonant, poetic and grounded in personal experience, and which incorporates 
autobiography, experiential anecdotes, poetry and critical reflection (cf. Van Manen 1997). 
This method allows arts research to take aesthetic events and reactions into account in a 
methodical way, and articulates an epistemology that frees the creative practitioner scholar 
from materialist and post-structuralist encumbrances.  

Biography: 

Ashley trained as an actor at VCA 1991-93. From David Latham, as both student and 
teaching apprentice, he absorbed the tradition of Michel Saint Denis and Jacques 
Copeau. With Leonid Verzub, with whom he has trained and worked extensively since 1995, 
he learned Active Analysis and the living tradition sourced in Stanislavsky, Michael Chekhov 
and Maria Knebel. He has appeared in leading roles for the Hole in the Wall Theatre, the 
Perth International Arts Festival, The Blue Room, The Effie Crump Theatre, and Theatre13, 
directed by Verzub. Directing credits include Palaces in Ruin, devised with his own 
company, Agamemnon for the University of Ballarat and The Cherry Orchard, Orpheus 
Descending and Platonov at Charles Sturt University, where he ran the Acting Program. He 
has taught at the VCA, The National Theatre Drama School, the University of Ballarat, 
UNSW, Australian Institute of Dramatic Arts USA, and SUNY New Paltz. He studied 
transpersonal psychology with Stanislav Grof, is a long-time student of the Ridhwan School, 
and has studied meditation with the Institute for Applied Meditation since 2004. His PhD, 
Acting and Essence: Experiencing Essence, Presence and Archetype in the Acting 
Traditions of Stanislavsky and Copeau (UWS, 2005) looked at the spiritual dimensions of 
modern acting. His writings have appeared in the International Journal of Transpersonal 
Studies, Didaskalia, The Inner Door, and Radical Spirit. www.ashleywain.com  
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Dr David A. Williams,  

University of Sydney/ version 1.0 inc. 

  
Title: The gaze stripping bare: violence and vision in version 1.0’s THIS KIND OF RUCKUS  
 
Abstract: 
 
The most recent large-scale work from Sydney performance group version 1.0 inc. is THIS 
KIND OF RUCKUS, an alcohol-fuelled and techno-beat driven reflection upon sexual 
violence in contemporary Australia. A key feature within THIS KIND OF RUCKUS is the 
frequent violent deployment of the gaze by both genders. Frequently in the performance, the 
gaze becomes rendered as an exercise in dominance. Within RUCKUS the gaze is 
uncomfortable, uncalled for, unwelcome, and often highly inappropriate. A man sits and 
stares a women’s crotch repeatedly, and is closely watched in turn by a video camera. A 
policeman looks at two women sitting in a car for too long, trying to decide whether or not to 
exercise his authority. A man looks across a dance floor and finds a target for seduction. 
Two women look at individual audience members and decide which ones they might most 
like to have sex with.  
  
If, as philosopher Cathryn Vasseleu suggests, that “to regard someone is to have regard for 
them” (Vasseleu 1998:88), then what might be some of the implications of the violent vision 
within version 1.0’s THIS KIND OF RUCKUS?  
 
Biography: 
 
David Williams is a performer, technician, director and writer. He has worked with Sidetrack, 
Sydney Theatre Company, Blast Theory, Bonemap, and pvi collective. Parallel to this, he 
has worked as a mechanist and flyman at the Sydney Opera House since 1997. David holds 
an Honours degree in Theatre from UWS Nepean, and completed his PhD at the University 
of New South Wales in 2007. He is a founding member and CEO of version 1.0 inc, and has 
co-devised and produced all of the company’s work since 1998 including The Bougainville 
Photoplay Project, This kind of ruckus, Deeply offensive and utterly untrue, The Wages of 
Spin, CMI (A Certain Maritime Incident), From a distance... and The second Last Supper. 
David is currently an Honorary Associate at the University of Sydney. 
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Jena Zelezny 

Post-graduate PhD: University of Melbourne 

Title: ‘Performance Minus the Acting: A Discussion of Continuity, Subjection and Staging’ 

Abstract: 

Using theory taken from both Bertolt Brecht and Judith Butler, this paper is, ultimately, a 
speculation on the possibility of staging the subject in formation. I am interested in 
illuminating three aspects of performance: aspects that emerge in consideration of Butler’s 
The Psychic Life of Power: 

1) Marking the limits of Brecht’s concept of social Gestus and notions of embodiment. 
 

‘Observation’ Brecht writes, ‘is a major part of acting. The actor observes his fellow-men with 
all his nerves and muscles in an act of imitation which is at the same time a process of the 
mind. For pure imitation would only bring out what had been observed; and this is not 
enough, because the original says what it has to say with too subdued a voice.’ 1[emphasis 
added] Brecht determined that ‘physical attitude, tone of voice and facial expression are all 
determined by a social gest … [and that] … these expressions of a gest are usually highly 
complicated and contradictory, so that they cannot be rendered by any single word and the 
actor must take care that in giving his image the necessary emphasis he does not lose 
anything, but emphasizes the entire complex.’ 2[emphasis added]  

I suggest that in the ‘Short Organum’, and other writing on acting there are a number of 
questions that Brecht’s theory does not consider, primarily, how does ‘the physical attitude, 
tone of voice and facial expressions’ continue to come to be? In interrogating Brecht’s 
project of ‘showing’ the appearance of a fixed and formed character, I will also consider the 
contemporary understanding of the subject, and the political efficacy of a subject position in 
performance. In this task I will relate a subject position to Brecht’s presentation of types and 
will also discuss: 

2) The stubborn attachment to the givenness/the pre-eminence of the actor/human 
figure in performance, and, 

3) Possibilities for staging the formation of and agency of the subject. 
 

1  Bertolt Brecht, ‘Short Organum’ in Brecht on Theatre trans John Willett, Hill & Wang: NY, 1964, 54 
196  

2 ibid 61 198 

Biography: 

Jena Zelezny is nearing completion of a PhD which assesses three of Bertolt Brecht’s early 
works (Baal, In the Jungle of Cities & the Life of Edward II of England) for their contribution 
to the discourse on sexuality and their relevance for a contemporary audience. A component 
of Jena’s dissertation involves a script project which is a reflection on transgression viewed 
through the work of Judith Butler.!!
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